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ABSTRACT
The development of the electric vehicle industry as an effective means to cope with energy crisis and
environmental pollution has attracted attention of all countries across the world. However, innovation of
business model related to electric vehicle industry still faces a lot of difficulties and barriers and in-depth
research on it that is based on China’s actual conditions is rare. After reviewing the previous document
researches, in this paper, the author puts forward the theoretical framework of analyzing the influence of
institutional and market environment on the business model innovation process of the electric vehicle
industry; and based on this, the author obtains multi-angle analysis data through the methods such as depth
interview, questionnaire survey and second-hand data reduction, makes an in-depth analysis on the
“intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group” and its business model put forward by Qingdao
TGOOD Electric Co.,Ltd, reveals the influence of Chinese institutional and market environment on the
business model innovation and evolution, and he also adopts the survey research to evaluate its operation
and puts forward the suggestions for improvement.

Studies show that China electric vehicle industry has a huge market and attracted many companies to build
wealth, who created multiple innovated business models different from traditional vehicle industry, taking
electric vehicle production, sale, utilization(charging) as an entry point. For example, TGOOD expanded its
business with its lead-edge electric vehicle charging technologies from car sale to aftersales service
respectively in the upper section and the lower section of the industrial chain. Meanwhile, the Chinese
government highly intervened in market during its economic transition period, bringing about monopoly
profit after market segmentation. To break down the barriers, some enterprises in the electric vehicle field
adopted the way of cooperating with the government and state-owned enterprises(SOE) to share the profit
in this sector. TGOOD had an earlier awareness of this situation, and cooperated with the local well-known
enterprises to establish factories in many cities to gain and keep competitive edge by technological
superiority and complementary advantage. Moreover, national industrial policy changes so rapidly that the
consequent market opportunities are not easy to perceive and grasp, and enterprises advance cautiously
with a phenomenon of copycat innovation. TGOOD put forward a long-term strategic plan as well as
technology and market layout in certain trendy fields in order to avoid homogeneous competition.

From the current progress, good business performance had been achieved in those enterprises that keep up
with the changes in system and market and innovate business model, and the follow-up is still in
observation. The above analysis and conclusion have an academic contribution to the theory of expanding
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business model innovation and evolution, also as a good academic guide in China electric vehicle industry
development.

Key Words: business model; electric vehicle industry; institutional environment; market environment; case
study
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Description of Proposed Research Question
Nowadays, with the energy resource and environment pressure increases, all the countries and international
organizations (such as International Energy Agency) in the world consider developing the electric vehicle
as one of the most effective approaches to reducing the oil consumption and carbon dioxide emissions (San
Román, Momber, Abbad, and Miralles, 201; Liu Yingqi, Wang Jingyu, Kokko, 2014). Many countries in
the world greatly support it in policy, and encourage the development,popularization and application of
green vehicle technology and fuel. As a result, some progress has been made in the electric vehicle in both
technology and market share. At present, the carbon dioxide emission of the most effective vehicle per
kilometer ranges from 100g to 150g, and that of hybrid electric vehicle is 90g; but under an ordinary clean
power grid system, the allocated carbon dioxide emission of the electric vehicle per kilometer is only 50g,
1/3 of that of the ordinary vehicles and nearly 1/2 of that of the hybrid electric vehicles. In 2014, the sales
volume of electric vehicles in the whole world was about 353,522, increased by 56.78%, 91.6% of which
were 323,864 electric passenger cars and 8.4% of which were 29,658 electric buses and electric special
purpose vehicles. It is predicted that in 2020, the sales volume of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and pure
electric vehicles will reach 27 million; in 2050, it will exceed 1 billion; and the carbon dioxide emission
will accumulatively reduce by 10 billion tons(Chinese Automotive Technology & Research Centre,2015).
Along with the rapid economic development of China, China faces energy and environment pressure. In
2014, China accumulatively imported 310 million tons of crude oil, the external dependence reached
57.39%, increased by 4.03% on year-on-year basis; import value of crude oil amounted to 1.4 trillion yuan,
an increase of 2.8%1. According to the data issued by China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, the
production volume and sales volume of vehicles in China in 2014 were 23,720,000 and 23,490,000,
increasing by 7.3% and 6.9% on year-on-year basis; the production volume and sales volume of passenger
cars were 19,920,000 and 19,700,000,increasing by 10.2% and 9.9% on year-on-year basis, while those of
commercial vehicles were 3,800,000 and 3,790,000, decreasing by 5.7% and 6.5% over the past year.The
vehicle fuel oil consumption in China in the whole year of 2013 exceeded 50% of the total consumption,
and the vehicle exhaust accounted for 30% - 60% of the air pollution. Along with the increase in motor
vehicles, the pollution of exhaust becomes more and more serious. In 2014, the research result of PM2.5
source apportionment in Beijing shows that among the PM2.5 sources in Beijing, 64-72% were from the
local pollutant discharge; and in the local pollutant discharge, the motor vehicles emission accounted for
31.1%. Because of the transition from locality to continuity and cumulativity, some cities ease the situation
1CNPC

Economics & Technology Research Institute:The China & Oversea Gas And Oil Industry Report 2014.
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where the annual average concentration of PM2.5 in the air in 92% of the cities in the whole country is not
up to standard in 2013 through driving restriction.
To fully understand and resolve energy resource crisis and pollution, the Chinese government considers
developing electric vehicles as an important approach. The central government and local governments at
different levels issued several relevant policies and measures for promoting the industry development,
which plays a key role in the development of Chinese new energy vehicles. The polices with a relatively
great influence on the industry development include "Demonstration, Extension and Application Project of
1000 Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles in Ten Cities" (hereinafter referred to as "1000 Vehicles in
Ten Cities" project) jointly launched by the Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Finance,
National Development and Reform Commission and Ministry of Industry and Information Technology in
January, 2009, Notice of the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Science and Technology about Carrying
out the Demonstration and Extension Pilot Work of Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles, Notice of
the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology and National Development and Reform Commission about Expanding the Relevant
Demonstration and Extension Work of Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles in the Public Service
Field, Development Plan for the Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicle Industry (2012-2020), Notice
about Continuing to Carry out the Extension and Application Work of New Energy Vehicles, and Guiding
Opinions on Accelerating the Extension and Application of New Energy Vehicles, etc. In these polices, the
development goal was put forward from the strategic level. Namely, by 2015, the cumulative sales volume
of pure electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles should reach 500,0000 and by 2020, it should
reach 5 million; and it is planned that RMB 1000 billion (more than USD 16 billion) will be invested before
2020 to achieve the goal.
Although developing electric vehicles has become one of significant focuses of economic sustainable
development for every country, the development of new energy electric vehicles is not very ideal in China.
The statistical data shows that there were about 30,000 new energy vehicles extended from 2009 to 2012,
and 97,700 extended accumulatively in March from 2013 to 2015, excluding energy conserve automobile
in the stage of demonstration promotion. The rapid extension made China the world’s second largest new
energy vehicle market after the US. At the same time, under the influence of policies such as tax cuts on
purchases of new energy cars and various regions’ restrictions on car ownership, private field rose rapidly
and became the major field of extension and application. Although big progress has been made in new
energy cars extension, there still exists a great gap to achieve the vision. As the 39 extension and
application cities only have a completion rate of 29.08%, 2/3 of which only have a rate of 20% and over 1/3
of which less than 10%, China still faces a huge extension pressure(Chinese Automotive Technology &
Research Centre,2015).
2

Similarly, the previous theoretical researches also show that although the electric vehicles are helpful to
reduce the pollutant discharge and more effectively use the resources, there will be a lot of difficulties in
system and market environment (Jacobsson and Bergek, 2004). This is in fact a problem in front of most of
the sustainable technologies, and they will meet many barriers when penetrating or replacing the original
products (Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010; Johnson and Suskewicz, 2009). Because the introduction of a
new technology means a challenge to the traditional business ecosystem, it will be strongly resisted by the
incumbent firms in early period and the ecosystem they represent. Such resistance is the protective and
continuity of their vested interest (Cohen and Winn, 2007). At the same time, comparing to the leading
products, the new products in the market will meet more problems such as insufficient market attraction
(Christensen, 2003; Johnson, Suskewicz, and Kagermann, 2009). For example, the electric vehicle will face
such problems. Usually, it is hard for them to meet the scale requirement of mass production in the existing
industry; the corresponding industry management experience and customer preference have not become
stable; the potential advantage of the environmental protection has not been widely accepted by the users
(Kley, Lerch, and Dallinger, 2011; Siegel, 2009).
Therefore, although electric vehicle brings some development opportunities to the pioneering enterprises,
these enterprises will not only face the strong competition pressure from the original incumbent firms, but
also should provide a good business model for the new product. Usually, it is believed that the core of the
business model includes value proposition, value network, revenue/cost model and so on (Chesbrough and
Rosenbloom, 2002). Here, value proposition means the proportion of the target market, product and service;
value network reflects the product development and production process; revenue/cost model means the
profit-making ways of the enterprises, namely, how to keep the enterprises run. In other words, the business
model can change the previous competition mode, making the traditional incumbent firms difficult to resist.
Usually, a new business model appears together with the highly uncertain technology, economy and
regulation environment, which make the business model innovation possible. In recent years, people have
realized the business model innovation can not only maintain the more sustainable social development goal,
but also he government should participate in and support such innovation process because of this (Birkin et
al., 2007). In the changeable environment, the new business model can be used to develop the existing
market, and also can be used to hasten the new market. Therefore, by its nature, the business model is not
static, but constantly changes along with the internal transition and external stimulation (Demil and Lecocq,
2010). In the current environment, the automobile manufacture enterprises are usually not clear about the
correct or appropriate business model; and the business model is a process of learning, testing and adapting.
This is in fact the situation in front of Qingdao TGOOD Electric Co., Ltd. - the case company in the study
of this paper. Qingdao TGOOD, established on March 16, 2004, is a Sino-German joint venture and a
national hi-tech enterprise; it was successfully listed and became the t stock in the growth enterprises
3

market in October, 2009 (stock code: 300001). Its registered capital is RMB 400.8 million; its total assets
are RMB 2.876 billion; and the market value of the Company is RMB 9.5 billion. At present, it has over
3300 employees and is a leading enterprise in Chinese box-type electric equipment manufacturing industry.
In 2014, it proposed of the business model of "intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group". Since
it was proposed, this business model has been constantly learned and improved.
In general, electric vehicle, as a sustainable technology, needs to overcome the barriers in the market
development and create economic value with the help of the business model innovation (Chesbrough and
Rosenbloom, 2002). For example, Tesla Motors adopts the high-performance luxury image to popularize
the electric vehicles and finds that the consumers are willing to pay a higher price for electric roadsters with
special accelerator (Kley et al., 2011); Better Place ever introduced the method of payment with mobile
phone to solve the problems of driving range and charging of the electric vehicles (Christensen,Wells,and
Cipcigan, 2012). Therefore, Christensen, et al. (2012: 499) point out, "The innovative technologies
sometimes have the potential of satisfying the sustainable goal, it is hard for them to become popular in a
certain industry with the help of the existing business models. And only through the innovation on the
existing business model, can such technologies become successful in business. Through the above
innovations, the electric vehicles can not only realize the positive protection over the environment, but also
can find new approaches to creating user value, just as Christensen, Wells and Cipcigan (2012:499) ever
evaluated the current electric vehicle business model: "Although in a common sense, people recognize that
a new business model will be the future development prospect of the emerging auto enterprises and the
sustainable technology and business solutions will be highly diversified and solution-dependent, in the
actual situation, because of shortage of actual cases in this aspect, we know little about the characteristics
of these business model innovations or their connection with and opposition to those deep-rooted
traditional practices."
This study is developed for the above problem. Specifically, firstly, the author, based on the previous
researches and in combination with the institutional and industry environment of the electric vehicle market
at home and abroad from 2006 to 2015, puts forward the theoretical framework of the influence of analysis
system and market environment on the business model innovation process of the electric vehicle industry;
secondly, he deeply analyzes the influence of "intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group" and its
business model put forward by Qingdao TGOOD on the user value realization and industry development,
improves the theoretical framework of business model innovation process of the electric vehicle industry,
and also puts forwards the policies and management suggestions on the development of this industry in
China in the future.
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1.2 Research Content and Theory Innovation
Business model means taking opportunities to create value by designing transaction contents, structures and
governance mechanism(Amit & Zott, 2001). Business model has become the hot topic in scholastic circles
and in the industry with continuous concern(Zott, Amit & Massa, 2011). A good business model brings an
enterprise more profits and better performance(Giesen, Berman, Bell & Blitz, 2007;Zott & Amit, 2008),
more value creation(Morris, Schindehutte & Allen, 2005) and competitive edge(Markides & Charitou,
2004). A good business model is more important than good technology(Chesbrough, 2007). A good
business model can help enterprises overcome the disadvantage of backwardness, and competing with
mature enterprises through business model innovation has become a most important way for the
entrepreneur.
As metioned above, although the electric vehicle has the basic attribute of environmental protection, the
enterprises with this technology face the challenge of how to develop an appropriate business model to turn
the attribute of environmental protection to the economic value creation that the stakeholders care about
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). Compared to the traditional vehicles, the initial investment in the
electric vehicle is higher and it also has the advantages in the environmental protection and user experience.
In general, it represents the transition from product-centered business model to service-centered business
model (Ceschin -Masanell and Vezzoli, 2010). There are also many business opportunities that have not
been fully realized or dug, such as the "smart energy system" related to the energy storage technology
(Kley et al., 2011), possible revenue sources of the battery leasing industry (Christensen et al., 2012), or
potential of recycling-based industry related to it (Neubauer and Pesaran, 2011). Teece (2010: 187) ever
said, "In the early period of an emerging industry, the appropriate business model is always not clear";
similarly, Bohnsack, Pinkse and Kolk (2014) also summarized, "In the electric vehicle industry, our
understanding of how the power of context promoting or hindering the business model innovation".
In order to solve the above problems, this study hopes to answer the following questions: What influence
the institutional and industry environment of China will have on the business model of the electric vehicle
industry? Specifically, in this paper, in combination with the case of Qingdao TGOOD constructing the
business model of vehicle group charging industry, the author will summarize the value chain based on the
electric vehicle industry and the business model innovation process and method, hoping to make an
academic contribution to the theories related to business model innovation and evolution and provide a
theoretical reference for the manufacturing industry to make use of the Internet to conduct the management
practice of transformation and upgrading.
This paper contains the theory innovation to the following three aspects:
The first is the value model establishment to the enterprise business model innovation in the institutional
5

and industry environment of China. Usually, the business model of an enterprise is rooted in the power of
context; different environments will bring different power or resistance to the business model innovation of
the enterprise (Lu, Rong, You, and Shi, 2014; San Román, Momber, Abbad and Miralles, 2011). In the early
period, there was no in-depth research on the business model innovation under the institutional and industry
environment (Yao Mingming, Wu Xiaobo, Shi Yongjiang, Rong Ke, Lei Linan, 2014), and this is very
important. As shown in Figure 1-1, the study is based on the conception of “business model framework”
put forward by Keen and Williams(2013), and is aimed at setting up a theoretical model of business model
innovation which conform to China’s institutional environment and industry environment.
Generally in terms of market environment, the domestic market is large and the economy develops quickly
in China, so there are many market opportunities. This can provide buffering advantage for the enterprises
to realize technological catching-up, but at the same time, the accumulation of core resources, especially
the technological resources, domestic enterprise is usually weak and the economic supervision system is
incomplete; the technological catching-up is passive. In terms of institutional environment, the institutional
environment of the transition economy in China shows the feature of gradually transforming to
"rule-dominated formal institution" from "relation-dominated informal institution" (Peng, 2003); the
government's interference degree in market is relatively high, leading to the imbalance internal
development of industries (especially some resource industries); the government's interference leads to the
profit monopoly after market segmentation, and the non-market-oriented strategy of the enterprises (such as
political participation, political connection or privacy relationship) becomes an important channel to obtain
scarce resources or policy advantage. Such non-market-oriented strategy is beneficial to the enterprise, it
increases the social transaction cost and affects the fair competition mechanism.
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Source: Author’s summarization
Figure 1-1 Impact of mechanism and market environment on business model innovation
In practical terms of business model innovation in the electric vehicle industry, the mature business model
in western countries may not be applied in the unique market environment in China. For example, it is no
problem with the traditional charging pile model in most western countries due to their wide living areas.
Prof. Gil Tal and Prof. Michael Nicholas from the University of California’s Davis Institute of
Transportation Studies made a survey2 on California’s new energy vehicles usage. The survey shows that
most American families own detached house, who are also the most part of new energy vehicles purchasers;
those who own or live in an apartment account for a small ratio of purchasing, among whom the rate of
purchasing plug-in hybrid electric vehicles is higher than that of blade electric vehicles. Most respondents
are inclined to charge in their workplace, 78% of whom think it is free. Free charging brings about the
following benefits: Increase the potential sale of new energy vehicles; Simplify the installment and
procedure setting of charging equipments in the workplace; Avoid administrative management problems of
collecting fee; Avoid stingy impression on employer; Increase employee welfare at workplace. However in
2

Tal, G., and M. Nicholas. 2013. Studying the PEV. Market in California: Comparing the PEV, PHEV and
Hybrid Markets. Presented at the EVS 27 Electric Vehicle Symposium (November 2013) Barcelona, Spain.
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China, due to concentration and density of population in cities, most residents live in multistorey buildings,
thus most families having no fixed parking lots and having difficulty in installing special charging piles.
According to the survey results conducted by Zhang Lei and Fang Haifeng(2014), only 32.3% of residents
in ten cities like Beijing and Shanghai own fixed parking lots in their residential quarter. On the other hand,
the perplexity is that most users still hope to charge their new energy vehicles in their residential quarter, so
how to extend charging infrastructure construction in residential quarters requires collaboration among
relevant government departments(Zhang Lei, Fang Haifeng, 2014). At the same time, users are reluctant
to accept high charging fee so that cost allocation of infrastructure construction becomes a problem. All
these will be the paramount consideration when implementing business model innovation in Chinese
market environment of electric vehicles industry, and also be the author’s starting point to raise the idea of
establishing business model based on charging system of the electric vehicle group.
One important factor of influencing electric vehicle business model innovation isChina’s unique
institutional environment. For example, although China issued several policies with clear requirements of
breaking down local protectionism without external threshold for new energy vehicle products, real
extension situation shows that some local governments still tend to extend local new energy vehicle
products, thus preventing outside products getting government subsidies. Some local governments set up
application and check procedures different from relevant national standards, some governments even
require enterprises to invest and establish factory and procure locally-produced components, and several
cities still implement purchasing restriction for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Local governments,
ministries and commissions always set up high threshold for outside enterprises based on interest
protectionism, which leads to over 40 small sized manufacturers of charging facilities throughout the
country, hard to become scale economy.

Local protectionism not only impeded new energy vehicle

market development, but also forced manufacturers to increase investment in relevant aspects, creating a
heavy burden.

However, the planning of establishing charging network by cooperation and joint

management that the author put forward, is the very management strategy to overcome the above
institutional barriers. Besides, under current mechanism and institution in China, charging facilities still
belongs to social infrastructure construction category, mainly guided and extended by government policies,
while it is also difficult for enterprise which engaged in charging facilities construction and management to
gain land, electric power and other core resources. This determines limitations in innovation space of
business model, and it is also the main reason why State Grid Corporation of China and China Southern
Power Grid met with setbacks in extending business model. Based on above, the author think, enterprises
should prolong industry chain and value chain by Internet thinking and technology to avoid single charging
service revenue model, and also ought to deeply study the industrial development trend to seek sustainable
differential development by establishing an Internet of new energy integrated by three networks “Charging
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Network, Internet, Internet of Vehicles”.
The second is methodological basis of business model evolution based on solid evidence and data
validation. Although there have been researches on the business model evolution, due to the restriction of
data, most of these researches are conceptual theoretical description without empirical researches on
evidence-based management. For example, Li Wenlian and Xia Jianming(2013: 93) summarized their study
of domestic and overseas business model innovation: “There always exist two problems about business
model innovation research: one is poor practical operability of too abstract research only focused on
theoretical reasoning and discussion; the other is not high systematicness of theory, the focus of which is
the reasoning and discussion about very special cases. Due to said two problems, enterprises meet with
many limitations when using the research results and ultimately have great difficulty in realizing business
model innovation.”
This is particularly obvious in the business model research of electric vehicle industry. Since it is an
emerging industry, the business model of the electric vehicles is still at the exploration and development
stage. The enterprises both at home and abroad are constantly improving the existing business models
through learning, testing and adopting. (Demil and Lecocq, 2010; Sosna et al., 2010; Teece, 2010). As an
enterprise manager of the electric vehicle industry in the rapid development period, on the one hand, the
author has a profound experience of the development of this industry in the past decade; on the other hand,
he also has detailed primary data about the enterprise in the process of designing and guiding the business
model evolution. At the same time, apart from the summarization and analysis of the historical data, the
author also improves the partnership between Qingdao TGOOD and the external ecosystems and designs a
more effective business model architecture through the questionnaire survey on the current business
relationship management strategy. Such research findings, on the one hand, can perfect the business model
framework of the electric vehicle industry put forward by Bohnsack, Pinkse and Kolk (2014); on the other
hand, such evidence-based management research perspective can make up for the deficiencies in empirical
experience of business model evolution in the early period.
The third is the strategy of how enterprise realizes the technological catching-up in context of China. In the
past, we mainly focused on the catching-up process of such newly industrializing countries as South Korea
and Japan (Kim, 1980;Lee and Lim, 2001;Mathews and Cho, 1999); and few of them focused on Chinese
enterprises. The economy of China rose after the policy of reform and open-up was adopted, and the
technological catching-up phenomenon really happened in a global context. As mentioned above, the
technological catching-up of the Chinese enterprises like Qingdao TGOOD was carried out in a special
context of China. Such institutional and industrial situation is featured by transition economy, diversified
technical systems and multi-level market space, which is essentially different from that in the western
developed countries and newly industrializing countries. At present, as the acceleration of globalization and
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the formation of cross-industry value network, Chinese enterprises gradually enter the global value network
(Chesbrough and Schwartz, 2007), and the combined action of the business model and emerging
technologies provide opportunities and challenges for them to rapidly catch up their objectives. This paper
studies the technological catching-up problem of the electric vehicle industry in the context of China, and it
can provide a better theoretical reference for the enterprise development strategy of other fields.

1.3 Research Method
Case study is a widely used research method in the business model researches (Zott,Amit,and Massa, 2011).
In this study, the case study method is also adopted to better grasp its internal mechanism and influencing
mechanism and then conduct the theory construction and development. As an empirical research method,
case study can well explain the problems of "how" and "why" (Yin, 2009) and is helpful to clearly show the
business model evolution process and the responses of its stakeholders. At the same time, through
comparing the leading business model of Qingdao TGOOD and other business models at home, the author
makes repeated verifications through multiple case study construction to increase the effectiveness of the
exploratory case study (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007).
To display the process of business model innovation, we take the theoretical sampling method and case
selection is of instructiveness(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). According to the research problems and
objectives, the selected samples must meet the following requirements: ①research objects must
correspond with research problems and be helpful to answer them; ②research objects must be of
representativeness. It should be a typical enterprise leading in the industry, the development history of
which is a reference for other enterprises; ③Abundant information can be obtained as well as development
history, and research data were recorded from different perspectives and can be verified by each other;
④research object shall eliminate the affection of other elements as possible.
In accordance with above standards, we chose TGOOD as the object of study. Qingdao TGOOD Electric
Co., Ltd. ("TGOOD" for short), founded in 2004, is a Sino-German joint venture and national hi-tech
enterprise headquartered in Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province. The primary business of
TGOOD is designing and manufacturing power transformation and distribution primary and secondary
products in 220kV and lower voltage grades and providing relevant technical services; the products are
complete sets of power transformation and distribution products with outdoor box-type electrical
equipment primary and indoor switch cabinet secondary. The Company mainly provides power
transformation and distribution products and relevant technical services for various industries such as
railway industry, power industry and coal industry, and is the largest professional R&D and production
company of box-type power transformation and distribution equipment in China. At present, it mainly faces
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railway industry, coal industry and power industry downstream; the market share of its box-type product is
the first in the railway market, the first in the coal market and also the first in local power market. As of
2014, in the 11 years, TGOOD has developed to be a growth-type enterprise with net assets worth more
than RMB 100 million and annual sales volume of RMB 1.93 billion from an inconspicuous enterprise with
more than 20 people and assets worth RMB 8 million. In September, TGOOD successfully appeared on the
growth enterprises market of Shenzhen Stock Exchange as the first in the whole country (stock code:
300001); and it ranked on the list of Top 100 Chinese Ox-type Listed Companies in 2009.
The year of 2011 witnessed a transition in TGOOD development history. With China railway construction
pace slowing, TGOOD met with obstacles that its gross revenue growth dropped and net profit even
showed a -7.1% negative growth. At that moment, China started energetically extending and developing
electric vehicle industry. The petroleum shortage caused by constant growth of traditional vehicles had
related to national energy security, and its consequent environment pollution also became a serious problem
in the China society recently. Up to now, at least 7 ministries and commissions have separately or jointly
released policies to support new energy vehicles development, including Ministry of Finance, State
Administration of Taxation, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of Commerce,
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Science and Technology, National Development and Reform
Commission. In 2014, China surpassed Japan as the world second largest country in new energy vehicle
extension, with its sale increase rate topped throughout the world(Chinese Enterprises & Industrial
Research Center, 2015). It is because earlier recognizing such situation changes, the author started in 2011
thinking how to enter electric vehicle charging industry based on the existing technology and put forward
and established a development strategy that conform more to the industrial and institutional environment by
analyzing previous business model of electric vehicle charging network construction.
To establish complete and reliable evidence chaining, we collect information mainly from primary data and
second hand data for mutual verification. The study conducted "triangulation" to strengthen the persuasion
of the analysis findings (Yin, 2009). Specifically, the ways to collect data in this paper include:
(1) Depth interview: From January, 2014 to June, 2015, the author collected the primary data in the ways of
field observation and semi-structured interview; the interviewees included the middle-senior managers,
technicians and grass-roots employees of the enterprise and some external stakeholders. The details of the
specific interviewees are shown in Table 1-1. There are 14 interviewees in total, including 2 senior
managers, 6 middle managers, 4 grass-roots employees and two external members from Potevio New
Energy Co., Ltd.; and the interview time was 21 hours in total. After every interview ended, the author
would supplement the information needed through telephone, e-mail or repeated interview, and checked
and sorted the information. There sorted interview script includes over 320 pages. Because the interview
involves the evaluation on the enterprise's business model, personal feelings might be easily involved in the
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answering process. Therefore, the author tried best to verify the facts reflected by the interviewees with
evidence through the mutual corroboration of the internal and external members' viewpoints.
(2) Second hand data: In order to avoid the deviation from impression management and retrospective
sense-making, the author obtained data through collecting and sorting out the second hand data. Such
qualitative-quantitative combined data collection method is also a direction encouraged in the present case
study (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Specifically, the second hand data collected in this study include:
relevant laws and regulations about the electric vehicle and its industry made by China in different
periods; the financial and market data Qingdao TGOOD prepared in different development stage
(including the corporate annual reports every year); the annual market data of electric vehicle industry
development at home and abroad. The total second hand data obtained included over 300 pages; the
technical appraisal report issued by STECRI and China Electricity Council(CEC). The total second hand
data obtained included over 300 pages..
Table 1-1 Basic Information of the Interviewees

Category

Level

Senior
Manager

No.

Post

Cui Qun

T1

President

3.0

T2

Strategy development director

1.5

Sun
Youbin
Cui Binjie
Zhou
Qiang
Du

Internal

Middle

Shuang

manager

Geng

Members

Chunhai

Grass-roots
employee

Interview Time (Unit:

Name

M1

M2

M3

M4

General Manager of Marketing
Development Center
Deputy General Manager of
Product Center
Manager of General Office
Department
Director of Innovation Center
General Manager of Wuhan

hour)

1.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

Wang Kui

M5

Tong Jun

M6

Guo Feng

E1

Finance Department

1.0

E2

Engineering Center

1.5

E3

Marketing Department

1.5

Ding
Shuguang
Shen
Zhiwei

Branch
General Manager of Chengdu
Branch
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1.5

1.0

Chen Kai
External
members

E4

Marketing Department

1.0

Zhao Zheng

O1

Potevio New Energy Co., Ltd.

1.5

Wu Hao

O2

Potevio New Energy Vehicle
Technology Co., Ltd.
Total

2.0
21.0

Source: Author’s summarization.
(3) Questionnaire survey: From May, 2015 to June 2015, the author, learning from the business model
questionnaire scale and survey design plan of Zott and Amit (2008), adopted the method of questionnaire
survey to investigate the evaluation opinions of the management layer of the Company and its employees
on the existing business model, and then summarized the suggestions on business model improvement. The
author sent 80 questionnaire copies (the questionnaire is shown in Appendix 1), collected 63 copies; among
them, 63 copies are valid. So, the valid return rate is 76.3%. At the same time, the author adopted the
quantitative method to determine the interrelation between the business model innovation variables and
further explain by comparing the market performance before and after the business model was improved.
During collecting said data, the author followed Engaged Scholarship paradigm put forward by Van de Ven
and Jing(2012). The paradigm points out that examing angle is limited for that every researcher has specific
historical, cultural and discipline paradigms. When the research issue is rather complicated beyond
individual cognitive capability limitation, Engaged Scholars can explore the discrepancies from the
interest-related person’s viewpoints and get a deep consensus so as to make the research results more
convinced. The above paradigm is getting wide attention of the academic circles. Jean M. Bartunek, chief
editor of Journal of Management, and Professor Sara L. Rynes(2014: 1196) gave an evaluation, “Only those
scholars who fully engaged in resolving contradictions between research and practice have more
opportunities to find some novel and interesting things and are more likely to make a study of high impact
when using academic citation”. It actually seems more important to do research in combination with local
system and culture in context of China. The same is true for China’s electric vehicle industry development,
which involves diverse interest bodies with obvious conflicts in interests and viewpoints, such as state and
local governments, electric power enterprises, energy enterprises, automobile manufacturing enterprises,
transportation departments, charging facilities developing enterprises, property management companies in
residential quarters, financial institutions.All interest bodies have their own strong points and weaknesses.
Only by straightening out functional division and benefit distribution of relevant interest bodies can they
take advantage of each other's strengths to jointly provide users experience of high quality. This is the
complexity of resolving the research issue(Jing and McDermott, 2013). For that reason, the author not only
interviewed relevant interest bodies inside and outside own enterprise but also consulted many state and
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local policies and survey reports on interest bodies, so as to make such a deep analysis for high operability
of the proposed business model innovation in accordance with all interest bodies.
As the result of the data collection, the author established a research database to record and sort out the data,
and sort out the enterprise internal data, interview records, survey record and sorted relevant forms and data
we obtained through first-hand survey and the second hand data collected through other ways to a case
study database.
In the data analysis link, the author first preliminarily sorted out the case data we collected, then made a
detailed descriptive analysis on the feedback and evaluation on the business model design of different
interviewees in different periods to obtain structured and codified data information for the later
deconstruction and reconstruction of variable relations. Secondly, in order to better analyze the business
model design of the case company and its evolution process and compare its similarity with and difference
from other business models, this study will be completed through two methods: intra-case analysis and
inter-case analysis, and we will divide the analysis process into three stages: data reduction, data display
and abstracting and verifying the conclusions (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007;Miles and Huberman, 1994).
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 Concept of Business Model and Its Innovation
Business model, as a new research hotspot of the management field, has attracted widespread attention of
the academic circles and business circles. In short, business model means the method of doing business, is a
model an enterprise relies on for existence and a model which can bring benefits to the enterprise; it
stipulates the position of the company in the value chain and guided it how to make money (Rappa, 2004).
The business model considers the technical feature of an enterprise as the potential input and transforms it
to economic output through customers and market. Its essence is that it makes clear what activity an
enterprise should carry out to create value, how it select the position of the upstream and downstream
partners in the value chain and the arranging type of achieving the yield return with the customers
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002).
As Table 2-1 shows, the business model has something to do with the technological innovation strategy of
the enterprise, but they are obviously different. Based on contingency theory, Zott and Amit (2007) found
the relationship between the matching of business model design and product market strategy and the
enterprise performance through empirical study, verified the difference between the business model and
strategy connotation, and pointed out that the business model was not determined by the enterprise strategy
as a conclusion. To some extent, the business model is more universal that the enterprise strategy, and only
after combining the strategy and business model, can the enterprise obtain sustainable competition
advantage in the new business model (Teece, 2010).
Based on the relevant literature reviews at home and abroad, we can see that the current business model
researches have transformed to the researches on the business model innovation from the researches on
definition, composition elements and classification of the business model at the beginning (Zott,Amit,and
Massa, 2011; Gong Limin, Jiang Shisong, Wei Jiang, 2011). The representative researches included: On the
basis of reviewing the value chain, Schumpeterian innovation, Amit and Zott (2001), carried out case study
and put forward four value creation sources of the electronic commercial enterprises: efficiency,
complementarities, lock-in and novelty. The definition of the four value creation sources lays a foundation
for the later researches on the business model, and it is also the embryo of the construction of the concept
"business model design". Voelpel,Leidold and Tekie (2004) think in the business model design, the four
aspects customer, technology, organization infrastructure and profit-making should be systematically
considered; and they stress the systematicness of business model thinking and the importance of matching
of the external environment. Osterwalder (2004) points out in the business model, a value system, an
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enterprise can stimulate the recognition of the business model through changing the factors such as value
proposition, target customer, distribution channel, customer relationship, core capabilities, value structure,
partner commitment, income flux and cost structure. Lindgardt et al. (2009) think in the special period of
economic crisis, searching for the market opportunity can better explain the motivation of enterprise
business model innovation behavior, but further verification is needed for whether the insiders of an
enterprise can more easily agree on the business model innovation behavior in the economic crisis period.
Table 2-1 Comparison between the Business Model and Technological Innovation Strategy

Definition

What to solve
mainly

Business model

Technological Innovation Strategy

Transaction content, transaction structure
and transaction processing designed for
the purpose of creating value after the
enterprise
captures
the
business
opportunity
How to commercialize the technology

Decisions that an enterprise makes to create
more value and enhancing the competition
advantages for the enterprise through
different ways of innovation with
technological development as the center
What positioning should be adopted
compared to the competitor
What technological innovation strategy
should be adopted (such as independent
research and development strategy and/or
technology import strategy)
How to conduct the technological innovation

What partners are linked to explore the
business opportunity and how to connect
them with the key enterprises to conduct
transactions
What information and products are traded
among the partners, and what resources
and capability deployment are needed to
realize these transactions
How to control the transactions among the
partners and what measures are taken to
stimulate these partners
Unit
analysis
Focus

of

Key enterprises and their partners

Which kind of technological innovation to
conduct
How to apply the technological innovation
achievement
Enterprises

External orientation: pay attention to the
transaction process between the enterprise
and others

Internal/external orientation: pay attention to
the activity and behavior in the competition
process

Source: Yao Mingming, Wu Xiaobo, Shi Yongjiang, Rong Ke, Lei Linan (2014: 151)
The current market economy is an uncertain economy in the state of "creative destruction", and only
through business model innovation or creative destruction, can the enterprises effectively survive. Here, the
business model innovation means that the enterprises constantly improve and adjust their own business
model on the basis of gradually deepening the understanding of business logic (Morris, Schindehutte and
Allen, 2003). Johnson et al. (2008) think the enterprises should conduct business model innovation in the
following five situations: firstly, when the existing solutions in the market can not meet the demand of
some customers because the cost is too high or too complicated (this is mainly for the customers at the
bottom of Pyramid); secondly, when a new business model is needed to marketize a new technology or
when a tested technology is promoted to a brand new market; thirdly, when a solution is focused on an
undeveloped market; fourthly, when it is necessary to resist the attack of low-end competitors; fifthly, when
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it is necessary to respond to the change in the overall competition environment. Business model innovation
is usually a step-by-step progressive process from the base-layer business model to special-layer business
model and rule-layer business model; when the new model replaces the old model, the technological
innovation and organizational innovation (Shirky, 2008) are usually fully used, and at the same time, the
enterprises find new demands when making the transaction in the business model, which makes the
enterprises to make technological improvement to meet the demands (Hart and Christensen, 2002).
In the researches on the business model, the connotations different researchers give to the concept are
different; and the research layers they focused may also be different. This was easily mixed in the earlier
researches (Casadesus- Masanell and Ricart, 2010; Zott and Amit, 2010). On the one hand, some scholars
define the business model in a relatively broader sense, consider it a "scale model" and a general method of
the enterprises to create and obtain value (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010; Chesbrough, 2007). Such
business model in a broader sense is helpful for the author to compare the prototypes and categories of the
business models in different enterprises/industries (Morris et al., 2003; Zott et al., 2011). The examples of
researches on this aspect include instant photography business model (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000),
Amazon's double-sided market business model (Rysman, 2009). In the emerging industries, the enterprises
will constantly search for the general business models, which may become standards. (Morriset al., 2003)
The interest of the enterprises in the leading business model is that the new technology can benefit all the
participant enterprises when creating legality and user acceptance (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994).
On the other hand, some scholars use the concept of business model to refer in particular to how an
enterprise to design its elements and components and their inter-relationship (Demil and Lecocq, 2010).
The literatures in this aspect mainly discuss the main components to describe and design a business model
(Zott,Amit,and Massa, 2011). The examples in this aspect include the the business model research
framework of value proposition (such as products/services on the market segment), value network (such as
product development, production and sales activity) and revenue/cost model (such as payment and
financing) that the researchers generally use (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Johnson et al., 2009;
Morris et al.,2003). As the research of enterprises from a specific perspective, the achievements in this
aspect mainly focus on how an enterprise obtains its competition advantage through the specific selection
under a business model framework; at this moment, the business model innovation is considered to be an
important source for the enterprise to obtain the competition advantage (Morris et al., 2003; Teece, 2010).
Here, the problem the enterprises need to think deeply is value creation but not value occupation, and the
business model can provide a user value creation system for them, which can prevent the competitors from
imitating it (Zott et al., 2011). Accordingly, the researchers also begin to pay attention to how the
connotation elements of business model lead to value creation. In general, the business model innovation
can create value in two aspects: efficiency and novelty (Zott and Amit, 2007). They are in fact two modes
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of the economic exchange process, and they correspond to cost-leading strategy and product differentiation
strategy, respectively. The focus of efficiency orientation is reducing the transaction cost of the existing
system; and the focus of the novelty orientation is finding a new mode of conducting transactions. Although
the enterprises can look for new strategic direction through the business model innovation, the existing
business model will limit such strategy searching space, because the enterprises usually do not hope to get
rid of their core elements in a short period (Amit and Zott, 2001).
An appropriate business model can enhance the attraction of the technology market, and accordingly,
enhance the competition advantage of the entrepreneurial firm (Björkdahl, 2009). However, the business
model in the emerging market is usually not clear, and needs to experience the experimental process of trial
and error (Chesbrough, 2010). At this moment, the enterprises should pay special attention to "extracting
the root of user demands, constantly conducting the user evaluation, discussing the essence of product cost
composition and possible changes in the future, and giving full consideration to the competitor's strength
when designing a workable business model in the market" (Teece, 2010:187). Therefore, a business model
system also constantly evolves on the basis of constantly adjusting the consistency of internal composition
elements (Demil and Lecocq, 2010). Such business model innovation usually involves in the deep
reflections on many basic business problems (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Demil and Lecocq, 2010;
Johnson et al., 2008; Osterwalder et al., 2005).

2.2 Business Model of the Electric Vehicle Industry
Electric vehicles (EVs) refer to the vehicles with on-board power as the power which runs drive by electric
motor; they use "battery+electric motor+electronic control+computer" to replace the traditional "engine of
fuel vehicle + variable speed drive system". Currently, the core technology of electric vehicle is battery and
battery management technology; and those mainly hindering the development of the electric vehicle
industry are the battery safety technology, battery cost and vehicle charting (Kleyet al., 2011). The electric
vehicle represents the value proposition different from the traditional vehicles. Because the initial purchase
price of this system is high but the operating cost is low, this also may make the users easily realize the
performance risk of this system in a long period. In recent years, the academic circles and practical circles
have become more and more interested in the business model (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010) and
originally, it was from the "dot.com" outbreak period in 1990s. At this moment, this business model is used
to provide new value creation and capture modes and then surpass the incumbent firms in the traditional
market (Osterwalder et. al., 2005; Wirtz et al., 2010).
The business model of the electric vehicle contains numerous things(Fan Yuhong, Zhang Wei, Chen Yang,
2010). To sum up, just as Figure 2-1 shows, they are mainly divided into three categories: the
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government competent departments at all levels, including the macroscopic policy makers and traffic
managers, who mainly provide policy environment and institutional guarantee for the development of
electric vehicle and construct a fair and orderly institutional environment; the electric vehicle suppliers
and operation service suppliers, including the finished electric vehicle manufacturers, suppliers of the key
components such as battery, operators of charging infrastructure, power suppliers and the suppliers of
operation services such as maintenance, etc.; electric vehicle users, including the group users and
individual users (Ye Ruike, Chen Xiumiao, Zhu Fangsiyu, Wang Li, 2012).

Note: (1) The platform is the data collection center. Various objects provide information for the platform and the
platform provides information services for the objects;
(2) The platform is a sharing mechanism of gathering various information and providing services for objects;
(3) The data aggregation is helpful to data mining and provide value-added services for the objects.

Source: Ye Ruike, Chen Xiumiao, Zhu Fangsiyu, Wang Li, 2012
Figure 2-1 Stakeholders of Business Model of Electric Vehicles
On the basis of the general business model framework, Bohnsack,Pinkse and Kolk (2014) proposed the
basic framework of business model of the electric vehicle industry. As Figure 2-2 shows, this, in essence, is
the application of the three elements - value proposition, value network and revenue/cost model in the
electric vehicle industry.
Here, value proposition pays attention to the proportion of products or services and focuses on the user
detailing characteristics; value network reflects the design, development, sales and after-sales service of
electric vehicles; revenue/cost model pays attention to what model the enterprises adopt to gain profit from
the consumers and how the enterprises raise funds and do business with the help of various channels
(including the government support). The author also can adopt this framework to explain the traditional
automobile industry. At present, the auto manufacturers focus on the mainstream consumer groups in the
whole world and pay attention to how to effectively product their own vehicles. These companies, through
large-batch and assembly line production equipment, cooperate with the suppliers and competitors to
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conduct R&D and production, and sell or lease the vehicles to the users as a whole. These business model
selections are also deeply embedded in a ubiquitous filling station network (Orsato and Wells, 2007).

Value proposition

Value network

Service content
 Rapid charging
 Charging at home
 Ownership or sharing
The battery is exchangeable

R&D and production
 Our enterprise or outsourcing
 Purpose-based manufacturing or assembly

Product content
 Traditional or future fashion design
 All electric or expand to other fields

Sales of after-sales service
 Agency or flagship store or online sales
 Field after-sales service or user's
customization

Segmentation of target market
 Luxurious or economic
 Single-purpose (such as for cities) or
multi-purpose

Revenue/cost model

Revenue/cost model
 List price: leasing or selling or charging per
kilometer
 Other revenue: such as credit, technology license

Source: Bohnsack,Pinkse and Kolk（2014:288）
Figure 2-2 Business Model of the Electric Vehicle Industry
In the electric vehicle filed, the first problem in front of the enterprises is the problem of correct value
proposition, namely, focusing on product or service? How to meet the needs of the target customers? They
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can realize the above proposition through the selection of value network, namely, manufacturing or
purchasing the electric vehicles. How to sell the vehicles? Or how to maintain the sold vehicles? How to
establish a relationship with the suppliers and other manufacturers? Similarly, they also face the selection in
the aspect of revenue/cost model. For example, because of the problem of technology and cost, the
Company tends to provide extra service, such as providing the battery leasing business after the vehicle
purchase (Kleyet al., 2011). As Figure 2-2 shows, the business model of electric vehicles can be divided
into four categories based on two dimensions: one the one hand, it can be divided based on the target
customers on whom they focus. For example, some enterprises are for the luxurious ones while some focus
on the economic ones. This positioning does not only reflect the target customers of the business model, but
usually also reflects the identity positioning of the enterprises (such as luxury or mainstream vehicle
manufacturer). On the other hand, it can be divided based on the different value propositions in the aspect
of purpose of vehicles, namely, single-purpose or multi-purpose. Traditionally, purpose of vehicles is a
commonly-used standard for dividing the automobile manufacture enterprises (such as roadster or family
car); and for the electric vehicles, this also can reflect how the enterprises cope with the definition range of
the electric vehicles. Then, four business model prototypes of the electric vehicles can be formed:
luxurious-single-purpose; luxurious-multi-purpose, economic-single-purpose, or economic-multi-purpose.
Then, different enterprises can be classified into different types.
Along with the development of the electric vehicle demonstration operation project, in recent years, the
scholars have made relevant researches on the extension and development of electric vehicles from the
aspects of government policy, business model and market promotion. The scholars such as Cheng Guangyu
(2011), Zhang Zheng and Zhao Fei (2014) deeply analyze and summarize the development policy for the
new energy vehicle industry in foreign countries, which provides a reference for the development policy of
China's new energy vehicles. The scholars like = Liu and Kokko (2012), Wei Shuyan and Guo Suilei (2014)
studied the policis for China's new new energy vehicles and provide thinking and suggestions on the policy
innovation and optimization. The scholars like San Román, Momber, Abbad and Miralles（2011）, Kley et al.
(2011) made a systematic theoretical research on the business model of the electric vehicles and put
forward the thinking and framework of business model of the electric vehicles. The scholars like Ye Qiang
(2012), Xue Yixi, et al. (2014) made practical researches on the business model innovation of the electric
vehicles. The scholars like Thomson (2014), Yin Zhengyuan and Chen Hoa (2013), Shi Hongbo, et al.
(2014) study the market environment of the electric vehicles and consumer preferences from the
perspective of market promotion and provides thinking for the further development of the industry.
As a very important survey research, Liu Yingqi, Wang Jingyu and Kokko (29014), with 14 cities and
regions where the electric vehicle industry develops rapidly as the research object, including New York,
Los Angeles, Portland, Kanagawa, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Paris, Barcelona, Berlin, Hamburg, Helsinki,
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Stockholm, North East England and Noord-Brabant, analyze the basic data of these cities and regions, such
as population, area, car ownership, electric vehicles and quantity of charging facilities, etc. Figure 2-3
reflects two key indexes for the development of electric vehicle industry in these cities and regions quantity of electric vehicles and quantity of charging facilities.

Source: Liu Yingqi, Wang Jingyu, Ari Kokko（2014:4）
Figure 2-3 Overview of Development of Electric Vehicles in the 14 Cities in the World
We can see that among these cities and regions, the quantity of electric vehicles in Los Angeles, the USA
and Kanagawa, Japan has reached 2000 or more. And the quantity of electric vehicles in Kanagawa is the
largest among these cities and regions, reaching 2183, and that in Los Angeles is 2000; that in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands reaches 750; that in Hamburg, Germany reaches 350; that in Stockholm, Sweden is 100,
which is the smallest among these cities and regions. In terms of quantity of charging facilities, the quantity
of charging facilities in Kanagawa, Japan is the largest, reaching 450, but in Los Angeles, the USA, the
quantity is only 106. In the aspect of quantity of charging facilities, there is an interesting phenomenon: the
quantity of charging facilities in Stockholm, Sweden where the quantity of electric vehicles is the smallest
is relatively large, reaching 350, which is the second largest figure among that in these cities and regions.
At the same time, that in Hamburg also reaches 200, which is higher than that in Los Angeles. The above
data show that although the development of electric vehicles needs the infrastructure, such as the support of
the charging facilities, there is not a natural connection between the quantity of the electric vehicles and the
quantity of charging facilities.
As shown in Figure 2-4, from market size, America is still the world largest electric vehicle market, nearly
45% of global sale till 2014; China surpassed Japan as the second world largest market, up to 16% of
market share; France, Norway and Germany respectively account for 4.2%, 4.7%, and 2.3%. Considering
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vehicle market size in each country, the electric vehicle sales proportion rank as follows: 6.89% in Norway,
3.31% in Netherlands, 0.70% in America, 0.57% in Japan, 0.52% in France, 0.18% in Germany, 0.18% in
China.

Source: Chinese Automotive Industry & Research Centre, 2015
Figure 2-4 Proportions of electric vehicle sales in different countries
As Table 2-2 shows, in terms of sales growth rate in 2014, China highrocketed 244.5%, Norway also up to
70.3%; the growth rate in America and France is still more than 20%, remaining a rapid growth;
comparatively, Japan and Germany hit a low increase rate, the Netherlands even dropped by 35.3% on a
year-on-year basis.

Table 2-2 Electric vehicles sales growth in different countries
The
Year

America

Japan

Germany France

Other
Norway

China

Netherlands

countries

Sales volume in
96632

30783

5682

8909

23058

7296

12321

12093

118684

31609

6064

11249

14922

12428

42448

27479

22.8

2.7

6.7

26.3

-35.3

70.3

244.5

127.3

2013
Sales volume in
2014
Sales

growth

rate in 2014(%)
By the end of 2014, the global accumulative sales volume of new energy vehicles had exceeded 600,000,
only about 5% of market volume, so there is still big room for market penetration(Hou Qinjiang, Lin Jie,
Chen Kaihua, 2015). It is predicted by Navigant Research, an American market consulting corporation, that
the annual output of new energy vehicles will achieve 1.2 to 2.4 million, occupying 9%-20%3 of passenger
3

Navigant.

2014.

Electric

Vehicle

Market

Forecasts.
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http://www.navigantresearch.com/research

cars output in European countries, US, Japan, South Korea and China from 2015 to 2020. PWC predicts
that more than 520 types of electric cars across the globe will be listed during 2015 and 2020, and electric
car(including hybrid) annual output will amount to 0.6 million, holding 5%-6%4 of light vehicles till 2020.
In general, with declining user cost, mature auxiliary facilities and higher consumer recognition, the
prediction is that new energy vehicles will constantly grow at over 10% speed, far more than that of
traditional gasoline cars from now and in the future.

2.3 Risks in the Business Model Innovation
Of course, in the current environment, if an enterprise wants to develop, it must balance the contradiction
between the incremental innovation and breakthrough innovation. Although the incremental improvement
also maximizes the existing return on investment, the breakthrough innovation is still very crucial to the
long-term growth and profit-making and it can provide a huge business value. As Figure 2-5 shows, the
breakthrough innovation usually needs greater management efforts and the probability of failure is higher,
but the earnings yield will be very considerable.
The enterprises usually stress the short and medium-term innovation result, but avoid the breakthrough
innovation, and even many enterprises outsource the breakthrough innovation activity. Namely, when other
entrepreneurial firms make a breakthrough and great innovation progress, the enterprises obtain the
innovation result through acquisition or authorization. As a result, the long-term strategy of the enterprises
has to depend on others; Besides, acquisition and authorization also reduce the value profit the enterprises
can obtain from the innovation activity. Another method is that an independent organization is established,
and the enterprises give the largest autonomy and the least monitoring to this organization. Then, these
entrepreneurial firms and free teams can be free from the enterprise constraint. Autonomy, to some extent,
means such entrepreneurial firms may lack management efficiency and enough budgeting support because
they are nominally relatively isolated from the enterprises. Although the leaders can still manage these
entrepreneurial firms, the management methods may be different. Large quantities of management
researches and enterprise practices show that in these entrepreneurial firms, leaders may not predict the
project implementation process any more, but focus on the project governance so that the potential loss can
be in a controllable range(Lepak, Smith, & Taylor, 2007).

/electric-vehicle-market-forecasts.
4 PWC. 2014. The Global Electric Vehicles Production will Reach 6 Million in 2020. http://nev.ofweek.com/2014
-11/ART-71008-8440-28902251.html.
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product development practitioners in the world made by Product Development and Management
Association of China (PDMA) in 2012
Figure 2-5 Comparison between the Effects of Breakthrough Innovation and Incremental
Innovation
In the electric vehicle industry, the business model innovation also faces great risks. For example, in
October, 2012, EV Li-ION Battery manufacturer A123 Systems which had been a green employment
revolutionary model of the American government declared that it filed for bankruptcy protection because it
could not repay the loan as scheduled, and finally, it was finally acquired by Wanxiang Group of China at
the price of USD 2.5 billion; in March, 2013, Bright Automotive, an electrical vehicle enterprise of the
USA, declared bankruptcy and this Company specially developed plug-in hybrid delivery waggons for the
large customers; in May, 2013, Cdoa Holding Company - an electric vehicle manufacturer in the USA,
declared bankruptcy because of gloomy auto business. On May 24, 2013, Better Place of Israel which was
dedicated to changing the future of the electric vehicles through battery-replacing model also declared
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bankruptcy.
Better Place is an electric vehicle operation enterprise in Israel established in 2007, and its goal is to rapidly
popularize the pure electric vehicles. It was once a typical case of the business model of electric vehicle
industry (Christensen, Wells, and Cipcigan, 2012). The goal of this business model is to establish a
complete set of electric vehicle charging, battery-replacing and changing station system and technology,
making the electric vehicles break through the bottleneck of battery range and slow charging through the
mode of replacing the battery so that the electric vehicle can be popularized more rapidly. In this business
model, the battery and vehicle body are separated physically and financially. The consumers purchase the
electric vehicles without battery and then become members of Better Place; then, in the following vehicle
use process, they use the battery, charging pile, battery replacing station, driving support system and
full-time service provided by Better Place with compensation after paying relevant expenses. In the
developmental upsurge of the electric vehicles, Better Place was ever highly favored by the capital market;
and many investors including Israel Corp, General Electric, Hang Seng Bank, European Investment Bank
and Morgan Stanley, invested USD 850 billion in Better Place; and it is the fifth largest entrepreneurial firm
in history. The two sample projects constructed by Better Place are experience centers in Israel and
Denmark. It also ever cooperated with Renault-Nissan Alliance, promised to purchase 100,000 electric
vehicles, but in fact, it only sold about 1000 vehicles.
As for the failure of Better Place, apart from that a huge investment is needed to construct the
charging/battery-replacing stations, this model directly faces the benefit game of battery control power. The
key link of the electric vehicles is battery, which is also the core technology for the vehicle manufacturers
to develop electric vehicles. According to the batter-replacing mode, Better Place and Power Grid will
directly control the operation of the batteries for electric vehicle, gain the profits from batteries, so they are
desolated by the auto manufacturers. Better Place also ever contacted BYD, a leader in the electric vehicle
industry, but they did not carry out cooperation. BYD with leading battery technology did not plan to
develop the electric vehicles in battery-replacing mode at that time. Even when it cooperated with Chery,
Chery more hoped to independently master the battery-replacing management system because if more links
were dominated by Better Place, Better Place will gain more interests. A wrong business model decides that
Better Place needed to make large investment in the infrastructure in a large range from the beginning; and
since the global electric vehicle extension did not progress for a long term, finally, it ward hard for the
normal operation of the enterprise to go on, and finally, it also went bankruptcy.
Therefore, in order to gain sustainable growth, the enterprises must effectively integrate the product/service
innovation and business model, and the enterprises with the intention to make innovations should confirm:
innovation is considered as the goal of long-term growth and success; innovation has become a part of the
strategic vision and value, and everyone considers innovation a part of his work; innovation can make the
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enterprise obtain more strategic investment; there is an effective balance between the innovation and profits;
despite of the performance and profit pressure, the leaders should still be innovation models.

2.4 Path Dependence of Business Model Innovation
In the electric vehicle industry, the business model innovation tendencies of the incumbent firms and
entrepreneurial firms are different. Here, incumbent firms refer to the firms with competition advantages
and taking a leading position in the market; entrepreneurial firms refer to those new firms that are at a
competition disadvantage. In general, the incumbent firms face more obvious cognitive constraints than the
entrepreneurial firms and show a more obvious path dependence in the business model innovation process
(Chesbrough, 2010; Sosna et al., 2010).
Here, path dependence will restrain the incumbent firms from looking for value creation; they are more
willing to stay in familiar environment so as to enjoy the continued effect of the past successful experience
(Bohnsack,Pinkse and Kolk, 2014). Specifically, there are three reasons why they like the original business
model: the incumbent firms think efficiency is the main source of value creation. The incumbent firms
provide cheap fuel vehicles and electric vehicle leasing for the long-distance travel of electric vehicle users
through price adjustment, which shows this thinking model. And the entrepreneurial firms like Tesla stress
the high performance and environmental protection concept of the electric vehicles, which is a way of
considering innovation as the value creation source. The complementary assets of the incumbent firms
make them choose to keep the past model. These complementary assets include product platform and
distribution network; they help out the electric vehicle business with the traditional vehicle business, and
the entrepreneurial firms do not have such burden.  The incumbent firms are not sensitive to the
accidental events. The main reason is that the original business provides subsidy for them. And the response
of entrepreneurial firms to the external impact will be stronger and quicker because the buffering is not
enough. Just because the incumbent firm is immersed in the stable income of the traditional model, it
complements the revenue sources of the entrepreneurial firms in the new business model aspects in
disguised form(Sosna et al., 2010). Table 2-3 shows the comparison between 15 incumbent firms and 7
representative entrepreneurial firms in the electric vehicle market from 2006 to 2010.
As Table 2-3 shows, the entrepreneurial firms such as Tesla and Fisker5 will march towards the luxury car
market, and the incumbent firms like BMW and Audi also promoted the electric vehicles based on the
original products. The earliest products of both the incumbent firms and entrepreneurial firms are
remoulded vehicles based on the traditional ones. For example, the first product of Tesla was developed
based on chassis of cabriolet. But, after that, Tesla, Fisker and BMW decided to build brand-new products,

5Fisker

has went bankrupt in 2013
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which really conform to the performance of electric vehicles. However, in the value network and revenue
model, the entrepreneurial firms are greatly different from the incumbent firms. The entrepreneurial firms
usually select to sell the products with the Internet and build flagship stores like Apple's. At the same time,
the entrepreneurial firms such as Tesla pay more attention to increasing the revenues based on carbon
emission trading. The main suppliers of the economic electric vehicles are traditional enterprises. The sales
volumes of GM Volt and Nissan Leaf are larger; and the product value proposition of these incumbent firms
is not greatly different from the traditional vehicles. In terms of value network, at the beginning, the
incumbent automobile firms purchased battery from the battery plant, but later they realized that battery
R&D and production capability is the core capability of the electric vehicles, so they began to adopt the
modes of joint venture production and production by themselves. Chinese automobiles such as Chery,
Mazda and Beijing Hyundai also captured a part of market share by their energetically extending hybrid
electric vehicles when domestic new energy cars started to grow.

Table 2-3 Incumbent Firms and Entrepreneurial Firms in the Electric Vehicle Industry
Incumbent firms
Name of firm

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Total

Market share

GM

18

70

52

71

56

267

22%

Nissan

0

9

32

75

69

185

15%

Toyota

5

18

22

29

25

99

8%

Mitsubishi

5

9

18

22

28

82

7%

Daimler

3

3

10

31

18

65

5%

Chrysler

0

6

29

16

4

55

5%

Ford

2

11

8

16

10

47

4%

BMW

0

0

11

9

24

44

4%

Renault

0

1

9

14

10

34

3%

Peugeot

0

0

4

14

5

23

2%

Audi

0

1

1

5

6

13

1%

Honda

1

1

4

2

5

13

1%

Hyundai

0

0

2

8

1

11

1%

VW

0

0

3

6

2

11

1%

Subaru

0

0

2

2

0

4

0%

Entrepreneurial firms
Name of firm

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Total

Market share

Tesla

2

12

14

23

23

74

6%

Fisker

0

2

9

17

11

39

3%

28

BYD

0

4

5

6

5

20

2%

Think

0

5

6

6

2

19

2%

Better Place

0

1

3

6

5

15

1%

Reva

0

0

0

3

0

3

0%

Chery

0

0

0

1

1

2

0%

Others

14

26

21

35

14

110

9%

Total

50

179

265

417

324

1235

Note: Other firms include Tanfield,Smith Electric Vehicle,Aptera,Coda,V-Vehicle, etc.

In general, the improvement of the incumbent firms in the business model of economic electric vehicles is
progressive, but not breakthrough. The entrepreneurial firms are not greatly affected by the path
dependence effect, so they can select a more radical business model design from the beginning. However,
because of lack of enough resources, such new model needs to experience a relatively long-period
experimental process(Wüstenhagen and Teppo, 2006).
At the same time, the complementary assets of the incumbent firms do not only make them closer to the
existing business model, but also make them have a quicker response speed to the emergencies than the
entrepreneurial firms. In the luxury electric vehicle field, many incumbent firms conduct the transfer
through translating their traditional brand to the electric vehicle field. And in the economically segmented
market, many enterprises make the consumers transit to the electric vehicles from the traditional vehicles
through introducing hybrid vehicles (which are equipped with electrokinetic technology and fuel
technology at the same time), and the cost of such transfer is relatively low. Another complementary asset
which is beneficial to the incumbent firms is the dealer network they have established. In fact, this network
may play a core role when providing more service-centered value propositions in the future. At the same
time, the incumbent firms can also support their electric vehicle projects through the internal revenue cash
flow; and these projects usually will obtain the fund allowance from the government. In fact, many
enterprises at home tried several business model innovations at the same time under the same positioning
framework. For example, when selling Leaf, Nissan did not only adopt the integrated battery technology,
but also ever adopted the batter-exchange business in the cooperation with such companies as Better Place,
trying to expand their business opportunity search space.
At present, most of the electric vehicle enterprises provide some extra services in the market, such as
battery leasing, provision of a longer-term guarantee service, matching longer-distance traditional vehicle
leasing business and supply of outsourced core components, etc. Of course, strictly speaking, the above
practices are not brand know for the incumbent firms. Undoubtedly, entrepreneurial firms must be the most
important innovation source of the electric vehicle industry. They have more power to look for the niche
market that can make up for the deficiencies in the electric vehicle, and adopt creative ideas to develop the
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potential user value (Amit and Zott, 2001).

2.5 Innovative Thinking and Innovation Environment of the Internet
In fact, the discussion on the business model of the electric vehicle industry has lasted for more than a
hundred years. In the current social situation, when we discuss this problem, what we should not ignore is
the potential influence of the Internet and digital technology; and these new technologies bring more value
creation and value sharing opportunities. For example, DELL's direct selling model, Alibaba's B2B model,
Tencent's "one-stop" online life model overturns people's cognition of the traditional business operation,
lead human beings enter the new business situation, form a diversified business model and life model and
rapidly enhance the enterprise value.
The information technologies such as the Internet bring serious challenges to the traditional production and
operation modes (Kelly, 1994). Firstly, the zero-distance information makes the users be able to obtain the
same information as the enterprises and even more. This requires that the distance between the enterprise
and the users must be zero; only zero distance can meet the personalized demands of the users; secondly,
decentration means that no employee is the center of the enterprise; everyone can face the market. This
requires that the enterprise or organization must be flattened. Thirdly, the distributed characteristic of the
Internet means that the resources and talents needed by the enterprises may exist in the whole world in a
distributed manner, so the enterprises must be networked and build an open platform. Therefore, the three
characteristics of the Internet - zero-distance information, decentration and distribution require that the
enterprise transform the game relationship with the employees, users and partners to the cooperative and
win-win ecosphere. This also means that In the Internet era, the driving force of the economic development
is the platform. Platform is the framework of rapidly allocating resources; the platform strategy is the
development direction of the enterprises in the Internet era.
Many traditional industries need to combine the Internet thinking to re-think of their value creation mode.
Here, the Internet thinking refers to the way of thinking of re-examining the market, users, product,
enterprise value chain and the whole business ecosystem in the situation where various technologies, such
as the mobile Internet, big data and cloud computing. The thinking of Internet is not limited to the Internet
enterprises and products, but re-thinking how to make use of the Internet technology, how to re-shape the
enterprise value chain and business model. For example, after giving up the traditional paper media, the
magazine News Weekly considers the unique value of content and how to keep the balance between the
subscription and ads. Based on the information collection, many new business models appeared in the
energy and medical industries. The digital business strategies of enterprises like Google and Twitter show
that the enterprise revenue depends more on the multisided business model, namely, the platform
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organization, than the software products. Another expression of the multisided revenues is multi-levels. The
enterprises will give up the revenue of the product at a certain level but obtain value from another level. For
example, Google opens the Android operating system on the mobile phone, which enhanced the ability of
Google to control and affect the ads. Now, the enterprise strategy needs to coordinate the business
ecosystem network. For example, in the Apple's industry ecosystem, in the value creation and acquisition,
the complicated relationship between the application developers, mobile phone operating system (Apple,
Android and Windows), hardware manufacturers, communication operators and service suppliers
(Facebook, YouTube, etc). The leaders that can control the industry structure will obtain greater value, just
as what Apple Company is doing now.
Furthermore, Cusumano and Gawer (2002) think that the platform organizations are the basic technologies
and products used by many companies; and they have some common structures or elements and make more
users participate. The enterprise platform strategy has six basic principles:  platform is not just a product.
Platform is not limited to one company or product, but can gather many parties to use the same terminal to
communicate and achieve the same goal. Service is not just a product (platform). Service becomes more
and more important, and many products themselves can be platforms for providing services. Ability is
not just strategy. The enterprises do not need the mass manufacturing ability, but also need the Internet
innovation ability.  Pull is not just push. The platform strategy requires that the enterprises should get
close to the users and rapidly respond to the users' demands.  Scope is not just scale. The enterprise
groups should establish a mutual sharing between the employees inside a enterprise and between the
internal and external of the enterprises.Flexibility is not just efficiency. The enterprises need to have the
organizational structure flexibility adapting to different technologies and environments. In the platform
markets, the winner usually has the best platform, but not the best product. Then, what is the best platform?
The best platform should at least have the following three features:  The platform must be an open system
so that other enterprise, users and partners can get access to it.  The platform architecture must be
modularized, and other members may make innovation on the platform, and they can make this platform
better and better.  The best platform has a powerful supplementary innovation.
The Internet business model is obviously different from the traditional model because its business value
does not depend on the products and services, is not static and fixed and less and less controlled by the
manufacturers. This context allows the enterprises to provide a better user experience. For example, Apple
is the typical case of the brand experience. Apple does not manufacture products, but relies on the content
(music, videos and pictures) of other manufacturers and obtains revenue from the third-party applications.
Its value depends on the selection space and the business is driven by the selection space, so it is easy to
enter other industries and then expand the scope of customers, companies and partners. In the “Internet Plus”
pattern, the wide application of electric vehicles promoted the global E-vehicle network and formed a
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deeply interconnected system integrated with transportation, energy, information and service, serving as an
important foundation for global traffic network. Tesla opens a new direction for vehicle industry as an
electric vehicle pioneer and gives people a brandnew driving conception, laying a foundation for global
traffic network. Undoubtedly, as a pioneer to efficiently integrate vehicle with internet information system,
through providing intelligent supercharging service for families, society and government, Tesla’s plan and
design scheme has gradually realized in the US and European countries.
Feng Xuefei, Dong Dahai and Zhang Ruixue(2015) researched and suggested that, Internet thinking has a
distinct definition on business model innovation, mainly reflecting on “experiencing design”, “socialized
marketing” and “customer quantity based profit model” three aspects. In this thesis, “experiencing design”
means a customer-focused design style embodying the core concept of internet thinking, namely
customer-oriented; “socialized design” refers to social media marketing, particularly microblog and
socialized media. Compared with one-sided traditional media that is one-way communicated and elite
controlled, socialized media features two-way communication; “customer quantity based profit model” has
distinctive characteristics of internet. The profit model tends to become varied with the emergence of
internet and e-commerce. The “free of charge” conception has been widely mentioned and applied, and it is
a effective method to acquire customers while the fundamental objective is the profit model innovation
based on customer quantity (Levitt and Dubner, 2009) .
As a consequent, The rising of the Internet economy make the business environment of the enterprises
develop to be networked, dynamic, information-based and intelligent and make the competition between
enterprises become competition between cooperation networks. The cooperation innovation or open
innovation researches on the innovation network and cooperation ability increasingly become the focus of
scholars. More and more enterprises obtain external resources and enhance their own competitiveness
through cooperation innovation. As the dynamic environment is intensified constantly, the cooperation
innovation models mainly can be divided into: intra-enterprise cross-department cooperation innovation,
inter-enterprise binary cooperation innovation, inter-enterprise ternary cooperation innovation and
networked cooperation innovation. The intra-enterprise cross-department cooperation innovation requires
the enterprises to integrate the resources of different departments in the enterprises, solve the problem of
poor information transfer and promote the innovation. The existing researches mainly focus on the
influencing factors and effect of the cross-department cooperation innovation. The inter-enterprise binary
cooperation innovation includes the cooperation innovation between the enterprise and suppliers (make full
use of the ability of the suppliers) and the cooperation innovation between the enterprise and the consumers
(consumers are important sources of market information and innovation). The binary cooperation
innovation can make the partners gain benefit from the innovation. The ternary cooperation innovation
means integrating the whole supply chain of the enterprise and make cooperation innovation together with
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the suppliers and customers at the same time. The relationship between partners, quantity of partners and
the industries involved and enterprise scale can affect the effect of ternary cooperation innovation. The
networked cooperation innovation means that the enterprises and other organizations establish
inter-organization complicated innovation network for cooperation to cope with the increasingly
complicated dynamic competition environment.
Another consequent about internet is the rising of “large data” technology, which is impacting business
ecosystem in many ways and channels and has become the historical background of current business model
innovation(Manyika and Chui, 2011). It represents a new lifestyle, and changed the content, structure and
model of consumer demand; offers a new resource and capability that endow enterprises a new basis and
channel to discover and create value and solve problems; as a mode of thinking, triggers re-establishment
of concepts including resource, value, structure, relationship and boundaries. In brief, “large data” is
changing the resource environment, technology environment and demand environment that enterprises
relies for existence, so they need to reconsider the business model about the questions of “what to create,
for whom, and how to create and realize”. Li Wenlian and Xia Jianming (2013) consider “large data” based
business model innovation mainly presents as follows: value proposition innovation, value creation,
transition mode innovation (key business and process innovation), profit mode innovation, external
relations network and value network reestablishment.
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Chapter 3. Institutional and Market Environment in Front of China’s
Electric Vehicle Industry
According to the viewpoint of Keen and Williams（2013）, any value creation process needs the
corresponding architecture support. So, they further put forward the value interaction model of business
model, value engine and opportunity platform. Based on the above understanding, the author puts forward a
model of analyzing the industry/market environment of a country or region on its business model
innovation activity, as shown in Figure 1-1, and accordingly do analysis of China electric vehicle industrial
system and market environment.

3.1 Theoretical Model of Industry Environment Analysis
The author thinks from a dynamic and long-term perspective, corresponding value architecture must be
established for the business model innovation. The enterprises can constantly upgrade and improve their
own business models with the help of interaction between the opportunity platform and value engine in the
industry and market environment. Specifically, the formation of an enterprise business model is not the end
of the value architecture, but just a temporary framework. In the short term, an enterprise may find some
opportunity platforms and provide value for the users with them, but this is not enough. A real successful
enterprise must consider where the future users are and what the value of these users is when a new
opportunity selection appears.
In order to answer the above questions, the enterprise needs to establish a user demand-centered value
engine based on the enterprise operating capability; and this value engine contains various actual activities
to create user value. For example, when Amazon becomes the service innovator, it also should have cost
advantage in its industry like Southwest Airlines and Wal-Mart. In the competition with Facebook, Google
gives play to its advantage in value engine, including a large quantity of optical fiber infrastructure
capabilities, scale of the data center, productivity and energy efficiency and ability to manage the software
and hardware.In current software industry, customers’ way of acquiring and using software has been
influenced by internet trends, thus changing the value carrier of application software and also software
value transition mode and profit model. For example, enterprises can take full advantage of “portal” modes,
such as open source software and APP Store, to form exclusiveness and improve adhesiveness of users (Li
Wenlian, Xia Jianming, 2013). The key task of the interaction between the business model innovation and
value engine is to constantly stimulate new business models to be the plans for realizing the user value
along with the improvement in the user value commitment.
Of course, the basis for the above value engine and business model innovation is the understanding of the
opportunity platform. The design of opportunity platform may not rigidly adhere to a certain industry or
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region; it has cross-boundary flexibility, and the enterprises can construct the business ecosystems based on
different industry and market environments. With this platform, an enterprise can enter a new market with
low cost and low risks, reconfigure and expand its business model. For example, Li & Fung Group, relying
on its value architecture in the garment industry, successfully entered the toy and furniture industry; Tesco,
starting from the food discount stores, constructed an opportunity platform to constantly look for new
business opportunities, and finally achieved success in the financial business, online food sales and mobile
phone manufacturing industry; but the enterprises like Sony and Dell ignored the investment on the new
opportunity platform.

3.2 Institutional Environment of the Development of Electric Vehicle Industry
The extension and application of electric vehicles and the industry development are closely linked with the
support of macro institutional environment. The author sorted out electric vehicle industry policies in
America, Japan and European countries, and found that these countries had taken a lot of measures in
electric vehicle production, sale, and utilization to promote industry development, as shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Electric vehicles extension policies in America, Japan and European countries

Country

policy

contents
The new comprehensive plan for new energy was officially
initiated in 2010. The US government allocated 16 million

H.R.6323

dollars every year to financially aid American manufacturers
and related organizations to produce new generation plug-in
electric vehicles and advanced battery components.

American Recovery
If the traction battery capacity is 4Kwh, preferential price rises
and

Reinvestment
417 dollars each 1KWh increase on the basis of 2500 dollars.

Act of 2009(ARRA)
Electric vehicles account for 400 million dollars, and natural
America
gas vehicles 4 billion dollars, among which CNG subsidies
4.4 Billion Dollars
and refund 3.8 billion dollars and the remaining 0.2 billion is
Energy Act
used for loans to help manufacture CNG vehicles and produce
components.
vehicle

Every city’s subsidiary limit differs, the highest of which

subsidy policy for

reaches 0.8 billion dollars. The five cities are designated to have

5

at least 700,000 electric vehicles in the following six years; the

electric

vital

communication

policy that electric vehicles charging facilities installment is

lines in city

financially subsidized will be valid until the year 2017.
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The US Department
These programs mainly focus on how to reduce the cost of
of Energy launched 4
hydrogen compression and storage technology and how to
research

programs
develop new hydrogen storage materials which can greatly

with over 7 million
improve storage power.
dollars investments
Based on tax neutrality, the maximum rate of motor vehicles tax
deduction and exemption is 50% for low public hazard vehicles,
Car

taxation
hybrid electric vehicles, and high fuel consumption vehicles.

greenization
The diesel vehicle that used for over 11 years and gasoline car
over 13 years should be additionally charged 10% auto tax.
Subsidy policy for

To properly give preferential incentive policies for those

next

vehicles that reach the standards, according to fuel consumption

generation

vehicles

and emission.

Preferential
Japan

For those corporations that actively purchase electric bus and
policies

to
taxi, the government will financially aid electric vehicle

encourage
purchasing expense, fast charging facilities construction cost,
bringing in electric
and bus stops construction cost.
vehicles
5 billion yen(about RMB 0.41 billion) will be provided for 49
New
vehicles

energy

projects in those private enterprises which engaged in reducing

subsidy

rate earth dosage that are likely to have supply difficulty, so as

policy

to realize about 30 percent cut of dysprosium dosage in electric
vehicles and air conditioner motors in two years.

European
Automobile
Manufacturers'

Tax reduction, exemption, and subsidy policy for electric

Association, 2010

vehicles

Taxation
Europe

Guidelines
Sales tax and 25% value added tax are exempted, and limited
Norway
road right is provided.
Driving tax is exempted for ten years for purchasing electric
Germany
vehicles, possibly enjoying privilege.
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For passenger cars which has less than 120 grams/km CO2
Austria,

price

subsidy

emission, the maximum bonus is 300 euro, even alternative fuel
vehicles including hybrid electric vehicles can get at most 500
euro extra bonus.

Belgium,

electric

The individual income tax of those who purchase electric

vehicles

price

vehicles can be exempted, and the exemption limit is 30% of

subsidy

purchasing price, at most 9,000 euro.

Spain,

hybrid

electric

vehicle

The preferential amount for hybrid electric vehicles is 2000
euro, and 6000 euro for blade electric vehicles.
preferential policy
Sweden,

Annual turnover tax in the first five years can be exempted for

preferential policy

those who purchase hybrid electric vehicles of less than 120

for hybrid electric

grams/km CO2 emission and blade electric vehicles of less

vehicles

than 37 kilowatt hours per kilometer; Direct subsidy for

and

electric vehicles

electric vehicle purchasing, 25% of pre-tax sales price.
The EU Council approved the draft of battery capacity labeling,

EU

Council,

battery

capacity

which stipulates that the labeling of battery capacity should be
clearly marked according to international electric standard and
labeling draft
listed in regular size and position.
EU requires member countries to speed up the implementation
of clean energy vehicles development policies; Expand
EU
market demand, encourage R&D innovation, and take
measures to motivate consumers.

Source: Author’s summarization. Similar with developed countries, the Chinese government also
introduced a series of industrial policies that cover wider areas.
The "1000 Vehicles in Ten Cities" project put forward by China in 2009 marks that the demonstration and
extension work of new energy vehicles in Chinese cities is carried out comprehensively (Liu Yingqi, Wang
Jingyu, Kokko, 2014). The "1000 Vehicles in Ten Cities" project generally involves in the large and
medium-sized cities of China; the main extension fields of "1000 Vehicles in Ten Cities" project are bus,
taxi, official business, municipal administration and postal service and so on; and its goal is to strive to
make new energy vehicles in the whole country make up 10% of the automobile market share in 2012. As
of 2012 with concerted efforts, China new energy vehicles application scope ranked first over the world,
with 25 cities involved. Still, the fact is that thegoals set at the beginning are not realized. As of the end of
2012, 25 new energy vehicle demonstration cities have extended 27432 demonstration vehicles, including
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23032 for the public service field and 4400 one for personal use. In 2012, Shenzhen demonstrated and
extended 2104 new energy vehicles, accumulatively 5139 ones. In the aspect of electric vehicles, in
Shenzhen, there were 3000 pure electric buses and 800 pure electric taxis and 500 pure electric officer's
cars and private cars running.
In February, 2014, the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, and National Development and Reform Commission jointly issued the second
batch of demonstration and extension cities. There are 39 cities (groups) involved in the two batches,
covering most of the provincial capitals and economically developed cities in China. In terms of quantity,
the extension scope of new round new energy vehicles in China expands gradually.Duringthe period of
"1000 Vehicles in Ten Cities" project, the involved cities increased to 15 from 13. The new round extension
involved28 cities and 5 city groups(each including 4 to 10 cities). These cities almost cover all the
provincial capitals and large and economically developed cities.
Compared to other countries, the Chinese government also put forward several relevant policies about
promoting the development of electric vehicles, and through the policy making and implementing, China
put the electric vehicle at a height of national development strategy. In earlier times, the "863" electric
vehicle special program started in 2001, and China has issued a series of strategic documents at the national
level,such as Outline of National Program for Long- and Medium-Term Scientific and Technological
Development (2006-2020), Restructuring and Rejuvenation Program for the Automobile Industry, Outline
of Joint Actions in the Development of Electric Vehicles and Development Plan for Energy-efficient and
New Energy Vehicles, and determined the new energy vehicle industry to be one of the seven national
strategic emerging industries, which determines the strategic position of the electric vehicles.
China has invested a lot of funds in the R&D and extension of electric vehicles. Since 2001, through the
national "863 program", China has organized social forces to research and develop various new energy
vehicles, and accumulatively invested more than RMB 2 billion. In 2009, the State Council put forward the
new energy vehicle strategy for the first time, and definitely arranged RMB 10 billion to support the
industrialization of the new energy vehicles and key components. In the aspect of subsidy and tax
deduction and exemption, in 2006, when implementing the new consumption tax policy, the Ministry of
Finance definitely stipulated: A certain tax preference will be provided for the vehicles with the feature of
energy conservation and environmental protection such as hybrid electric vehicles. In 2009, the Ministry of
Science and Technology, Ministry of Finance, National Development and Reform Commission and
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology jointly launched the "Demonstration, Extension and
Application Project of 1000 Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles in Ten Cities" and made the Interim
Measures for Administration of Financial Subsidy for the Demonstration and Extension of Energy-efficient
and New Energy Vehicles. They made clear the central finance mainly provided one-time fixed subsidies
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for the purchase of the energy-efficient and new energy vehicles such as hybrid electric vehicle, pure
electric vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicle in the pilot cities. The subsidy standard is determined mainly
based on the basic price difference between the energy-efficient and new energy vehicles and similar
traditional vehicles and proper consideration of the scale effect and technological progress and so on. The
zero-emission pure electric vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles in the pilot cities participating in the
demonstration and extension will get a subsidy from the Ministry of Finance ranging from RMB 60,000 to
RMB 600,000. Afterwards, the Chinese government issued a series of subsidy policy, such as Detailed
Regulations for Wide Implementation of Energy-efficient Vehicles (Passenger Vehicles of 1.6 Liters or
Below) in the "Energy-efficient Product and People-benefiting Project", and Interim Measures for
Administration of Financial Subsidy for the Private Purchase of New Energy Vehicles in the Pilot Cities so
as to provide subsidy for the purchase and use of the new energy vehicles. After the "1000 Vehicles in Ten
Cities" project ended, the four ministries and commissions jointly issued the policy documents such as
Notice about Continuing to Carry out the Demonstration and Extension of New Energy Vehicles and Notice
about Further Doing Well the Demonstration and Extension of New Energy Vehicles, which clearly
stipulated the new round of subsidy policy for new energy vehicles and definitely stipulated that the
existing subsidy and extension policy would become invalid on December 31, 2015, and after the subsidy
and extension policy expired, the central finance would continue to carry out the subsidy policy. In July,
2014, the General Office of the State Council officially issued the Guiding Opinions on Accelerating the
Extension and Application of the New Energy Vehicles, putting forward that from September 1, 2014 to
December 31, 2017, the purchase tax of pure electric vehicles, plug-in (including increasing) hybrid electric
vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles would be exempted. As of November, 2014, the Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology has issued the catalog of new energy vehicle types whose purchase tax is
exempted in two batches. Besides, the national government also issued the Notice about Problems of Policy
for Electricity Price of Electric Vehicles and Notice about Reward for Construction of Charging Facilities
of New Energy Vehicles to promote the construction of charging and battery-replacing facilities and
extension of electric vehicles through price leverage and infrastructure subsidy.
In terms of laws, regulations and standards, China began to implement the Regulations for Administration
of New Energy Vehicle Product Access in November, 2007, making specific stipulations about the
definition, manufacturer qualification and product access condition and declaration of new energy vehicles.
This means that the new energy vehicles have had their own industry rules. On June 17, 2009, the Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology and Ministry of Information issued the Regulations for
Administration of New Energy Vehicles Manufacturer and Product Access first, which definitely stipulates
the management of new energy vehicle products, product access condition and manufacturer access
condition, etc. Afterwards, the country issued the Catalogue for Guidance of Industrial Structure
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Adjustment for several times to adjust the catalogue of industries encouraged by the country, and brought
the new energy vehicle industry into the range of industries encouraged by the country. Besides, the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued the Catalogue of Recommended Models in the
Demonstration, Extension and Application of Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles for several times,
definitely stipulating the models with subsidy among the new energy vehicles. The Guiding Opinions on
Accelerating the Extension and Application of New Energy Vehicles issued in July, 2014, definitely pointed
out all the regions should strictly execute the unified national standard and industry standard for new
energy vehicles and charging facilities in the whole country, and should not voluntarily make and issue
local standards for the new energy vehicles and charging facilities, which lays a foundation for getting rid
of the local protection and standardizing the market order. In July, 2014, Germany's Prime Minister Merkel
who visited China delivered a speech about sustainable development in Tsinghua University and launched
the Sino-Germany electric vehicle charging project. Miao Wei, Minister of the Industry and Information
Technology attended the project launching ceremony. In this project, Germany and China will carry out
cooperation in the electric vehicle charging standard, unify the relevant interface standard; and BMW, Audi,
Volkswagen, Benz, Chang'an, BAIC and Brilliance will participated and provide test vehicles. As of
September, 2014, China has issued 75 electric vehicle standards, covering the basic and general standard
for electric vehicles, finished vehicles, key assembly (including battery, motor and electronic control),
power-driven accessories, infrastructure, interfaces, etc.
Along with the development of new energy vehicle demonstration and extension project, the central
government and local governments further increase the input in the new energy vehicle industry. This is
firstly reflected by a series of national and local subsidy and support policies. The national polices include:
Notice about Carrying out the Demonstration and Extension Pilot Project of Energy-efficient and New
Energy Vehicles, Interim Measures for Administration of Financial Subsidy for the Demonstration and
Extension of Energy-efficient and New Energy Vehicles and Outline of Joint Actions in the Development of
Electric Vehicles. As the environmental protection and air pollution problem is increasingly prominent in
China, in 2013, the Chinese government issued the Clean Air Research Plan and Air Pollution Prevention
and Control Action Plan, which also put forward the relevant policies about promoting the development of
new energy vehicle industry. In 2014, the central government continually issued Notice about Further
Doing Well the Demonstration and Application of New Energy Vehicles, Guiding Opinions on Accelerating
the Extension and Application of the New Energy Vehicles and Notice about Problems of Policy for
Electricity Price of Electric Vehicles, which have an important significance in accelerating the construction
of the charging facilities, improving the policy system and promoting the development of the new energy
vehicles, especially the electric vehicle.
In April 2015, four ministries and commissions under the state council jointly issued Announcement
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Concerning Assessment on New Energy Vehicles Extension and Application in Pilot Cities and evaluate the
implementation plan performance in pilot cities of new energy vehicle extension and application, especially
the vehicle quantity, charging facilities construction, market openness, business model innovation, local
supporting policies, organizational leadership and safety supervision. As per current extension progress in
these cities, part of them possibly find it difficult to achieve the anticipated goals. The assessment is to
summarize the implementation performance since the new round of extension and application started two
years ago, to find the problems that occurred in current work, to figure out specific reasons that impeded
extension and application, and to supervise these cities to carry out relevant tasks as soon as possible.
In May 2015, the state council issued Made in China 2025, which clearly lists energy-saving and new
energy vehicles as one of ten major development areas. It determined the direction of major supporting
areas, lifted the intelligent networked vehicles to a height of national major development area, and further
declared the strategic orientation to promote the integrated development ofelectronic information industry
and automobile industry. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology(MIIT) proposed in
Interpretation of Made in China 2025: Promoting Energy-saving and New Energy Vehicles that the annual
sales volume of electric vehicles should amount to 3 million in 2025.
All major cities made a lot of manpower and material investments in the research and development of the
new energy vehicles, construction of bases, and infrastructure construction and extension, and issued
corresponding local policies to provide policy and fund guarantee for the new energy vehicle industry. For
example, Shanghai arranges special funds to support the integrated development of finished new energy
vehicles, technological breakthrough and industrialization of key components, and provides at most 20% of
equipment investment and RMB 3 million financial support for the supporting facilities; Shenzhen plans to
accumulatively invest RMB 80 billion to construct Shenzhen New Energy Vehicle Industry Base and build
the base to be a national new energy vehicle city integrating production, manufacturing and research and
development as a whole. As shown in Figure 3-1, the independent patent application quantity of new
energy vehicles in 2013 reached 2,473, among which electric vehicles are 1,689, hybrid electric vehicles
220, and fuel cell cars 564, obvious increase compared with that in 2000(Hou Qinjiang, Lin Jie, Chen
Kaihua, 2015).
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Source: Hou Qinjiang, Lin Jie, Chen Kaihua, 2015:23
Figure 3-1 China’s independent patent application quantity of new energy vehicles(search time: Aug. 5 th 2015)

Based on said R&D projects achievements, major motor corporations successively developed and marketed
sample cars, and a new energy vehicle industry is taken shape. In the process of the industry development,
intellectual property organizations and relevant enterprises acquire and learn related knowledge and
technology by independent R&D, digestion, absorption and other activities, and apply and extend them in
the industry to promote industrial technology and to develop new product, new technology and new
process.
Appendix 1 is the summary sheet of relevant policies constituted by the Chinese government about new
energy vehicle industry development, from which we can see China’s confidence and urgency of
developing the industry to be a key sector. It is also these policies which generate opportunities for TGOOD
to enter electric vehicle industry.
In the interview in 2014, the author ever asked the interviewees a question: "What do you think of the
current national policy for the electric vehicle industry?" As Table 3-2 shows, the responses of the
interviewees are very positive on the whole. They think:  The national-level policy orientation for the
electric vehicle industry has been very definite, and there are very good subsidy policies for the vehicle
purchase and charging equipment installation;  the local policies given by the local governments are
greatly different, and universally speaking, the policy environment of Beijing and coastal areas and cities
(such as Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hangzhou, etc.) is more preferential;  the policy difficulty is mainly the
implementation degree of the interest bodies at different levels in different places, and because of the
influence of the traditional interest pattern, this needs a process.
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Table 3-2 Evaluation of the Interviewees on the Policy Environment of the Electric Vehicle Industry
No.

Interviewee

What they said in the interview
For the second half of 2014, these national policies are favorable. When
designing this policy, the State has such a starting point, but it may not be
implemented and achieve a good effect. Just like the subsidy. After the country
gives the subsidy, many enterprises raise the price; and then, the country gives

1

E1

the subsidy. Compared to the previous price, this price is not very low. This
has been repeatedly proved by the household appliance industry. In the
current policy, the subsidy towards the vehicle purchase is great. But, if we go
upstream, we will find that there are policies for the upstream supplier link,
like the charging facilities construction, its implementation is much worse
than the subsidy for the vehicle purchase.
So far, we have basically contacted all the 88 new energy vehicle pilot cities.
Cities with good policies account for 30% because there are many city groups
and it is hard to issue policies in the city groups. Many northern cities are still
holding a wait-and-see attitude towards these policies, waiting to see how
others do and their acts are relatively slow.
Beijing then recommended 100 districts to the Construction Committee and
told them to do it. But in fact, when really practicing it, the communities need

2

M1

to talk with the property management company. But the property management
company does not agree them to enter the community, and find a remote place
for them to do it. Then, you also need to talk with the owner committee. The
property management company also thinks whether you would give me some
benefit here. It is really very hard to practice it. For example, in Beijing, there
is a proportion 18%. But, this is just for the new communities. It is hard to
practice this in the old communities. This involves in the problems of interest,
power connection in the old communities and parking lot.
It takes some time for the whole government and people to accept it. The
acceptance level of the government mainly refers to the policy guidance.
Although the country takes 88 cities as the new energy cities, so far, a majority

3

M3

of them have not practiced the policy. The so-called ground policy includes
the subsidy for the charging facilities, method of collecting charging fees. Are
there policy guidance like Beijing's of no traffic control, or that the
newly-built communities must be equipped with the equipment. Without this
policy guidance, the promotion in the cities will certainly be slow. Common
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people more consider the fuel vehicle, and it takes some time to extend and
accept the electric vehicles.
I feel the policies are good on the whole. The policies are issued more and
more quickly and the policies are more and more detailed; some cities have
begun to detail the specific proportion, like Beijing. Qingdao now also
4

E3

requires that the new residential and commercial buildings must be equipped
with at least 20% of parking spaces for electric vehicles. Of course, some
Realtors are stubborn and not cooperative, but most of people feel that the
investment is accepted.
This problem mainly lies in the government. As long as the government gives a
plan, this is a good thing. For example, in Beijing, the number of motor
vehicles owned is 6.3 million, and there are more than 3.6 million parking
spaces. In terms of proportion, they are two to one, which basically ensures

5

O2

that everyone has a place to park their vehicles. If today Beijing tells us these
are all the electric vehicles, and the plan for the charging pile must be done.
Then, the parking spaces are planned and change to charging piles. Then the
problem will be solved naturally. However, our country did not issue this
policy.

In order to further represent the characteristics of institutional environment more quantifiably, the author
randomly select 6 interviewees from the 14 ones and asked them a question: "If we divide the favorable
degree of the policy environment into ten grades. One point stands for very unfavorable and 10 point stand
for very favorable. How many points will you give to the current policy? The answers of the interviewees
are shown in Figure 3-2. In general, their cognition of the policy environment is very positive (the average
point is 7.83), but the author also finds that: compared to the external members, the cognition of the internal
managers and employees of TGOOD are more optimistic about the environment. This reminds us that we
need to treat the current institutional environment more calmly and to avoid the blind optimism caused by
"group-thinking"6.

6Group-thinking

means a group with high cohesion believe their decisions must be right; in order to keep consistent on
the surface, all the members must firmly support the decision of the group and ignore the inconsistent information.
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Source: Author’s summarization.
Figure 3-2 Points for the Favorable Degree of the Policy Environment Given by the Interviewees
In general, the perception of policy environment is positive(mean value is 7.83), but the author also found
that compared with external members, the management and staff inside TGOOD feel optimistic about the
environment. This remind the author to be calm with a rational perspective to current institutional
environment and avoid unrealistic optimism caused by group-thinking.

3.3 Market Environment of the Development of Electric Vehicle Industry
At present, in the automobile manufacturing field, Germany, Japan and the USA are in the first echelon;
France, Italy and South Korea are in the second echelon, and China is in the third echelon. The possession
of foreign brand vehicles in large cities in China reaches more than 70%, and the manufacturing the
traditional vehicles is mainly controlled by the large companies in Germany, Japan and the USA, because
they do not only master the automobile manufacturing technologies, but also monopolize the core
technologies of the engines and speed control system. China’s strategy of promoting electric vehicles
development is to replace the engine and gearbox withthe battery, motor, electronic control and computer
technology that China is good at. The core of the battery technology is material and electrochemistry, and it
seems that battery technology breakthrough is imperative.
At present, the main cost of the medium and low-end electric vehicles lies in the battery, which accounts
for 40-50% of the cost of the finished vehicles; and for the traditional medium-end fuel vehicles, the cost of
engine just accounts for 20-30% of the cost of the finished vehicles. Therefore, at present, our country
promotes the development of electric vehicles in form of subsidy. A passenger vehicle whose endurance is
150kM needs a 20kW battery capacity; and the cost of per kW battery is RMB 2500; and for a finished
vehicle, RMB 50,000 will cost for the battery. If the cost of battery reduces to RMB 1000 per kW, the cost
of an electric vehicle will be the same as the cost of a fuel vehicle; and the electricity cost of a electric
vehicle is only 20-30% of cost of the fuel oil. Then, the market competitiveness of the electric vehicle will
be greatly strengthened.
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The large northern cities such as Beijing and Tianjin have become "heavy disaster areas" of the
environment pollution. According to the latest research result of PM2.5 source apportionment issued by
Beijing Environmental Protection Bureau, one of the main reasons for the haze is the emission of vehicles.
Among the PM2.5 sources in the whole year in Beijing, the vehicle emission accounted for 31.1%. If no
effective measure is taken, the air pollution problem will continue to become worse. According to the
current output level, as of 2025, only the automobile market demands in China will consume 1/4 of the
crude oil supply of the whole world. Popularizing the electric vehicles will be helpful to reduce China's
dependence on imported oil; and the enhancement of motorization degree will be helpful to reduce the air
pollution in cities caused by vehicle exhaust emissions.
At present, the researches, design and industry of the electric vehicles in China are nearly five years later
than the USA, Japan and Europe. The giant automobile enterprises in China just stepped into the electric
vehicle industry, and at present, only some private enterprises like BYD and BAIC researched and invested
in it earlier, and they produced more models of vehicles; their technologies are relatively perfect; but the
large state-owned enterprises like FAW, Dongfeng, SAIC and GAC has just started their research and
development. At present, the technology and quality of the electric vehicles in China is still far from the
experience expectation of customers for the electric vehicles, including the aspects of safety, distance per
charge and charging time. But after 2018, the electric vehicle industry in China will enter its mature
development stage, and China's electric vehicles will step into the fierce competition stage. But at the same
time, China's electric vehicle industry will be on the top of the list in the world; China will become a new
landmark leading the electric vehicles in the whole world. It is predicted that the high-end electric vehicles
will still be occupied by such international giants as Benz, BWM and Audi; and China's medium and
low-end electric vehicles will become the largest mainstream manufacturer in the world.
Battery is the engine of an electric vehicle, and the technological research and development of power
battery in the world earliest started in Japan and South Korea. In recent years, the Chinese enterprises like
Lishen, CATL and Guoxuan have invested a lot of money and manpowr in the power battery. But because
of the restriction of technology and productivity, the demand for power battery in China exceeds the supply.
Then, the next challenge is whether the battery safety can be guaranteed. Can a radical innovation be made
on the battery material? Can the energy density be greatly enhanced? Can the battery price be greatly
reduced? This is a process of competition in electricity and battery, then in technology, quality and cost, so
it is naturally an industry with full competition.
The vehicle leasing industry is also an industry with full competition and the enterprises compete in price
and service. From traditional leasing to networked leasing, the competition is very fierce. In 2014, the
competition between Kuaidi Taxi and Didi Taxi in China, withmuch attention to the potential possibility of
the business model, made the giants willing to pay a price and complete the rapid layout of the segmented
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area Business 020. Did and Kuaidi originally would win the competition with their products and services.
Now, they are replaced by the extension with money and war of words for the public relations to contend
for market share. This approach can not improve core competitiveness and achieve the sustainable
development. From the competition between the special vehicles and taxis in 2015, we can see how hot the
tax industry is; vehicle + Internet becomes a new competition form in the taxi industry, which destroys
many entrepreneurial firms in the industry.
At present, the automobile sales industry adopts the sales model of offline 4S store; and with large scale,
advertising brand and 4S stores arrangement as the competitiveness, after several rounds of shuffle, several
cross-region marketing companies are formed. In this industry, the companies still compete in price and
service. Because the construction cost of 4S store is high and the cost for the automobile sellers is also high,
the industry profitability becomes weak. As a result, many automobile sales enterprises are hard to make
profit. At present, the vehicle maintenance enterprises are still the gold-digging place of the vehicle
industry ecosystem. Many 4S stores can not make profit from vehicle sales, but from vehicle maintenance.
The reason why vehicle maintenance is profitable is that the customers are not professional about the
vehicles; the information is asymmetric; there is no uniform industry standard and charging standard. As a
result, the industry shadow zone is formed. Most of the vehicle maintenance enterprise play "dirty tricks",
but the customers have no place to express their complaint.
According to the Analysis Report on the Market Investigation and Investment Prediction of New Energy
Vehicles Industry from 2013 to 2018 issued by www.askci.com, by the end of 2015, the accumulative
production and sales volumes of pure electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles will reach
500,000(till November in 2015, the actual production and sales volumes of pure electric vehicles and
plug-in hybrid electric vehiclestotaled 386196); as of 2020, the productivity of the entire industry will reach
2 million and the accumulative production and monthly sales volumes will reach over 5 million. Figure 3-3
is the predicted trend of the sales volume at the annual average growth rate of 30%.
As Figure 3-3 shows, according to the above prediction, if a profit of RMB 2500 can be obtained from a
vehicle on average (the vehicle selling price RMB 80,000 on average * 3.6% of the sales margin), the
vehicle sales profit of 5 million vehicles will reach RMB 12.5 billion; and even if the market share is 10%,
the profit from the vehicle sales will reach RMB 1.25 billion.
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Source: Author’s summarization.
Figure 3-3 Predicted Development Trend of Sales Volume and Sales Profit of New Energy Vehicles
Apart from the pure profit from the vehicle sales, along with the construction of the electric vehicle
ecological network and the collection of great amount of information about trial run, vehicle leasing and
sales, TGOOD will build the most accurate electric vehicle advertisement putting platform and experience
platform. If as of 2020, the accumulative valid user information reaches 3 million people (500,000 vehicle
purchasers and 2,500,000 experience people) and the information value of every person is RMB 50, the
user value collected by the electric vehicle O2O sales platform will reach RMB 150 billion. From this, we
can know that if the value of the charging and post-vehicle market after the vehicle sales platform is
dragged into the whole electric vehicle ecosystem, as of 2020, only the profit from the sales links may
reach RMB 1.25+0.15=1.4 billion. Compared to the cost input RMB 107.6 million, the profitability reaches
1300%.

3.4 Business Model of the Electric Vehicle Industry
The design of electric vehicle business model design has two core problems: firstly, the purchase and use
model, which includes two sub-models: leasing sub-model and purchase sub-model; secondly, the energy
supply model, which includes battery replacing model and charging model. These business models have the
advantage of being convenient and quick. The shortcoming of the purchase model is that the cost is so high
that the consumers can not afford it. In the second model, the advantage of the battery-replacing model is
that the battery-replacing time is short, but it also has the problem that the battery replacement is frequent
and the operating cost is relatively high. Charging is obviously limited by time and space and the charging
time is relatively long. At present, the existing models for the electric vehicle industry at home and abroad
mainly include finished vehicle sales model, finished vehicle leasing model, battery leasing model and
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financing leasing model.
(1) Finished vehicle sales model
In order to encourage electric vehicle extension in the pilot cities, the central government and local
governments promoted a series of the vehicle purchase subsidy policies. The vehicle manufacturers make
use of the traditional vehicle sales channels to sell the finished electric vehicle (including the battery)
mainly in the personal consumption market at the selling price with the subsidy. At present, the applied
models are mainly small and mini-passenger vehicles. The most important cause why this model can be
practiced is the implementation of the multi-level government subsidy. At the same time, the vehicle
manufacturers also bear part of the costs, making the first purchase price of the electric vehicle close to the
selling price of the traditional vehicle. This model is shown in Figure 3-4:

Figure 3-4 Finished Vehicle Sales Model
In this model, the electric vehicles are also sold through the sales channels of the traditional vehicles. But
the difference from it is that the vehicle manufacturers put the electric vehicles in the stores of the dealers
beforehand, and after the sales process ends, they will settle accounts with the dealers.
(2) Finished vehicle leasing model
The finished vehicle leasing model, means that the vehicle leaseholders purchase the electric cars with
battery. In this model, the vehicle can be charged at the charging pile or through the household AC power
source, and then provide long-term leasing services for the individuals. This model is shown in Figure 3-5:
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Figure 3-5 Finished Vehicle Leasing Model
The operator is the vehicle dealer; and the users are the individuals or company leasing the vehicles. The
dealers purchase the finished electric vehicles(with charge)by financing and lease them to the users, and the
users only need to pay the monthly rent and charging fee. The vehicle dealer should bear the expenses for
vehicle maintenance and insurance and so on during the lease term. In this model, the dealers bear
relatively great financial pressure and risks.
(3) Battery leasing model
In Hangzhou's electric taxi companies, there is such a business model where the power operator provides
batteries and lease them to the taxi companies and collect the battery rent in mileage charging mode; at the
same time, the battery-replacing mode is adopted to provide power supply for the electric taxi companies.
Because of the powerful interference of the power operators, the battery leasing model is usually promoted
together with the battery-replacing model. This model is shown in Figure 3-6:

Figure 3-6 Battery Leasing Model
In this model, the cost of the power operator include the expenses for the battery purchase and group
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packaging and cost for investment to build charging and battery-replacing points and operating cost. On the
one hand, the revenue of the power operator is from the personal purchase subsidy gained through leasing
batteries to the taxi company, and on the other hand, it is from the income of battery rent. After the mileage
charging model is adopted, the final revenue will be greatly related to the travel mileage, so it is suitable for
the situation where the ownership is not large in the early commercialization period.
(4) Financing leasing model
In the financing leasing model, the professional operators raise funds from the financial institutions. Part of
the funds are provided for the bus company to purchase naked vehicles, and the other part are used to
purchase batteries, provide battery maintenance and construct charging infrastructure by the operators. The
financing leasing funds are amortized by the financing leasing subsidy and operation maintenance subsidy
provided by the government. This model is shown in Figure 3-7:

Figure 3-7 Financing Leasing Model
In this model, the user is the bus company. It eases the financial pressure of the bus company through
separation of vehicle and battery and payment by installment. The professional operator plays a mediating
role in the financing. It provides guarantee for the bus company to obtain the financing funds to purchase
the naked vehicles; the professional operator does not purchase batteries, but also undertake the
construction and operation of charging stations.
Of course, in the selection of the above business models, local environment and consumers' habits should
also be considered. For example, "In Europe, people live villas or houses with a big courtyard. So it is okay
to set up a charging pile, because there is enough space. The Italian families also have large courtyards, so
it is also okay to set up a charging pile. But in China, it is not okay because we live in apartment" (T2).
"The Chinese market has a characteristic that every place has its own enterprises, which just focus on the
local market. For example, in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, there are many small enterprises of making electric
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appliances, because the charging pile is an electrical apparatus element. Then, the control technology,
instruments and shell are contained. There are many metal plate enterprises. He buy some from them and
assemble them and then sell them. In Wuhan, there are 18 charging pile enterprises. Of course, there are
large enterprises from outside and also some local ones. For example, Beijing Huangshan Sanyou is a
large one, but it just focuses on Beijing and never goes out of Beijing. It is a company jointly established by
it and Beijing Power Supply Bureau and has a relation with the government, so it just focuses on Beijing"
(M2). This is the discussion focus of Chapter Four of this paper.
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Chapter 4.

Business Model Design of Qingdao TGOOD Electric
Co., Ltd.

Osterwalder (2004) researches deeply on the business model design and innovation. In his study, he divided
the business model innovation into four stages: environment analysis, business model design, organization
planning and business model execution. First is the environment analysis stage, the main task of which is to
make the team members reach a consensus on such issues as the society, law, competition and technology
of business model, and then plan the business model framework. Second, the main task at the design stage
is to describe the composition elements of the business model. At this stage, the enterprise may select one
or several business model prototypes to test. At the organization planning stage, the enterprise analyses the
composition elements of the business model,breaks down the business model to business units and detailed
processes At the last stage, the enterprise puts the well-designed business model into practice. Qingdao
TGOOD Electric Co., Ltd. follows the above staged model to conduct its business model innovation.

4.1 Development Background of Qingdao TGOOD Electric Co., Ltd.
The establishment and development of TGOOD is a laborious process. The author and several other
founders raised RMB 5 million from their own families and relatives and friends. With the money, they first
established Qingdao Derui Investment Co., Ltd., and then jointly established TGOOD with a registered
capital of USD 1 million together with Mr. Helmut Bruno Rebstock, a German friend with who they had
business cooperation previously through Derui Investment, and Mr. Rebstock holds 40% of its shares.
Sino-German joint venture not only established a good brand image for the company, but also brought a
serious attitude, which lay a good foundation for the operation.
All the author and several other founders were professional technicians and the state-owned enterprise and
private enterprises where they ever worked for years are engaged in the R&D and manufacturing of power
transformation and distribution equipment; and the box-type substation they manufactured after learning
the foreign technology is still rare at home. Since its establishment, the Company has established the
technological innovation strategy of "One step ahead, all steps ahead", and in its uptrend development
process, established the proprietary intellectual property rights system of TGOOD and formed over 100
patents and proprietary technologies. What the Company advocates is "not that we develop what the
customers need, but that the customers like what we develop". It uses the innovation perspectiveness and
grasp of the future technology trend of the technical team to lead the market development and industry
development. The first 35kV intelligent box-type substation, the first 35kV skid-mounted mobile box-type
substation, the first 110kV intelligent box-type substation, the first box-type switching station, the first
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railway intelligent box-type substation, the first high-speed railway telecontrol box-type substation, the first
economic box-type substation and the first power distribution firewall in China are all the innovation
results of TGOOD'S technical team. TGOOD also put forward the technology marketing on the basis of
technological innovation to realize the organic combination of the technological innovation and market
application.
In 2006, Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the first high-altitude railway in the world, faced great challenges in the
aspects of technology and reliability of power supply system and the construction period. While many
famous manufacturers at home and abroad shrank back from difficulties, TGOOD bravely undertook the
whole-line 35kV box-type substation project of Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the first railway which is more than
4,000km above sea level. The leaders and employees of the Company overcame various unthinkable
difficulties and successfully completed the project, so the Company won credibility in the whole railway
system. From then on, TGOOD has considered "the Qinghai-Tibet spirit of being particularly able to
endure hardships and fight" as the core of its enterprise culture. Apart from Qinghai-Tibet Railway, the
railway power telecontrol box-type substations of TGOOD are also successively applied in the main
newly-built railways and existing railway reconstruction projects in the whole country, such as
Beijing-Kowloon Railway and Beijing-Shanghai Railway. In 2007, TGOOD seized the opportunity of
high-speed railway development to cooperate with the Ministry of Railways and its subordinate units; and
relying on its technological innovation team which was one step ahead, it, on the basis of summarizing the
latest technology at home and abroad, developed the first high-speed railway telecontrol box-type
substation, and obtained the whole-line power telecontrol box-type substation project for the first 350km/h
Beijing-Tianjin High-speed Railway in China, which was an Olympic Games project. And then, it entered
the high-speed railway market and became a dominant player and leader of the industry. The proportion of
TGOOD in the high-speed railway market reached the highest in 2009, nearly 70%. In 2008, TGOOD won
the bid for Beijing-Kowloon Railway Project and entered the railway tractive power supply system field for
the first time.
In recent year, while occupying the railway market, TGOOD has also made use of "technology marketing,
delicate marketing and brand marketing to actively develop the power market, coal market and oil market.
In 2006, TGOOD won the bids for Shandong Haiyang Nuclear Power Plant Box-type Substation Project,
Qingdao Port Electricity Changed from Oil Project (the first Electricity Changed from Oil pilot project in
China), Yitai Solar Concentrating Photovoltaic Demonstration Substation (initiated in China) and Anxi
Wind Power Plant Project. In 2008, it won the bids for a special batch of power distribution network
projects of North China Grid Company Limited through centralized bidding, and successfully opened the
power market of North China. In 2009, it won the bid for projects of Jilin Electric Power Co., Ltd. through
centralized bidding and opened the power market of Northeast China. In 2007, TGOOD, with the 35kV
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coal mine intelligent movable transformer pack it developed, won the bid for Inner Mongolia Baiyinhua
Open Pit Coal Mine Project, and then, entered the Baorixile Open Pit Coal Mine Project of Shenhua Group.
Based on the opportunity of duplicate supply transformation in China's coal industry, the Company has
greatly developed the coal market, which now is one of the main service fields together with the railway
market and power market. The West-East Natural Gas Transmission Line 2 Project whose bid TGOOD won
is also the oil pipeline system project which first used box-type substations in a large scale in China. It can
be said that the market development of TGOOD is dominated by the technological innovation. In 2011,
TGOOD began to strengthen the external development, march towards the industry upstream and develop
towards the foreign markets. The Company acquired Guangxi Zhongdian New Energy Electric Co., Ltd.,
and signed the strategic cooperation framework agreement with Siemens, expecting to expand the core
device business and enhance the overall manufacturing technology level of the Company.
On May 1, 2009, the Chinese government declared that the growth enterprises market opened officially,
which was a heaven-sent chance for TGOOD which was keen to list. In September, 2009, after three
months' careful preparation, TGOOD, which had a history of only five and a half years, passed the check of
CSRC within the shortest preparation time; and with its rapid growth and innovation ability, it successfully
entered the growth enterprises market, became the "first stock" in China's growth enterprises market and
raised more than RMB 800 million (RMB 400 million more than the planned amount).
After 10 years' development, TGOOD has achieved 4 billion RMB sales volume in 2014, increased 350
times; enterprise value added from 8 million to 30 billion, 3500 times; total assets grew from 8 million to 3
billion, 375 times; employee numbers rose from originally 23 to 3800, 165 times. In early 2012,
TGOODelectric industrial park in Laoshan Mountain basically completed infrastructure construction, and
the entire office building and workshop were gradually put into use. TGOOD invested RMB 200 million to
establish

a

wholly-owned

subsidiary

and

built

“west

coast

industrial

park”

in

Jiaozhou

Economic-Technologlcal Development Area. Through HK TGOOD, TGOOD set a stock right platform for
its internalization. Currently, we have 7 foreign subsidiaries, in which another 100 foreigners will join by
the end of 2015.
Figure 4-1(a) shows the academic background structure of the employees, and the employees with
bachelor's degree or above account for 28.3%; figure 4-1(b) shows the post structure of the employees.
There are 325 employees at the technical posts, accounting for 18.8% of all the employees. At present, the
Company has a core executive decision-making team consisting of 17 people, and 60 middle-level
managers and about 300 core backbone employees. And the rate of brain drain is almost zero. They form
the soul and cornerstone of TGOOD.
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(a) Academic Background of the Employees

(b) Post Distribution of the Employees

Figure 4-1 Information about Employees of TGOOD
The author thinks that, the great attractiveness to enterprise is not high income but its special organizational
culture7. TGOOD culture is often a metaphor of “smithy”, where gathers like-minded people, because
selecting talents is choosing materials, and the red burned charcoal fire is TGOOD culture, which means
shaping talents in culture aspect and then made them needed. The leading group of enterprise think that,
TGOOD development must “hire the right people, take the right road, do the right things”. Culture plays an
important role, and its special “customer-oriented value” might be suitable for entrepreneurial TGOOD.
Thence, we advocate: “to provide sophisticated products and high quality service with customer-focused
7Thanks

for experts suggestions for this part in the first draft of this thesis. They suggested me adding some words to explain
the reason of low seperation rate of TGOOD employees. Here, the author thinks the major reason is organizational culture
rather than income.
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value; to make greater economic benefits with innovation as means; to create better environment for
employee to work, study, live and make progress with people oriented value; to cultivate more high
competent talents for enterprise and society with quality as goals”. TGOOD takes customer benefits before
enterprises benefits, pays attention to employee interest and value embodiment when the company was
developing and growing, and it also continuously trains, imparts, practises and promote demonstration
effect of the mid- and high-level management and core personnel practicing values, so as to reflect personal
values and highlight individual wealth. After ten years’ development, the value, pursuit of perfection, and
the Qinghai-Tibet spirit of “hardships bearing and fighting” are gradually rooted in team members, as the
basic principle and guide of work. With staff number increases in recent years, the original culture is hard
to create cohesion among employees. The author, after thinking, raised the idea of “friend” culture which
means caring about, help and trust each other, so as to build an enterprise culture that employee can rely on
for life. In November 2012, the case(“team building in pioneering enterprise”) wrote by F. Warren
McFarlan and Zheng Xiaoming according to TGOOD management practice, was included in Harvard
Business School. This is the best summarization about first entrepreneurship and fully recognition of
enterprise management experience by the society.

4.2 Reflection on the Business Model of Electric Vehicle Charging Network
After the policy for high-speed railway in China was adjusted in 2011, however, the construction slowed
down. Coupled with the influence of "July 23" High-speed Train Crash, the railway market shrunk sharply.
TGOOD suffered an industry setback, which made the author and his team quickly enter the stage of
"second venture". In the seven years for the "first venture", TGOOD built a team with a common goal,
realized the innovation with one step ahead, won the customers with delicate products and led TGOOD
culture with TGOOD value; after TGOOD was listed, TGOOD team expanded its size. The author find
many problems in the aspects of management and market during its expansion process, and these problems
became increasingly obvious because of the industry change, which made TGOOD rapidly enter the stage
of "second venture".
After a deep investigation and consideration, TGOOD shifted its future strategic focus to new energy area,
especially vehicle charging systems in residential quarters and enterprise and public institutions. To
scientifically evaluate electric vehicles consuming behavior, Zhang Lei and Fang Haifeng (2014) made a
questionnaire survey on 884 consumers in over ten cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and
Changchun, the research way of which combined online questionnaire with offline field research. Figure
4-2 shows the electric vehicles performance that users paid much attention to, and most users care more
about continual mileage and charging time, who respectively accounted for 27.1% and 24.0% of
questionnaire respondents. Those who concerned about safety and power performance occupied 18.3% and
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17.2%. Consumer paid little attention to handling, configuration, comfortability and exterior design. The
survey results show that the continual mileage and charging time of blade electric vehicles still cannot meet
market demand, and there is concern about safety and power performance.

Source: Zhang Lei, Fang Haifeng, 2014:202

Figure 4-2 Survey results of users concerns about electric vehicles performance
Based on above analysis, the author think: electric vehicle is the only road to develop China's vehicle
industry and stimulate the domestic demand; the core of electric vehicle is electromotor and battery; and
the power motor and battery are the very advantage of China. For TGOOD, neither battery nor electromotor
is its advantage and the only field it can enter is the vehicle charging industry. After a deep investigation
and analysis, the author finds thatbattery-replacing infrastructure construction is closely related to the new
energy electric vehicle industry, but the infrastructure construction entered the stage of rapid development
since 2010. The large state-owned enterprises and groups such as State Grid Corporation of China, China
Southern Power Grid and Potevio New Energy invested in the construction of charging infrastructure.
These three enterprises are also TGOOD’s major competitors in charging network construction based on
the following analysis about them:
(1) State Grid Corporation of China
The State Grid Corporation of China was established on 29th December 2002. It is directly under central
management with power grid construction and operation as its core business, business scope covering 26
provinces(autonomous region, municipality). The corporation organized and carried out a series of research
and development and practice about electric vehicles battery-replacing facilities, and made several
achievements in charging facilities key technology study, standard system establishment, demonstration
project construction, and charging facilities operation service model. In August 2010, the corporation joined
the State-Owned Enterprise Electric Vehicle Industry Alliance, as the chairman of charging and service
specialized committee. The corporation had build 618 charging stations and 24,000 charging piles till the
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end of 2013.
(2) China Southern Power Grid
Established on 29th December 2002 as a enterprises directly under central management, the China
Southern Power Grid business scope covers five southern provinces including Guangdong, Guangxi,
Yunnan, Guizhou and Hainan, and is one of 16 initiators of State-Owned Enterprise Electric Vehicle
Industry Alliance. Shenzhen is the major base for the corporation to build new energy vehicles
infrastructure. Since late February in 2009, the corporation started electric vehicles facilities network
construction. The first batch is two charging stations and 134 charging piles that locate in parking lots in
Shenzhen. On 11th November 2010, the corporation signed Strategic Co-operation FrameAgreement of
Accelerating Electric Vehicle Charging Facilities Construction with Shenzhen government and started
building new energy vehicles battery-replacing facilities in Shenzhen. Till the end of 2013, it had built and
operated 7 battery-replacing stations, 197 moderate DC charging piles, and 2273 slow AC charging piles.
(3) Potevio New Energy
Potevio New Energy Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "Potevio") is the first professional operator of
electric vehicle charging facility network and a central SOE jointly invested by Potevio Information
Industry Co., Ltd. and China Potevio Information Industry Group. In June, 2010, with the support of
Shenzhen Municipal People's Government, Potevio first operated the first charging station - Honey Lake
Lineng Charging Station on spot in Shenzhen. In mid-2010, cooperated with Shenzhen Bus, Potevio
established Shenzhen Lineng Add Power Station Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as "Lineng") which is
engaged in operating new energy vehicles charging service network. In 2011, Lineng had built and operated
a world largest new energy vehicle charging service network that consists 57 charging stations in Shenzhen,
and provided charging and smart operation services for 2011 new energy buses and taxis at the 26th
Summer Universiade in Shenzhen.The two enterprises set about setting up the first electric vehicle energy
supply infrastructure network, namely Shenzhen Small Network, which is first planned and constructed by
the professional supplierwhich also provide system service, with multi-station networking, intelligent
information management system and compatibility as its support. By the end of May in 2013, Lineng had
built 74 charging stations which covers 9 administrative areas except for Dapeng New District, and 883 DC
fast charging piles in Shenzhen, with 64630kW total installed power. Depending on the demonstration
effect of Shenzhen province, Poteviosuccessively provided battery-replacing service for official business
electric vehicles for 28 ministries and commissions in Shanghai, Jiangsu, Shandong and other provinces.
The charging network construction model and strategic plan is different in the three corporations as shown
in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 The charging network construction model and strategic plan for three competitors
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Company

Major Construction

Current Situation & Future Planning

Business Model
Name

Scope
Battery-replacing as

It had established 618 charging stations

the core and plug-in

and 24,000 charging piles by the end of

State Grid
charging to the

26 provinces in

2013. Due to business model, it announced

complement,

Northern China

in August 2014 to withdraw from electric

Corporation
of China
centralized charging,

vehicle charging network construction.

uniform distribution
It had constructed and operated 7 charging
and

battery-replacing

stations,

197

Battery-replacing as
China

the core, combined

Southern

with charging,

Power Grid

uniform services and

5 southern

moderate DC charging piles, and 2273

provinces(Guangdong,

slow AC charging piles in Shenzhen by

Guangxi, Yunan,

the end of 2013. Due to business model,

Guizhou, Hainan)

it announced in August 2014 to withdraw

distribution
from electric vehicle charging network
construction.
Naked vehicle

It had built over 70 charging stations,

selling, battery

serving over 4000 different vehicles

leasing, charging and

including bus, taxi, and official business

Potevio
battery replacing,

China(mainly in

vehicles. In 2015, it plans to set up over

intelligent

Shenzhen at present)

2000 public charging piles in Beijing,

New
Energy
management,

expanding to 10,000 in next three years

bankcard

and then extending to other cities.

consumption

Source: Author’s summarization.
To participate in the electric vehicles charging network construction and operation, State Grid Corporation
of China has its natural advantages: power network and abundant funds. It has large amount of money but
lack of core technology and conception of electric vehicles. The corporation’s whole construction and
operation basically followed the idea of “intelligent operation model of battery replacing and charging”, but
the result of preliminary operation was not ideal. This resulted in final decision to withdraw from electric
vehicle charging network construction on 5th August 2014. Similar to State Grid Corporation of China,
China Southern Power Grid has a strong technical advantage, mainly focusing on power system, but it
continued traditional electricity sales model in operation. Its basic idea of network construction is
“Battery-replacing as the core, combined with charging, uniform services and distribution”, which also had
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some difficulties in the process of implementation; till the end of 2012, the enterprise’s speed of charging
station construction is faster than that of battery replacing station construction. And compared with private
companies, State Grid Corporation of China and China Southern Power Grid, as large state-owned
enterprises, are relatively low in market reaction rate and decision efficiency.
Among the three competitors, Potevio is relatively mature in business model, and it is the most popular
model in the industry(Tian Zhilong, 2015). As shown in Figure 4-3, Potevio business model can be
summarized: “Naked vehicle selling, battery leasing, charging and battery replacing, intelligent
management, bankcard consumption”. In 2015, it plans to set up over 2000 public charging piles in Beijing,
expanding to 10,000 in next three years. By the end of 2015, it will build more than 500 charging piles in
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen; till the end of 2016, the number will be doubled, at least
over 1000 charging piles, covering more cities.

Figure 4-3 "Potevio" Model of Electric Vehicle Charging Network Construction
This is the model Potevio initially proposed when it made the business plan in 2009. Along with the
business development, an adjustment was made in 2013 and a business model was later determined, which
was called "charging and maintenance combination, intelligent management". In 2009, the industry policy
was not very perfect, because it just started. No matter the vehicle subsidy, or financial subsidy for the
charging infrastructure or the cognition and acceptance degree of the industry about the new energy
vehicles, they were not as good as those today. In the context of that time, the vehicle cost is high. The
subsidy policy of our country then was: for buses, the country gave a subsidy of RMB 500,000; and in the
demonstration cities, the subsidy was given by one to one. This means, the local government also should
give a subsidy of RMB 500,000. Then, normally, the subsidy for a bus is RMB 1 million. Apart from the
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subsidy, the sales price of a bus was still RMB 600,000 - 800,000. Then, here is the problem. The similar
traditional fuel vehicle, such as benchmarking of 10m and 12m, its price is RMB 200,000 - 300,000 less
than the selling price of the new energy vehicles after the subsidy is deducted. Apart from buses, there are
also some small-scale ones, such as special vehicles, garbage trucks, sanitation vehicles and police cars,
including the official business vehicles for government agencies. But in these fields, the quantity is not
large and the scale is small; secondly, there are stumbles in the administrative system. For example, since
the bus has been reformed for so many years, there are still many problems. There is no matched model to
promote and apply the new vehicles in every industry, but only the bus industry has. At that time, Potevio
thought only after the problem of huge price variance was solved, could there be basic economic feasibility,
so it came up with the idea of "naked vehicle selling, battery leasing". “This means separating the vehicle
and battery in value and Potevio is just an operator. Technically, Potevio purchases the batteries of the
vehicles. Since it has paid the money for purchasing battery with the highest cost in a vehicle, the price
given to the bus company is just the price of the naked vehicle" (O1).
For the electric vehicles, it is the battery that is very expensive. The buses do not have changes in body,
steering wheel and tire, but electrodes, electronic control system and battery are added. Now, electrodes are
very cheap, and the domestic ones are all cheap. What is expensive is the battery. The more batteries you
install, theoretically, the longer the distance per charge is; then, the more batteries you installed, the higher
the cost will be. At that time, the electricity per watt was RMB 3.5- 4; now, the price of the whole power
electric vehicle market fell quickly. At present, the cheapest one is RMB 1.5, and in some places it is RMB
2. This is a feature of the industrial products, and the curve is pulled by scale. At that time, the bus
company did not accept it, because the project in Shenzhen was the first project of Potevio then and it was
very representative. But in order to cooperate with the World University Games, this project must be
conducted, because it was designated by the government. And then, I was responsible for following this
project in Potevio. Therefore, we took the model of "naked vehicle selling, battery leasing", and this means
that Potevio purchased the batteries. Because we purchased so many and there is consumption cost; besides,
we needed to invest to construct charging stations. Then, how will be charge? Of course, it was not like
today's industry mainstream way - charging service fee, but the fee of electricity per kwh coupled with a
little service fee. At that time, we purchased the batteries, so your power core is our assets. Then, we went
to do the fuel consideration with the bus company, namely, the fuel charge of a bus every year. Based on
this, a line was made together with the traffic planning committee. We three parties recognized it. Your fuel
charges every year should be all given to me, but the bus company didn't agree: In this way, I get no benefit
from it at all. You solve the problem of vehicles, but the subsidies for environment and fuel are gone. If I
give you the fuel charges, I could as well use the fuel vehicle. Although the country wanted to promoted, I
am an independent legal person and I don't want to do it. After the large framework and model are
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determined, it was followed by the repeated negotiations. Later, the major project office of development
and reform commission of Shenzhen called the relevant financial department and traffic committee to have
a meeting. At last, the policy was determined: in Shenzhen, apart from the national and local vehicle
purchase subsidy, a fuel subsidy of RMB 10,000 will be given to you for every vehicle. Secondly, we are
required to make a discount at the fuel charges of the bus company, namely 80% of the annual fuel charges.
Then, the whole project was worked out like this.“Therefore, this business model was in fact passed in the
context of that time, and it was helpful to the rapid breakthrough of my project" (O1).
"What is Potevio's model? You bus company don't have the final say about the battery, because we will
strictly control the quality of batteries. Relevant technical standards and purchase standards must be made
for the batteries. If the supplier's products meet our standards, we will purchase your batteries, put them in
the network and then operate the new energy vehicles" (O2).
Therefore, "naked vehicle selling, battery leasing" is for the difficulty in the commercialization of the
electric vehicles in China in 2011. “Battery leasing” solves the problemsof high battery purchase cost and
difficult battery maintenance. "Charging and battery replacing compatible" means that the electric vehicles
can be charged or their batteries can also be replaced through the urban charging station network.The
operator can provide quick battery-replacing or slow charging services for the users and make the users
enjoy the service like fuel filling. "Intelligent management" means centralized monitoring and management
of operating information, such as users in the network, batteries, logistics distribution, charging stations and
battery scrap and collection, dealing with various problems in the network in time and establishing an
effective controllable platform for the battery gradient utilization and waste battery collection.
"Today, it seems that the above business model is of value. First, our charging facilities have gained a firm
footing in Shenzhen and formed a network. Others, including TGOOD, are hard to enter Shenzhen, at least
in the bus field, because we have been there and operated for several years. Second, we have occupied the
land for charging facilities. No matter who go to build more, he can not pull over ours" (O1). For example,
with obvious advantages in finished vehicle production qualification and ability, BYD sells finished
vehicles with the help of the above network. As an operator when participating in this business process,
Potevio invested to build the charging stations with rapid charging as the primary business, and purchase
electricity through China Southern Power Grid to provide charging service for electric vehicles users.
Based on the thinking of vertical integration,BYDenhances the matching degree of the battery and finished
vehicle in the production link. In the aspect of mutual exchange and communication between the ecosystem
participants, BYD, through contacting the upstream and downstream enterprises, increases the credibility
between the partners through merger and acquisition and joint venture; besides, together with China
Southern Power Grid, it makes clear the distribution of everyone's equity with other industry participants.
Of course, "In the later period, along with the gradual development of the industry, we found that the
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investment cost in the early period was very huge. Because we did not only construct the charging stations,
but also needed to purchase battery. So, the investment cost will be very large. Therefore, later, we adjusted
the business model. We did not purchase batteries any more, but still provided charging and maintenance
services, including the battery maintenance" (O2). "But at the same time, the ceiling of the service price is
the fuel price; and it will be better is a discount is given based on the oil price and at this moment, the
cognition degree of users is very high. The whole model system developed then. Later, the businesses in the
primary business plate shrank; now, the layout speed of the whole network and business development speed
of Potevio begins to slow down. And its strategic focus turns the extension and application of delivery
vehicles" (O1).
No matter the model of Potevio in the early period or that in the late period, after a reflection, the author
thinks that so far, the charging and battery-replacing stations have been built for the extension and
application of new energy electric vehicles, while the newly-built city-level public service, such as buses,
sanitation vehicles and taxis and so on, have not formed charging and battery-replacing service network for
the individual electric vehicle users, the largest group in the market. Till the end of 2014, there were 723
charging stations, 28,000 charging piles built throughout China, and the holding volume proportion of
charging facilities and new energy vehicles is only about 1:4 while that of standard configuration is 1:1, far
from meeting the demand of electric vehicles development. According to incomplete statistics, there are
about 6600 charging piles and 5 battery-replacing stations built in Beijing, most among which are public.
There are about 1500 public charging piles, only 1100 of which open to the outside world, and the charging
service radius is far more than 5 kilometers within the Sixth Ring Road(Chen Qun, 2015). As for electric
vehicle owners, they always need to drive to non-destination to charge, which is a bad user experience,
causes bad social opinions and influences, and then restricts sales. Actually this is also the problem that
Zhang Lei and Fang Haifeng(2014) found from their questionnaire survey. They surveyed 884 users and
found that 60.7% of respondents actually do not have fixed parking lots, with only 32.3% of families in
residential quarters have fixed parking lots and only 7% of families have fixed parking lots at their work
units. Therefore, the two researchers pointed out that “most families in China have no fixed parking lots
and have difficulty in parking and establishing household charging piles, thus making new energy
passenger cars hard to extend quickly”(Zhang Lei, Fang Haifeng, 2014:205). Meanwhile, they also studied
charging places that users tend to select. As shown in Figure 4-4, 56.3% of users tend to charge at home, 18%
hope to charge at public charging stations and 15.6% like charging at work units. In general, users hope to
charge at home, and to extend charging infrastructure construction in residential quarters is important for
new energy vehicles industrialization progress.
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Source: Zhang Lei, Fang Haifeng, 2014:206
Figure 4-4 Electric vehicle charging places users tend to select
Based on the above analysis and consideration, the author think that China’s largest vehicle charging
market in the future will be in the residential communities and enterprises and public institutions. This is
also the key to break through bottleneck of electric vehicle sales. "No breakthrough was made in the private
cars until 2014. That BAIC sold 5510 vehicles ranked first in the whole country" (O2). What TGOOD
develops are not just the vehicle slow-charging piles, but a complete set of primary and secondary control
management system, including high pressure (including measurement) to transformer, DC charging, load
control, electricity measurement and charging management. And this system is the most suitable for the
outdoor box-type structure. This is the advantage of TGOOD, and also the extension of TGOOD intelligent
box-type substation industry chain. At the same time, in order to realize the above charging system,
TGOOD hopes to get the support and participation of the government, and that the government can be the
shareholder of the company to be established, because to a large extent, the development of electric
vehicles in the future also depends on the support of the government.
Meanwhile, in the interview process for this paper, the interviewees raised many questions about the
business model based on the charging piles in early period. At present, the charging piles that have been
built in China are mainly in three places: residential communities, units and public places. There is the
safety problem of the charging system. In fact, many charging facilities are charging piles. With electric
vehicles extending and applying, when the quantity of vehicles reaches a certain figure, traditional
unordered charging will make the power grid overload, leaving big potential safety hazard. Besides,
another problem whether the charging is economic should also be considered. Generally, community
residents go back home at 6:00 - 9:00pm, which is a peak of household electricity consumption and high
electricity price. The survey results by Zhang Lei and Fang Haifeng (2014) also indicate that preferential
electricity price is a key factor to extend electric vehicles to household. When electric vehicles account for
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10% to 30% of the passenger vehicles, the power distribution network in the whole city should be
transformed and reinstalled again, and the investment of the country is also very large(Hu Zechun, Song
Yonghua, Xu Zhiwei, 2012).
In terms of portability, traditional charging pile is inconvenient for access and land occupation. If the
property management company who manages residential communities cannot cooperate with and supervise
electric vehicles charging facilities construction, the electric vehicle market development will be directly
influenced. At present, some cities in China had introduced relevant policies to guide the installment of
electric vehicle charging facilities(Personal Charging Facilities Construction Management Detailed
Regulations for Beijing Demonstration Application of New Energy Passenger Vehicles, Provisional
Regulations for Shanghai Electric Vehicles Charging Facilities Construction Management, etc.). These
policies clearly define the responsibilities of the property management company: to support and cooperate
charging facilities construction. During the actual operation, however, the property management company
had many emotion conflict out of concerns in many aspects. Yang Zan, Yang Hongjie and Wu
Shuping(2015) made a questionnaire survey on 517 residential communities’ property management
companies about the charging facilities construction in 6 urban areas within the Fifth Ring Road in
Beijing(Dongcheng District, Xicheng District, Chaoyang District, Haidian District, Fengtai District, and
Shijingshan District). As Figure 4-5 shows, tight parking space is truly a problem that property
management company concerns. They think the hidden hazard for installing charging facilities is the usage
of parking space. Among the investigated residential communities, up to 65.8% property management
companies consider current parking space cannot meet the demand and actually 69.5% residential
communities have a proportion of less than 80% between parking space and community space. Besides,
charging facilities construction might occupy the green area and public space in communities, and also
need adjusting personal and surrounding parking stall. All these will meet with opposition by proprietors.
Another potential hazard in property management company’s opinion is the problem of normal power
supply and safety, especially the safety problem of open-air charging facilities for parking stall at ground
level, due to intensive passerby flow.
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Data Source: Yang Zan, Yang Hongjie, Wu Shuping, 2015:70. Figure is drew by the author.
Figure 4-5 The greatest concerns about charging facilities construction for property management
company in residential communities
These are major problems that the author found from interview. As Table 4-1 shows, because the charging
technology and equipment at home are backward, the disadvantages of the traditional charging pile model
in the market in safety, economy and convenience gradually appeared. When the electric vehicles are
popularized in a large area, unordered charging will constitute a serious threat to the safety of power grid.
In fact, this problem had occurred in western society. For example, Tal and Nicholas(2013) indicated after
their survey that electric vehicle users in California chose to charge at workplace but often meet with
blockage because of intensive charging time. 38% of interviewees met with charger blockage at least once
a week. And at present, the operating enterprises only gain income from charging service. According to
charging service fee - RMB 0.6 per kwh issued by Qingdao recently, after the operation maintenance
expenditure is considered, the enterprises will have a deficit for at least five years, and it is hard for them to
maintain in a long term. At the same time, the management cost is also high. The power supply company
set up special windows to handle account opening of charging card and recharging and payment and other
businesses, and a large quantity of manpower and material resources were input. And the dynamic
management of user information can not be realized now. At present, the charging card can not be used in
"cross-enterprise", "cross-province", "cross-network" manners; and the recharging and payment should be
handled at the windows. This goes against the idea of being rapid, convenient and easy in the mobile
Internet era. Therefore, for vehicle charging, new technologies, new products, new models, new sharing
and new experience must be created; and the thinking of Internet should be used to build an ecosystem
based on electric vehicle charging. Only in this way, can we provide help for the rapid scale development of
electric vehicles.
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Table 4-2 Evaluation of the Interviewees on Electric Vehicle Charging Network Construction Model in
Early Period
No.

Interviewee

What they said in the interview
The line load problem is a serious problem in front of the past single-pile

1

M5

technology. For example, in a community, if several people need to charge
their vehicles, it is okay; but if more than ten people needs, the load is be too
large and the electric line will be burnt.
Some central enterprises and state-owned enterprises do a good job in the
aspect of charging pile; and in China, it is relatively hot. For example, many
cities called for bids, and we also can meet them. So we also participated.
For example, Xuji, Kelu and Nanrui said they did the operation, but in fact,

2

M1

they did not do any practice project in operation and they just sold
equipment. In the operation, the practice projects are the most and they
expand the most projects. And only we really do the operation for the new
energy power generation. We are confident that we are the best in the
operation.
Compared to other enterprises, our advantage is that we do not have vehicles, but
also have the installation technology. Simply speaking, as long as you buy a
vehicle, we will install it for you; if you don't want to preliminarily install it, we
also can give you the vehicle, no matter you want to buy or lease it. And our
industry chain is relatively complete. For example, for a dealer, after he sells a

3

E4

vehicle, he will find a third party to install it for the customers, and then it comes to
the public installation. This is completely based on the locality, and is also
dominated by the government departments, such as State Grid Corporation of
China and the local power company. We are now building the whole charging
network of Qingdao City, and because we have our own electric vehicle brand, so
the work is relatively smooth.
The vehicle charging industry is new. People began to focus on this after a
series of national policy documents were issued in the second half of 2014.
Before the policies were issued, some enterprises indeed tried this, but the

4

E1

model was relatively simple. For example, State Grid Corporation of China
does this business is more because of a social responsibility, but not
considers it a business model. Potevio did it early, but usually did it as a
project. And it just focused on a certain field, such as operation vehicle and
project of a local point.
As far as I know, one category of the enterprises related to charging system

5

M3

at home are manufacturers of charging facilities, and in the whole country,
the quantity of such enterprises is at 1000-2000. The larger enterprises like
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Potevioand Taitan, and also Xuji and Nanrui are doing the business of
charging piles. Another category of enterprises are vehicle enterprises, and
the larger ones include BAIC, JAC and Golden Dragon. Besides, there are
also some equipment operators. In fact, before TGOOD's operation model
was put forward, I thought there was no operator of charging facilities, and
TGOOD should be the first. But, after we began to do this, many people
imitate this model.
For the private cars, the main revenue is from the charging service fee. There
are two periods. In the first period, because most of the batteries were
purchased by Potevio, the revenue was from the financing leasing fee. In
2014, it was changed. For taxis, the charging service fee was RMB 0.45.
There were a lot of taxis, but why Shenzhen could not gain profit from this.
The core problem was that there were too many people. At one station in
Shenzhe, there were nearly 700 taxis; and the charging was watched by
someone. As a result, the labor cost was high. If the bus company agrees that
the drivers can charge by themselves, it will make profit immediately.
In 2014, BAIC sold 5510 vehicles in total and applied for 2300 charging
6

O2

piles. The team I organized installed over 1300 piles from September to
December. I thought half of them would be used in March, because 80% of
people bought vehicles because they had parking spaces. In China, it is
stipulated that only when you have parking space and the permission of the
property management company, can you install a charging pile. At least, I
can estimate that 60% of them have parking spaces. Then, how about others?
The distance traveled one day is limited. So, the users could charge the
vehicles at home or in their working units. About 20% of people charge their
vehicles in their working units. Then, what about the remaining 20%? Maybe
they will use the public resources or go to their friends' parking spaces. I
estimate about 20% of them do this.
In the private car field, including the passenger vehicle field, Potevio uses a
completely different model. We call it meter-behind business, namely, the
business behind the electricity meter. What does this mean? At present, the
market holdings of new energy vehicles is not large, and the investment must

7

O1

be controlled in a controllable scope. TGOOD is now doing the business of
group charging which is managed and controlled by groups. If Potevio uses
the traditional charging pile investment mode, theoretically, it may not
conduct the power re-intervention, namely, the problem of capacity increase.
Usually, we increase the capacity when the power capacity is not enough. If
the scale is not so large, it is not necessary to increase the capacity. Besides,
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you can not adopt the way of service fee to settle the account with the private
users, but can not conduct benchmarking with the fuel oil. In such a
situation, the approved overall service fee will be high, because I do not have
vehicles after making the investment, I can't collect them. So, the supply and
demand contradiction always exists. At that time, the calculated service fee
was nearly RMB 1.70, excluding the electricity fee.
In today's cities, the power supply density is larger and larger. For example,
in the past, in an area of 1km2, 100kW might be enough; but today, in this
area, 500kW may be not enough. For the capacity increase in the urban
power supply, the capacity of transformer is increased or the voltage grade
is raised. Now, the land resources are very rich, especially in the urban
environment. At present, because of the civil engineering mode, it is hard to
make the capacity-increasing improvement; and the box-type equipment of
TGOOD is a very good program.
Many manufacturers just provide vehicle charging equipment for you. When
a large quantity of electric vehicles need connecting to the power grid for
charging, this model will have a series of problems. Firstly, it is the impact to
rechecking the capacity of the original power grid. After a large quantity of
electric vehicles enter, it is necessary to increase the power distribution
capacity and power supply capability. Secondly, the body of the electric
vehicle is a load of motion. Thirdly, in terms of equipment form, the single
8

M2

piles are arranged in the parking spaces. If the equipment ages or is
damaged, it may lead to electric leakage and personal injury by electric
shock.
As for the battery-replacing mode, the batteries are made into a module,
which can be removed from the vehicle. Then, a centralized battery-replacing
is established, and when the vehicle goes to this station, the special
equipment will be used to remove the old battery and directly install the new
one. This is fast. For vehicles, replacing battery is fast. Another problem is
that the replaced battery will be certainly charged here. Then, a more
reasonable energy storage mode can be adopted for this charging, and the
battery maintenance is also better. State Grid Corporation of China adopted
this model previously. But, the largest problem of this model is that the
investment is too large. Firstly, in order to build such charging station, there
must be parking spaces. A lot of parking spaces are needed for vehicles to
stop for replacing the battery. Secondly, the value of the battery-replacing
equipment is high, and they are all robot equipment. Besides, there must be
places to charge the replaced battery, so there must be a place to arrange the
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batteries. Another bigger problem is that for the battery-replacing
application, the quantity of batteries should be larger than that of vehicles.
The proportion of battery to vehicle should be about 1.5:1. namely, 150
battery sets for 100 vehicles.
Speaking of the battery-replacing mode, the largest problem at present is the
cost, but not technology. I feel technology is not a big problem. Replacing
battery needs a large area of land and a huge set of system. Then, a question
comes back. The distance is relatively long, so the cost is high. Then, it is not
realistic to promote the new energy electric vehicles.
9

T1

Charging pile is a method for lazy people. It is like building houses with
bricks. You can build a three-floor, or five-floor ones and even a villas with
bricks, but you can't build 10-floor, 20-floor or 100-floor ones. Therefore, in
the situation where more and more electric vehicles are used in China, this
can not last. I believe in the next three years, 80% or 90% of the charging
piles will be removed and rebuilt.

After summarizing the above interview content, the author find that the traditional single-pile charging
technologies usually exist the following problems:
(1) Safety: unordered charging, scrambling for load with residents, overload of power grid After the
holdings of electric vehicles increase, the charging load of the electric vehicles will increase sharply; the
isolated charging piles will form an unordered charging, which will lead to the sharp increase in the load of
the original power distribution network. After the power grid is overloaded, the relay protection system of
the power grid will cut off the power source of the overloaded region. The frequent occurrence of such
things will greatly affect the normal electricity consumption of the residential communities, which will lead
to the dissatisfaction and conflict of the residents in the communities and then lead to some unstable social
events.
(2) Charging cost: off-peak electricity can not be used for unordered charging, so the charging cost is high.
The electric power of the power supply system is charged by on-peak and off-peak; and the difference
between the on-peak electricity price and the off-peak electricity price is large. The traditional charging pile
can not be used to realize the charging in the off-peak period; the electric vehicles are usually charged at the
high-price electricity period(6:00-10:00pm) at night, so the cost is very high.
(3) Grid investment: with electric vehicle industry developing, the current charging pile model has higher
requirements for power grid capacity, so the investment is huge. Because the traditional charging piles can
not be used for centralizedly dispatch the charging management for the electric vehicle charging, it will
lead to the superposition of electric vehicle charging load and daily electricity consumption load of
residents, which greatly increases the requirements for the power grid capacity. In order to satisfy the
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charging model of the traditional charging piles, the power grid capacity must be increased; and the
transformation investment in upgrading the power grid capacity is very huge. In the past few years, China
invested a lot in upgrading of urban power grid and rural power grid. If the charging model of the electric
vehicles is not changed, it is necessary to upgrade the urban power grid and rural power grid again for the
development of electric vehicles.
(4) Balance of power supply: unordered charging can lead to three-phase unbalance and trip of power grid.
Because the traditional charging pile could be used at any time, unified distribution can't be realized. And i
some relatively extreme situations, several vehicles may be charged on one phase of the power grid, which
will lead to three-phase unbalance of power supply system of the power grid. As a result, the power grid
protection will start to cut off the load (trip of power grid), leading to large-area power failure, which will
affect the normal life of residents.
Based on the above understanding, the author redefine the vehicle charging. Firstly, we should meet the
basic demand of residential electricity consumption and follow the principle of charging with power load
margin and using off-peak electricity to charge electric vehicles. Secondly, we should conduct centralized
construction and management to reduce the investment waste and solve the unordered construction of
charging piles and the social resource waste from the unordered investment. Thirdly, the charging network
should be independent from the power distribution network, and form a co-scheduling with the power grid
so as to solve impact on the power grid during the group charging and charging economic management, and
realize the two-way energy flow and form an effective supplement to the power grid. Therefore, for the
vehicle charging in the future, the model of centralized management, centralized control and unified
scheduling should be adopted, namely, group management and group control. The above is the basis for
"TGOOD" charging network construction business model the author put forward.

4.3 Value Proposition of "TGOOD" Business Model
Based on the above analysis, the author think we can not treat the relation between charging and vehicles in
isolation, but should realize that what is behind charging is the power grid and what is behind the vehicle
are customers. The requirements of power grid for vehicle charging are: During the large-scale charge,
ensure the operation safety of the power grid, restrain the charging harmonic and power injection, reduce
the impact on the power grid, stagger the on-peak charging and conduct off-peak charging and not increase
the investment in the power grid construction. The requirements of customers for vehicle charging are:
whether the charging is safe; whether the access and charging are convenient; how to make the charging
cost the most economic; whether the charging in different places compatible, whether it has the
convenience of network information.
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Based on the above principle, TGOOD put forward the technical proposal of intelligent charging system of
electric vehicle group" in July, 2014. What is group charging? It means charging a electric vehicle group of
at least ten vehicles within a fixed area(residential communities or public parking lots).This model
transforms the bumper post in parking stall, only charging socket function remained and a wire spooler
designed inside. The power line of 2.5 meters length controls and protects metering performance set in a
box-type substation. The man-machine conversation function was transformed to phone APP and internet
cloud system so as to realize group management and control. The system is divided into four layers: highand low-voltage equipment, charge control, load scheduling, and cloud management platform. It principle
is to take residential electricity consumption first, to use surplus load for charging, aiming to realize
off-peak charging, economic charging and safe electricity utilization under the maximum power supply
capacity in the existing area and to establish an anti-pressure waterproof charging network without piles
and plugs, applied with cloud management information system.
As Figure 4-6 shows, the vehicle group charging system is divided into four layers: platform layer(city
charging group management through cloud platform, value-added service based on mobile internet),
scheduling layer(vehicle group intelligent scheduling, security management of power grid, load balance),
control layer(system monitoring, intelligent control of charging, automatic metering and accounting),
equipments layer(high-voltage power supply, AC/DC charging, device access). The charging piles consist
charging plugs(sockets), and functions including plug-in card, collecting fee, man-machine conversation,
controlling, protecting, displaying and metering. On the whole, the above technology is a significant
technological innovation breakthrough in the electric vehicle charging field, and it completely overthrows
the traditional charging pile model. This system redefines vehicle group charging. It has the new
technology of no-pile charging, electroless plug and group management and control, aiming at realizing the
"integration of three networks" - charging network, vehicle network and Internet.
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Figure 4-6 Four-layer Structure of Intelligent Charging System of Electric Vehicle Group
Of course, even thought the technical issue is solved, how to realize effective value creation and value
distribution is also the key to business model innovation. For example, State Grid Corporation of China and
China Southern Power Grid, are the forerunners in the charging field of electric vehicles. As of the end of
2013, State Grid Corporation of China has built 400 charging and battery-replacing stations and 19,000
charging piles. But these 400 charging stations hardly have gained profit and all of them have suffered great
loss. In August, 2014, State Grid Corporation of China and China Southern Power Grid declared that they
exit from the investment in urban vehicle charging field, and solved the loss situation of the urban charging
equipment through introducing comprehensive investment capital. And the power grid enterprises also
showed their attitude through this act, stating that they would not monopolize the electric vehicle charging
industry any more, but reserve the market of cities for other social capitals. Why did the power grid
enterprises suffer loss? That is because they considered charging as an independent business, but not
organically connected the charging and electric vehicle ecology and did not conduct the value chain
extension of building the electric vehicle charging ecosystem platform. In fact, every vehicle is a point, but
charging is a matter of network: the power supply network, Internet of Vehicles and Internet associate the
benefits of the users, government, power grid, parking spaces and property management companies, so it is
a very complicated system engineering. If one just thinks the problem of value creation of electric vehicles
from single points, it will be very difficult. Table 4-2 shows the evaluation of the interviewees on the
"TGOOD" charging network construction model in the interviews.
From this interview text, we can see that the most obvious change is that TGOOD needs to transform its
role from the "equipment supplier" in the past to "platform operator". In order to achieve this, TGOOD
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used the thinking of Internet for reference, extended the value chain, and put forward the new business
model of electric vehicle charging: through constructing charging system for free, build an Internet ecology
based on the electric vehicle charging through large-system electricity selling, large-platform vehicle
selling, big data vehicle repairing, time-sharing leasing, large payment Internet finance, large user
E-business, and realize the value-added service of the Internet. Based on the above measures, Qingdao
TGOOD hopes to realize "integrating the three new networks" - charging network, Internet and Internet of
Vehicles, and also build itself the largest Internet cloud platform company based on the new energy
vehicles. What is Internet of Vehicles? It means that the electronic tags loaded on the vehicles realize the
extraction and effective utilization of attribute information and static and dynamic information of all the
vehicles on the information network platform through such identification technologies as radio frequency,
and provide effective monitoring and comprehensive service for the operating states of all the vehicles
according to different functional requirements (Ye Ruike, Chen Miaoxiu, Zhu Fangsiyu, Wang Li, 2012).

Table 4-3 Main Features of "TGOOD" Model
No.

Interviewee

What they said in the interview
On the whole, the business model of TGOOD is following the mode of free
installation, free operation maintenance of equipment, collecting service fee to do.
When we negotiate with cities, we will talk about our business model. Service fee is
just a small part. We mainly rely on our network layout. After the layout is made, we

1

M1

will rely on the Internet behind to operate the value-added services.
The key cities are Beijing and Tianjin, and Beijing is the most important. Then, we
will expand to Wuhan, Linyi in Shandong, and of course Qingdao, which is our base
camp, then Guangdong, Hunan, and Zhengzhou. In Zhengzhou, we are now
negotiating with Yutong, and hope to settle there.
When TGOOD New Energy Company was just established, it put forward a concept:
laying equal stress on both vehicle and charging facilities, which means making
vehicle and charging facilities mutually promoted. If you just own charging facilities,

2

E4

but no vehicles, you just build some scrap irons there. The utilization rate is not
enough. If you just sell vehicles without charging facilities, it will be more difficult to
sell vehicles. Therefore, combining them is of great help for our company's
promotion.
In the past, there were only single-pile products, one pile for one vehicle. But now, we
use group charging products to solve the batch charging problem. Besides, it does

3

M3

not take up too much room, and safer, because it has electroless plug or has no pile.
Moreover, the construction is free of charge, so it is very economic. In general, our
group charging equipment technology is not high-end, but this idea is very good. And
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it is greatly improved in the convenience, safety and economy.
These platforms are now done by the cloud platform business department. In our
business model, selling equipment and vehicles is at the bottom layer, and it is the
first-layer profit-making model. The second layer is to make some value-added
income through putting some ads on the platform, and sell and lease vehicles on this
platform

through some e-business enterprises. Besides, the highest-layer

profit-making model is to realize big data through this platform and then make profit
through big data. Now, for the matter of big data, we acquired a team in Jinan. In
early period, they will conduct Internet finance payment for us, and later, they will
help us in the big data aspect. Our ultimate profit-making model is making profit
through big data.
The first layer of our business model is to provide charging service and then collect
some charging service fees. We don't hope to make money from it. We all know this is
a business losing money. After this, we also have vehicle selling, leasing and
after-sales service, such as vehicle insurance, interior decoration, beautifying, and
maintenance. These are in the second-layer profit-making model. And the third layer
is the e-business. If we build our network successfully, we will have many users and
value-added services; after we master the Internet of energy, the users will basically
have contact with our company in money through charging every day. These
post-services contain the concept of Internet finance. After we have some
precipitation funds and a lot of user groups, we will put some ads and business
4

M4

extension with target.
The largest problem of vehicle enterprises is that no matter how big are their data,
they are just their own data. If you sell 100,000 vehicles every year, you will sell
300,000 vehicles in three years, but you have just the data of these 300,000 vehicles.
But TGOOD has the data of an industry. It does not contain the data of BAIC, but
also BYD, JAC and GEELY. This is from my perspective. My data are larger than
yours. This is the first point. The second point is that the vehicle enterprises have
their own shortcomings. They can not disclose the data, because they need to recall
the vehicles in case of defects. They have their own business benefit. When the future
market has such demand and the government has such demand, you must disclose
your data through a objective and pubic third-party platform.
Our equipment is free, including the field construction and materials. And the

5

E3

operation, maintenance and management after the construction are also conducted
by us free of charge. As for other operation models, at least RMB 0.6 service fee is
charged for per kwh. This is now not separated from the park.

6

M6

I think the most important is that it solves the industry chain, the connection between
the manufacturing industry and consumption end. And an unfashionable path
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Internet is added.
No-pile charging of TGOOD is advantage, and the charging pile without electricity
7

O2

is also an advantage. The idea of adjusting the charging time according to the whole
power load was earliest put forward in 2008, so it is not an innovation.
In the past, there was no relation between vehicle and man, and vehicle and man
could not interact. But now, the electric vehicle is to interact with man. Every day, it
needs charging. Man consider the electric vehicle as mobile phone or mobile
terminal and can not go without it. If you can not go without it, as long as I have the
charging network, I master the Internet gateway of your vehicle. Then, an Internet
can be done. This is what I want. We must arrange it on every parking place.
Now, there are three categories of people in the electric vehicle industry: those
buying equipment, those making equipment and those selling equipment. We tell
people we will construct for free for every city, and we will transport for free also.
Then, there will be no market for those selling equipment. Secondly, we do operation.

8

T1

I produce equipment or sell equipment. If I do the operation, there will be a
Break-Even Point in the operation. I have clearly calculated it, and the Break-Even
Point is RMB 1. Then, I do it at RMB 0.6, making the enterprises doing operation
lose money and then force them to leave the industry. The third is the charging
service. In fact, it is the network service, namely, cloud platform, APP service. In
fact, this is just our advantage, and nobody can be better than us.
Our technology system adopts no-pile charging, electroless plug and group
management and control. And we also adopt the modular structure technology. The
USA, Japan or Europe does not have it, and China did not have, either. Our
technology system is not a high and new technology, but just an application
technology. There is no difference in the technology maturity, but the structure is
different from others'.

After we changed thinking and redefined the electric vehicle, many problems solved easily. According to
the calculation of TGOOD, if rapid charging and slow charging are combined and on-peak and off-peak
electricity is reasonably used, the existing power grid capacity is enough to meet the national development
plan for the electric vehicles; and the group management and control and intelligent charging system
designed by TGOOD just can realize this goal. TGOOD establishes a complicated mathematical model,
applying each variable, including dynamic load and total capacity of power grid, residual capacity of the
vehicle battery, charging current, battery characteristics and customer's demand for the charging time and
other variables, to the model, through which realizes off-peak charging and economic charging and
provides the optimal charging program for the users.
At the same time, after electric vehicle+ Internet is adopted, it will become a means of transport with
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mobile terminal. Along with the realization of the self-driving technology, the electric vehicles will become
the second working and living place; and the function of travel just accounts for 30% of the electric
vehicles; and electric vehicles will become an important carrier of changing people's life and habits in the
future. Of course, this will also make its sales strategy different from the traditional vehicles. "The sales
model of the electric vehicles is different from that of the traditional vehicles. Firstly, it is innovative;
secondly, it is fun. There will be some interactive marketing models. In the future, we will make online
extension and offline Geek interaction" (E4).

4.4 Value Network of Business Model
Weiller, Shang, Neely and Shi(2015) did a cross-case comparative study on four electric vehicle
manufacturers from China, US, and France, namely BYD, Wanxiang Group, Tesla and Autolib, and found
that to succeed in electric vehicle ecosystem, an enterprise must establish strong cooperation and strategic
alliances under an integrated framework of ecosystem that might be shared in future, so as to realize its
strategic positioning and value creation. Either electric vehicle sales or charging service, or electricity sales
or additional services(such as intelligent household energy management system), an enterprise must fully
reflect resources and ability of other companies in surrounding network, and then establish a business
model compatible with other actors in the ecosystem. This gives the author an important enlightenment to
set up TGOOD business model ecosystem.

Figure 4-7 Aims of different levels in business model value network

As Figure 4-7 shows, the idea of business model value network led by TGOOD is to gradually open
businesses such as vehicle charging, selling, repairing and leasing through building nationwide charging
facilities for free, and based on this, to shift TGOOD’s role to internet finance and e-commerce and
ultimately set up a big data platform of vehicle industry.
TGOOD establishes this value network mainly for the following economic purposes:
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The dependence of electric vehicles on the charging facilities determines the necessity to build the
charging Internet platform. "Net" here does not just mean the charging facility network in physical location.
What's more important, the charging terminals can not be independent information islands, and they need
the network communication and remote management function so as to realize remote control, monitoring,
measurement and charging. With the help of mobile Internet advantages, through the technologies such as
map navigation and e-payment, it more strengthens the convenience of charging for the electric vehicle
owners and accelerates the extension and application of the electrical vehicles.
The charging Internet platform is an important means to realize the smart power grid load dispatching.
Along with the rapid growth of the quantity of the electric vehicles, the features of them as electrical load being flexible, mobile and hard to control, will more and more seriously threaten the electric power balance,
the core problem of the electric power system operation. Through the charging Internet platform, on the one
hand, we can gather the originally scattered charging facilities together to realize group management and
control; on the other hand, a linkage mechanism can be formed together with the regional load information
data of the local power grid company to make the electric vehicle charging time based on the real-time
power grid load adjustment possible, easethe problem of the electric vehicles scrambling for load with the
residential electricity consumption during the on-peak period. The charging Internet platform can provide
multiple charging models for the electric vehicle owners to choose, such as immediate charging (high-price
charging in an emergency), economic charging (low-price charging in non-emergency situations),
appointment charging (charging within the time set), etc. Besides, the price difference between the prices
for on-peak and off-peak electricity can be used to guide the vehicle owners conduct full off-peak charging
without affecting the use, which enhances the utilization rate of the transmission equipment, and reduces
new energy vehicles charging cost.
The charging Internet platform will become an important way for the electric vehicles to extend towards
the Internet of Vehicles and even the Internet of Things. The traditional Internet of Vehicles still mainly
depends on the front-loaded or back-loaded vehicle-mounted terminals to complete the data collection and
uploading, and then, based on these data, the application will be extended. Facts prove that the vehicle
owners are reluctant to make these information public because of privacy, expense or practicability. And
this is the main obstaclein the process of the Internet of Vehicles development. But through providing
various services such as intelligent charging, vehicle detection and fault early warning and battery
analysis,the charging Internet platform can attract the electric vehicle owners to get access to the platform,
so as to deeply expand the application scenes of the Internet of Vehicles. "The company's goal is to build
the largest charging network in China, and it is also the largest enterprise with industrial big data. Now, no
other companies have industrial big data. We will use big data, and the industrial big data. Because we
have entities and every charging terminal can be used as a financial channel. So, because of the
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value-added behind the platform, it is easy for the pure operation" (M4).
Industrial big data about vehicles. At present, many vehicle manufacturers pay much attention to the
construction and application of vehicle big data platform, but limited to the factors such as brand
competition, technical barrier and trade secret, these big data platforms can only be limited to customer
base of their own enterprises. But, the charging Internet platform, as an open third-party platform, has data
from broad sources and more objective, fair and transparent application scenes. " The most important task
this year is to cooperate with the vehicle enterprises, and undertake the practice projects of the vehicle
enterprises. Only the first five or six vehicle enterprises have a high productivity and output, but others
have a small productivity; and the annual output is only several hundred. Therefore, we will focus on the
first six large manufacturing enterprises. Where their projects are, where our charging facilities will be
built". (M1)
Of course, there are several concerns in China’s unique institutional environment to establish said charging
network. Compared with foreign countries, the huge vehicle market and continuous demand for vehicles in
future China provide big market space, and measurements such as license auction and lottery implemented
in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Tianjing and other cities create policy space for new energy vehicle
development; on the other hand, local governments carry out preference and subsidy directory management
and enhancive local inspection, although which are implemented with an attitude of open market,
increasing the cost to enter local markets(especially for outside enterprises). As most cities have local
enterprises related to new energy vehicle, the interest orientation of supporting local enterprise fast
development by the chance of extension and application is inevitable to exist in the policies and
measurements that will be introduced in future. Local protectionism not only limits consumers’ right of
choice but increases enterprises’ investment and time cost. With BMW, VW, Tesla and other transnational
corporations rapidly promoting local production of new energy vehicles, enterprises in China face more
challengeable choice of business model under the restraints of local protective policy.
In consideration of above institutional factors, the author proposes to cooperate and establish market
opening agreement with local enterprises in all provinces and cities with an attitude of cooperation and
open mind, and this cooperation model had a positive response to market during extension. So far, Qingdao
TGOOD Electric Co., Ltd. has signed contracts with 12 cities in the whole country. For example, on
September 10, 2014, it signed the Strategic Cooperation Agreement on the Charging Industry and Business
Model with Beijing New Energy Vehicles Co., Ltd., and established a joint venture company with BAIC
BJEV. On September 16, 2014, it signed the Strategic Cooperation Agreement with the people's
government of Wuhu City, Anhui; TGOOD planned to cooperate with the People's Government of Wuhu
City tocarry out cooperation in many aspectsof electric vehicle charging system and terminal network
investment and construction, charging operation, and electric vehicle sales and so on.On October 8, 2014, it
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signed the Joint Venture Agreement with Shandong TENergy Co., Ltd.; and TGOOD and Weifang
TENergy jointly invested to establish Weifang TENergy TGOOD Vehicle Charging Co., Ltd. in Weifang,
Shandong. In 2015, TGOOD explores the market in details and try to build its national charging Internet
platform. So far, the strategic cooperation progress of TGOOD has been shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4 Strategic Cooperation Progress of TGOOD
Establish joint venture

Reach a strategic

Cooperative vehicle

Cooperative battery

companies with

cooperation intention with

enterprise

enterprise

Beijing

Guangzhou

BAIC BJEV

Tianjin Lishen

Tianjin

Wuhan

Dongfeng Motor

Hefei Guoxuan

Hefei

Zhengzhou

Yutong

EVE Energy

Fuzhou

Chengdu

GAC GROUP

Changsha

Chongqing

FJMOTOR

Huizhou

Xiamen

SOUEAST Auto

Xinxiang

Taiyuan

Xiamen Golden Dragon

Wuhu

Mianyang

JAC

Weifang

Dalian

ZOTYE AUTO

Liaocheng

New Longma

Source: Author’s summarization.
Currently, TGOOD has joint venture and strategic cooperation with automakers such as BAIC BJEV, DFEV,
Yutong Bus, King Long Bus, Higer Bus, Nanjing Jinlong, Soueast Motor, ZOTYE AUTO, Jianghuai
Automobile and SKIO MATRIX, and power battery enterprises including Guoxuan High-tech, CATL,
China Aviation Lithium Battery and EVE Energy. At the same time, it also actively collaborate with
www.d1ev.com, DiDi, China Auto Rental and Ucar, accelerate layout and popularization of electric vehicle
charging network, and promote and support the fast expansion of electric vehicles time-sharing leasing,
rental reservation, car sharing and other businesses.

4.5 Revenue/Cost Model of Business Model
As mentioned above, TGOOD, through free investment in construction of the vehicle charging system, has
built the largest vehicle charging network in China. At the same time, it makes use of this charging network
to realize the large-system electricity selling, large-platform vehicle selling, great-cooperation vehicle
leasing, big data vehicle repairing, large financial payment, big customer e-business, and creates an Internet
ecosystem integrating the "three new networks" - charging network, Internet of Vehicles and Internet. Of
course, whether the revenue of the above business model can be guaranteed? The author also asked the
interviewees to make an evaluation on this. Table 4-5 shows their evaluations on the possible revenues and
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cost.

Table 4-5 Evaluation of the Interviewees on the Income and Cost of the New Business Model
No.

Interviewee

What they said
The equipment I input is manufactured by myself, no matter the equipment of
the control panel power or the charging terminal equipment. The gross margin
of my equipment is about 30% - 40%. Then, it seems I investment RMB 100,
but in fact, I invest only RMB 60 - 70. Then the government will give a subsidy
- 30%. in the end, I just invested 30% or 40%. As for collection, it depends on
the equipment activation degree and speed. For example, if the vehicle

1

T2

charging fee is to be collected the next year after I invest them, the collection
will be quick. Although it is free and we hope you can install it, we also make
selection, evaluations and prediction on this community or place. Unless it is
an image project of the government or some landmarking project, I will make
investment here even though it can not be activated. Generally, if we can earn
money through operation in one community, I will also evaluate this
community. If it is not activated in five or ten years. In this way, I will lose my
cost, So, the activation degree and rate should be considered.
If the consumers feel it is inconvenient to charge and the distance per charge
can not meet the requirements. I will tell him to drive home and drive for three

2

E4

days for free. I will ask him to experience in person. The most important thing
is to popularize the concept of new energy to the customs. If the work in the
early period is done well, there will be not large hinders to the sales in the late
period.
When we charge the electric vehicle charging, the vehicle and pile are
connected together, and then the relevant detection data will come out. As

3

E2

along as there is a detection, there will be data analysis. The analysis will
have some reference value for vehicle repairing or maintenance. In the late
period, we may build some 4S stores and connect the whole system.
Purchasing vehicle and repairing vehicle are extended revenue; and it is
ordered to realize these revenue. For example, take vehicle purchasing and
vehicle repairing for example. Vehicle repairing is most easily realized,
because the relationship between vehicle and charging is very close, and I

4

E1

have the advantage of charging. The charging and vehicle can well cooperate.
The vehicle buyers must pay attention to how to solve the problem of charging.
They are possible to buy vehicles through our channel. This is the first layer.
After we sell a lot of vehicles to the users and have a lot of users, we can make
the next-step design, such as vehicle repairing. If the customers of many
vehicles do not establish a relation with us, the vehicle repairing mode will
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have no foundation point, and the order of vehicle repairing will behind the
vehicle selling.
In order to realize the income from big data vehicle repairing, at least two
problems must be solved: firstly, is there technical support? Secondly, the
holdings of users reaches a critical point. Solutions: On the one hand, we
should go to talk with the cooperative merchants. The most important thing is
that we should do well in the technology reserve and prepare our abilities in
advance. On the other hand, we should pay attention to the explosion point,
namely looking for the air opening. It is just like the intelligent machine
replacing the function machine.
We hope these competitor can become our partners. Now, we have cooperated
with some charging pile companies,. For example, the Beijing Joint Venture
cooperated with Pang Da. Previously, I ever considered cooperating with
Titan. We have a partnership with the vehicle enterprises. Now, we do not
5

M3

cooperation with Potevio or BYD, because Potevio wants to focus on
operation; BYD wants to focus on th charging piles. However, according to
our enterprise strategic layout, our platform can be open to all the equipment
operator and vehicle enterprises. As long as we can occupies 50% or more of
the market, they will come to cooperation with us. In the future, our real
competitor is the Internet companies, such as Alibaba.
The largest problem of vehicle enterprises is that no matter how big are their
data, they are just their own data. If you sell 100,000 vehicles every year, you
will sell 300,000 vehicles in three years, but you have just the data of these
300,000 vehicles. But TGOOD has the data of an industry. It does not contain
the data of BAIC, but also BYD, JAC and GEELY. This is from my perspective.
My data are larger than yours. This is the first point. The second point is that
the vehicle enterprises have their own shortcomings. They can not disclose the
data, because they need to recall the vehicles in case of defects. They have

6

M4

their own business benefit. When the future market has such demand and the
government has such demand, you must disclose your data through a objective
and pubic third-party platform.
We wanted to go earlier in the leasing aspect previously. But now, we feel the
leasing market has not been mature enough. Then, we will focus on vehicle
sales.. We are now developing it, and at the end of this year, our vehicle sales.
e-business platform will be online. Our general thinking is "driving charging
with vehicles, laying equal stress on vehicle and charging", because it is
useless if we just build piles but have no vehicles. Selling vehicles is not what
we mainly want do do; what we want to do is driving charging with this to
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establish the whole charging network.
To sum up, the author think the possible sources of revenues include:
 Large-system Electricity Selling Selling electricity is the basic function of the vehicle charging network,
and the charging model is basic electricity fee + charging service fee. The electricity fee is collected by the
power supply company. If we do the operation service of charging facilities, we will operate and main
profit through collecting the charging service fee. According to the cost method, for the current charging
facilities, only when the service fee is RMB 1.0-1.2./kWh, can we reach the break even; coupled with the
electricity fee RMB 2-2.5/kWh, the operating cost of the electric vehicles will be close to the fuel cost,
which will greatly affect the electric vehicle extension. After deliberate thinking and analysis, the author
put forward the charging service fee standard should be at most RMB 0.6/kWh. We guarantee against
making profit from charging business, which is a supplement to the input in the charging network.
 Large-platform Vehicle Selling When the customers come to purchase vehicles, apart from the vehicle
type, the first question they consider is where to charge. What is the charging card? Is the service of
charging network good nor not? TGOOD establishes the largest vehicle charging network in China; the
charging cost is the lowest; and it provides network service for the vehicle charging in the whole country,
so it is wise for those having the means of traffic with mobile terminal to select TGOOD for charging.
TGOOD provides the value-added service: whoever purchase an electric vehicle from the online platform
of TGOOD, the price will be the same as that in the 4S store; but the charging service fee can be reduced
by half or all exempted according to different vehicle types. What’s more, for the reduction and exemption
of charging service fee, the model of collection first and returning later is adopted. Customers are allowed
to pay in cash whichwill be returned by discount coupons that are used to purchase vehicle insurance and
vehicle decorations. Here, for the vehicle insurance of every city, TGOOD adopts the group purchase by
batches; and then, it is sold to the customers at the market retail price. Then, a small ecological value chain
is formed.
Great-cooperation Vehicle Leasing. TGOOD will make use of the advantage in charging network, and
cooperate with the electric vehicle leasing companies. The intelligence of electric vehicles and low cost of
operation make it more suitable for time-sharing leasing. In the new official business vehicle reform of the
Chinese government, it is clearly stipulated the proportion of the new energy vehicles, so through dual-pull
of the government and leasing companies, the new pattern of driving vehicle through leasing, driving
charging with vehicles can be realized.
Big data Vehicle Repairing. The traditional fuel vehicles are dominated by mechanical parts and transmission, and
they are repaired only after they break down. But in the electric vehicle, the battery, motor and electronic control are
used to replace the engine and gearbox. This laid a foundation for pre-checking. During every charging, the charging
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network will, through Battery Management System(BMS), upload the performance index data of every battery cell
and every set of batteries, such as the charging current, charging voltage, capacity fading, charging temperature rise,
motor electronic control, and the driver's habit to the cloud platform; then, based on the historical data, the system will
make an analysis on the functions and performance of the components and systems. After the charging endsevery time,
customers can receive the vehicle health diagnosis report and maintenance suggestion on the mobile phone APP or
Wechat. Therefore, big data analytical technology can be used to realize the fault and repair the vehicle in advance.
Apart from the issue of income, payment is also an important content of the revenue/cost model of the
business model. Any transaction of the business activity contains three factors: material flow, information
flow and capital flow; and the capital flow means the payment process. For the vehicle charging service,
payment is an important link of closed transaction loop, and also the value chain node to realize the vehicle
charging service value. In order to make the transaction complete smoothly and give users a good
experience in the transaction process, it is necessary to design the payment and settlement program
according to the characteristics of the electric vehicle charging service to solve the payment issues in the
vehicle charging process. At present, the distance per charge of the electric vehicle is usually 120km 300km; the electric quantity of every charging is about 20kWh to 40kWh; in the rapid charging mode, it
will take half an hour to one hour; in the slow charging mode, it will take 6-8 hours. Generally, there will be
nobody watching the charging facilities. In such an application context, the users of the electric vehicles
can conduct self-service charging operation every day; and the charging consumption every time will be
not larger than RMB 50. After the charging ends, the consumption is settled. Such vehicle charging service
is scattered, highly frequent, low-amount, self-service and delay settlement.
Traditional bank remittance, bankcard payment or the third-party payment instrument have difficulty in
meeting above demands especially delay settlement. In the vehicle charging payment, only after the
charging ends, can the account be accurately settled.And from the perspective of risk control, it is required
that the consumption for this charging should be deducted before the charging happens, so in order to solve
the vehicle charging payment settlement program, the prepayment account payment model is usually
adopted. For this, the author proposes the vehicle charging payment and settlement process as shown in
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8 Payment and Settlement Process of the Prepayment Account for the Vehicle Charging
Payment
In the above process, the customers should deposit some money to the user account before using the
charging service; the vehicle charging operator can obtain the electricity fee cash flow in advance. The
post-payment model is adopted by power grid enterprises to settle the account. After the actual electricity
consumption is copied every month, the charging operator will go to collect the electricity fee, and the
vehicle charging operator actually delays the cash flow of electricity fee. Provided that a user drives about
1000km every month on average, which will consume about 200kWh, the monthly average electricity fee
will be about RMB 100 if the electricity price is RMB 0.5/kWh. If there are 10,000 users, RMB 1 million
electricity fee will be deposited in the vehicle charging service operator. According to national planning,
when the holdings of new energy vehicles reach 5 million in 2020, the precipitation funds composed of
electricity fee should reach at least RMB 500 million. Through the vehicle charging prepayment account
payment model and delay payment to the power grid, the vehicle charging operator can form a vehicle
charging capital pool. If it is reasonably used, it can make additional revenue. Of course, it is very difficult
to completely achieve the above income model. Based on the thought of evolution, the author further
divides the said business model innovation process into the following three stages as is shown in Figure 4-9.
Corresponding to the three stages, the key contents of business model establishment focus on three aspects
respectively: platforms construction, online finance and e-commerce business development, and industrial
big data application.
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Source: Author’s summarization.
Figure 4-9 Evolution process of business model innovation
(1)Short-term: Platform construction with charging terminal as the core and low-profit even non-profit
operation. Charging facility is the only terminal of vehicle charging business and also the most fiercely
competitive business unit for all manufacturers. To find its place in fierce competition, TGOOD chose to
achieve competitive advantage in two dimensions: technology and market. First, as for the problems of
difficulty in power grid opening and safety risk that charging business brings to power grid, TGOOD
developed an “intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group”, setting it apart from competitors in
technology; Second, with regard to scattered customers and serious market separation, TGOOD plans to
apply internet technology to charging business, build multilateral market platform, and connect links
among electric vehicle production, sales, utilization and maintenance, so as to enlarge market share.
In terms of specific businesses, TGOOD attracted customers by providing free equipments of charging
facilities installment, low service price even charging for free. Because of free pile construction, low price
for charging and other value-added services, more potential customers who prepare to purchase vehicles
started to pay attention to TGOOD. TGOOD strengthened its right of bargaining with electric vehicle
manufacturers and can purchase vehicles at a low price, thus replacing existing 4S shops and being engaged
in vehicle sales. TGOOD charging facilities can transmit energy and information between electric vehicles
and charging terminals, and download and store information of vehicle operation and health(it’s legal);
Through computing the downloaded data, TGOOD provide accurate health diagnose and maintenance
service. TGOOD have lots of location and route information to provide accurate information matching
service for vehicle owners and users and promote time-sharing leasing business. The development of these
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businesses requires large-scale investments and long-term customer management. Although the profit rate
is relatively low in short term, TGOOD has established technical barrier and occupied market share, laying
a foundation for new business expansion.
(2)Mid-term: Develop internet finance and e-commerce business by platforms. By developing such
businesses as charging, repairing, selling and leasing, TGOOD established a multilateral market platform
integrated with finished vehicle manufacturers, accessories suppliers, vehicle owners, rental customers,
power grid, and supervision departments. This platform offers TGOOD two valuable resources that are
capital flow and information flow: Large amounts of advance payment and full payment paid in vehicle
selling business, and electricity charge, charging service fee and advance payment paid in charging
business made up a large-scale capital pool, through which TGOOD developed internet financial business;
By analyzing the operation conditions of the Internet of Vehicle, TGOOD can sort out information about
users’ behavior habits, consumption preferences, and consumption power in order to recommend and
deliver vehicle components and daily goods to develop accurate e-commerce business.
(3) Long-term: Develop industrial big data business based on the industrial enterprises in the platform. The
current big data business is still limited to demand-side customer behavior analysis, basically not involving
supply side that is more significant. Through the multilateral market platform, TGOOD mastered many
industrial data related to national economic lifeline such as vehicle manufacturing, battery production,
transportation and logistics, road and bridge construction, electric energy, and environment protection. With
the supply-side reform deepening, TGOOD will develop industrial big data business based on industry and
enterprise behavior analysis, and can provide not only accurate basis at the macro level for economic
structural adjustment but also important reference at industrial level for developing competitive strategy,
and this business will make monopoly profit.
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Chapter 5. Internal and External Evaluation of TGOOD Business
Model Innovation
In the business model innovation, there is a very important link: the evaluation of business model. It means
effectively appraise the innovation results of business model by method of innovation evaluation index
system to provide the basis for enterprise decision of business model innovation. TGOOD business model
innovation, though launch time of which is relatively short, has made a significant impact inside and
outside enterprise. This chapter will make a multi-angle analysis of the characteristics, advantages and
problems of the business model innovation, combined with internal interview and survey, market and
financial conditions, and response of external investors and competitors.

5.1 Survey the Business Model Innovation
In order to further know the situation of the above business model and the difficulties in the practical
application, the author organized a questionnaire survey from May, 2015 to June, 2015. The author sent 80
questionnaire copies (the questionnaire is shown in Annes 3), collected 63 copies; among them, 63 copies
are valid. So, the valid return rate is 76.3%. Among the respondents, 34.9% are managers; 60.3% are
employees; and 4.8% do not state their posts. The average age of respondents of the valid copies is 24.7
years old; 73.5% of them are men; and they have worked in the enterprise for 3.6 years on average.

5.1.1 Questionnaire Scale
At present, there are not many questionnaires for measuring the business model innovation. The
representative questionnaire scales include the scale developed by Christoph Zott and Raphael H. Amit
(2015) when they studied the business model design and entrepreneurial performance of the enterprises,
and the scale used by Peter Weill, Thomas W. Malone, et al when they conducted a survey on the business
models of 1000 enterprises in the USA. The above scales have been applied in the researches of the
domestic scholars (such as Guo Yifu, 2009); and the reliability and validity have passed the relevant
statistical test. Based on the above researches, the author designed the questionnaire scale for TGOOD's
business model innovation in this study, which contains 15 questions. As shown in Table 5-1, the previous
researches show these survey questions belong to five dimensions.
Table 5-1 Questionnaire Scale for Business Model Innovation
Factor

Item

Value proposition Our enterprise clearly defines the target customers and have a consistent value proposition.
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model innovation Our enterprise can explore the customers' demands in an innovative way.
Based on the enterprise's strategic resources and core capabilities, our enterprise puts
forward its creative value proposition.
The value our enterprise provides for customers is innovative.
The way of our enterprise to gain profit is innovative.
Value creation
model innovation The value chain position of our enterprise in the same industry is relatively good, and can
share the main profits in the value chain.
Compared to peers, the profit model of our enterprise is innovative.
Value delivery
model innovation

Our enterprise creates a new marketing model.
The way of our enterprise to contact and retain customers is innovative.
Our enterprise can develop the cooperation network in an innovative way, and stresses
win-win.

Value network
model innovation Our enterprise can gain new information, resources and market from the value network or
improve our ability through learning.
Our enterprise establishes coordination mechanism for all parts of the business model and
can isolate the external imitation.
Business model
interface rule
innovation

Our enterprise breaks the conventional combination of the business model, and the
combination in the aspects of business activity and distribution is different from that of the
conventional enterprises.
Our enterprise makes innovations in both the constituent and customer interaction rule of
the business model.
In general, the business model of our enterprise is innovative.

5.1.2 Survey Result
The author then calculated the score of every dimension of the business model innovation (the calculation
method is average method. Namely, calculate the average score of the questions of every dimension to
represent the final score of this dimension). The result is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Scores of Five Dimensions of Business Model Innovation of TGOOD's Charging Network
From Figure 5-1, we can see that in general, the employees well recognize the innovation of the business
model of TGOOD's charging network construction (the average score is 6.1). They have a higher evaluation
on the innovation degree of these three dimensions - "value proposition model", "value creation model" and
"value network model"; and the average scores are 6.15, 6.11 and 6.17, respectively; and the innovation
degrees of "value delivery model" and "business model interface rule" are relatively low, and their average
scores are 5.87 and 5.73.
This is also consistent with the result from the previous interviews.
(1) On the one hand, the largest characteristic of this business model is that a network cooperation platform
is established with the help of thinking of Internet. For example, the interviewees M4 ever mentioned, "In
the future, we will be a software company, and even a Internet software company. We are talk about our
company's position. We are still a operation company, because we provide service and products based on
the operation network through setting up our own service network; in the future, all the businesses will be
based on the network. But, our operation company has some characteristics of the Internet. Our service is
provided through the Internet products or from the perspective of Internet. So far, there have been not a
very successful operator and Internet doing this". At the same time, its value innovation effect will also be
highlighted as the network expands. "After a charging network is formed, our brand efficiency will be
enhanced quickly. Others build piles one point by one point. But we find a parking lot to build a large area;
and the piles are connected. After two or more areas are built, they can be connected through
communication or network; after a piece of information is sent, it will be centralizedly managed and
controlled on the platform. Group management and control can also be a model innovation. This broader
this network is, after the holdings of new energy vehicles reaches a certain quantity, the more obvious the
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economic benefit will be" (E2). This also verified the conclusion drew from the case study by Chen Yantai,
Meng Yuanyuan, Zhang Lujia and Fan Haixia(2015), who think that in the electric vehicle industry, “value
creation” mechanism, by the method of shareholding and cooperation agreement, is to promote and
stimulate tangible and intangible mechanism to reach cooperation of knowledge sharing and
industry-university-research, so as to set up the electric vehicle industrial ecosystem and help create value
and development.
(2) On the other hand, because of its novelty, the current marketing model and the interfaces between it and
the users and partners are not clear. For example, in the interview, the interviewees O2 ever mentioned,
"Today, TGOOD talks about the concept of charging network and in 2011 and 2012, Potevio also ever tried
it, but it is really very difficult to make State Grid Corporation of China to open the door for you, because
this will involve the upgrading of the whole power distribution network and smart power grid. This has
some influence on the existing power supply network, and it is equivalent to the concept of intelligent
allocation. Of course, for how to cooperate with the power supply system to achieve the intelligent
allocation with the, there are many problems to be considered". Other interviewees also ever mentioned
similar problems of the practice of concepts. These are also what the author should specially consider when
further detailing and implementing the above business model.

5.2 Survey on Value Network Construction

5.2.1 Questionnaire Scale
Value network is an important influence factor of the business model design. What's more, the value
network is even considered as the most important component of the business model design. For example,
Shafer, Sinith & Linder (2005) classified the factors of the business model into four categories: strategic
choice, value network, value creation. and value acquisition. Value network can gather the force of several
member enterprises of the value network to enhance its enterprise competition advantage and then improve
the enterprise business model innovation ability. Value network is the relation of value generation,
distribution, transfer and use formed by interaction and mutual influence of the stakeholders (value partners)
and the structure. It stresses the sharing of information, knowledge and other relevant resources, and
advocates the inter-organization cooperation and joint innovation. These can generate new competition
advantage, strengthen the enterprise innovation ability and then have a positive effect on the business
model design and innovation ability.
Specifically, this study adopts three dimensions to measure the construction situation of the value network
where TGOOD is and the role of the enterprise in the value network.
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(1) Centrality of value network: it is selected to reflect the ability of TGOOD to control and acquire the
innovation resources, such as knowledge. This study mainly use the relevant researches of Giuliani (2007)
and Wang Xiaojuan (2007) for reference, adopts Likert 7-point scale scoring method, and set up four
questions to measure the centrality of value network.
(2) Associative strength: it is selected as a measurement index to describe the intimacy, interaction
frequency, trust and mutual learning ability of TGOOD with its partners in the value creation. process. The
scale is from the previous researches of Capaldo (2007) and Peng Xinmin (2009) and so on. Likert 7-point
scale scoring method is adopted; and three questions are set to measure the associative strength of the
enterprise' value network.
(3) Associative breadth: it is selected as a measurement index to reflect the openness and diversity degree
of value network. The scale is from the previous researches of Eisingerich, et al.(2010), Pu Guiyang (2014)
and so on. Likert 7-point scale scoring method is adopted; and three questions are set to measure the
associative breadth of the enterprise' value network.
Table 5-2 Survey on Value Network Construction
Factor

Item
When the technical support is needed, the partners often turn us for help.

Centrality
of
value
network

We enjoy a relatively high popularity in the aspects of technology levela and
patent.
It is easy for the partners to establish a relationship with us and make technology
or experience exchange with us.
The partners often make technology or experience exchange with each other
through our network.

Associative
strength of
value
network

We often contact with the partners to share the resources and information.
We keep a long-term stable partnership with the partners.
We often solve problems together with the partners.

Associative
breadth of
value
network

We keep an extensive connection with the enterprises of different sales, in
different technology level and industries.
It is easy for us to establish a value creation partnership with the partners.
We keep a good connection with the partners in the whole world.

5.2.2 Survey Result
From Figure 5-2, we can see that the employees well recognize the construction situation of the whole
charging value network (the average score is 5.58). The scores of the three dimensions "centrality of value
network", "associative strength of value network" and "associative breadth of value network" are very
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similar; and the average scores are 5.57, 5.60 and 5.58, respectively. This shows that TGOOD, an up-rising
star of the electric vehicle industry, has made some effect on the value network construction through its
efforts. This shows the important position of the company in the whole value network and that the partners
can get resources and knowledge support from this network.

Figure 5-2 Scores of Three Dimensions of Construction Situation of Charging Value Network

5.3 Social and Market Reaction after Business Model Launched
Although under the circumstances of China’s overall economic downturn and unprecedented challenges in
front of electric equipment industry in 2014, breakthroughs had been made in enterprise development.
Table 5-3 shows the enterprise’s sales contract number, total assets, and operation revenue in recent three
years. It can be seen that the enterprise kept a steady growth trend after business model innovation
launched in 2014.
Table 5-3 Business performance in recent three years(unit: hundred million yuan)

2014

2013

2012

30.0

21.0

10.5

Total assets

30.3

23.2

14.7

Operation revenue

19.3

13.5

6.6

Sales contract number

In November 2014 the company developed a phone APP system. It has integrated functions of charging
reservation, mobile payment and internet finance. Users can search for nearby charging station by mobile
phones which displays number and price of vacant charging piles, and can navigate to the station after
choosing a suitable one; they can also directly pay with mobile phones after charging. As for charging ways,
APP system provides many modes. If citizens do not use vehicles after getting home from work, they can
select late-night off-peak electricity to charge their vehicles. This APP got quick and positive response from
users after launching, and became an important link between TGOOD charging network and user group.
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Figure 5-3 shows the charging volume by using this APP in six representative cities in China (Beijing,
Tianjing, Taiyuan, Qingdao, Wuhan, Huizhou) from January to December in 2015. The Charging volume in
Qingdao in October and November changed more obviously, and the main reason is: the charging modes in
this city include charging at bus stations, vehicle charging for enterprise use and rental vehicle charging,
and the declined user number of rental vehicles in October and November made the overall declination of
charging volume.

Source: Author’s summarization.
Figure 5-3 Charging volume of group charging APP system(unit: KWh )
TGOOD business model, after launched, made a strong impact on other competitors in the industry, many
of whom learnt and copied this model. For example, Jiangsu Wanbang Charging Equipment Co.,Ltd, after
visiting TGOOD business model, mobilized social forces in Changzhou, Jiangsu, to jointly establish “star
charge” crowd funding model. It is important to note that crowd funding refers to a behavior of funding
from the masses to support the individual or organizational sponsor. At present, “star charge” mainly adopts
crowd funding of site, which means the units or individuals who possess over 5 parking stall and abundant
electric capacity can apply to star charge which will build charging piles at proper site based on actual
situation. In the whole process, the applicant should only provide site but not bear the construction cost,
and will enjoy permanent relevant profit after construction completion. Essentially speaking, this is an
application of internet thinking in TGOOD business model.
Shenzhen Auto Electric Power Co., Ltd, enlightened by TGOOD business model, raised the idea of “the
Internet of Piles”, and its operation area has expanded to downstream charging network. With the
conception of “the Internet Plus” model, we can introduce internet thinking and provide various
value-added services for vehicle owners by collecting APP to gradually broaden the profit channels. With
the centralized fast charging station for taxi as the breakthrough point of developing electric vehicle
charging business, the company aims to promote the charging facilities construction in main city zone of
Shenzhen, thus realizing “the Internet of Piles” throughout the city and finally set up a cloud platform of
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electric vehicle charging network service covering the main cities in China. Basically it is the application of
network construction thought from TGOOD model.
Meanwhile, external investors showed a positive recognition to TGOOD business model. For example,
Minsheng Securities stated in the credit rating report on TGOOD that the said business model have three
advantages: leading-edge technical advantage, breaking through traditional charging mode; adopts
internet thinking innovation business model; active establishment of charging network and huge
development potential. Based on this, the institution predicted that TGOOD Earnings Per Share (EPS) from
2015 to 2017 will respectively be 0.21, 0.32, and 0.45, and gave it a rating of “strong buy”.
In July 2014, STECRI in Qingdao organized 21 experts in relevant fields throughout China to make an
performance identification of TGOOD vehicle group charging system, the results of which is shown in
Appendix 2(registered number: QINGPINGZI2014, No. 1069). The experts think that in general, the
system have the following advantages: The function of regional charging scheduling management makes
the electric vehicle charging management orderly, avoids load shock resulting from large-scale vehicle
access to power grid when charging, and realizes obvious off-peak charging and peak load shifting for
power grid; It integrates power supply circuit, control circuit and regional monitoring model into a
multifunction charging box transformer substation, thus realizing centralized management and cutting the
cost of charging facilities; The charging terminal is designed as waterproof without pile, and plug is
electrically neutral when not being charged. These design improves safety of charging facilities and realizes
zero land occupation of charging terminal; The centralized and flexible access type improves efficiency
of charging facilities access system; It adopts cloud management platform and mobile terminal
man-machine conversation system which is of high intelligence and service convenience. Besides, the
expert group searched and assessed on an international scale the originality of this technology, and
considered the electric vehicle group intelligent charging technology as the world’s first in the leading
position. The overall view of expert group is that this system has a good prospects for application and
extension.
As a forward-looking research institution in Chinese vehicle industry, Chinese Automotive Technology &
Research Centre listed TGOOD business model innovation of vehicle group charging system as the
landmark event of China’s new energy vehicle industry development, and gave a high evaluation for its
advancement.The institution considered “this system can solve grid system safety problem caused by
traditional charging pile’s unordered charging and safety problem of facilities when colliding piles,
surmount such deficiencies as high cost without using off-peak electricity, difficult access, complicated
operation and maintenance management, and land occupation of charging piles, and also can realize
value-added services by information sharing and e-payment through internet cloud platform(Chinese
Automotive Technology & Research Centre, 2015: 9).
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In general, external stakeholders and the public gave a positive recognition and evaluation to the new
business model that TGOOD proposed.

5.4Difficulties in Front of the Business Model
In our interviews, the interviewees were also asked to put forward the main difficulties and risks in front of
this business model in their mind. Table 5-4 is the summary of the difficulties and risk mentioned by the
interviewees.

Table 5-4 Difficulties and Risk in front of the Business Model Innovation
No.

Interviewee

What they said in the interview
This business model is comprehensive. It integrates the upstream and downstream industry
chains, including our products, integrates the power grid, charging and customers. Because

1

M1

in the future, the largest mobile terminal is still mobile phone, vehicle may be also the
largest mobile terminal. We greatest difficulty is the profit reclaiming period is too long.
When you talk with some cities, including some partners, they all think the profit reclaiming
period is too long. And even some short-sighted enterprise leaders will not participate.
Most of customers choose to install charging equipment at home, because they think it is
convenient to install the equipment at home. I am considering the company has adjusted

2

E4

some ways. For example, the public piles are mainly for the operating vehicles. As far as
the passenger vehicle is considered, the public terminal can be a temporary foreshadowing,
because the driver has to put the vehicle there for 6 hours; and the key charging period
should be about three hours.

3

E2

The problem in front of the business model is the problem of funds, because too much was
invested in early period.
In the aspect of how to operate the electric vehicle business model, apart from the way of
TGOOD's to invest and build and operate by itself, Xingxing Charging is also relatively
featured through the operation in crowd-funding way. Of course, no matter through
crowd-funding or self-investing, this is really a heavy-capital industry. The charging
facilities and equipment cost a lot. If the way of investing to build equipment and collecting
service fees, in fact, it is hard to design the business model. In other words, if the ceiling is

4

E1

low, the space will be small, so there will be no room for you to design a rich and colorful
business model.
Firstly, it is the risk in technical route. If there are some significant reforms happening in
the technical layer and we do not track or follow up them in time, the whole product system
may be replaced quickly. Secondly, it is the issue of the competitors. The core problem is
whether some state-owned enterprises with a lot of resources in the system will appear and
enter this field. After State Grid Corporation of China declared it would exit from this field
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in 2014, there are opportunities for them to enter this field. Thirdly, it is the market
cultivation degree. We think more highly of this market than others. Relatively speaking, we
will walk faster. But if we do not grasp the time well, namely, if the market in fact does not
meets its explosion, we may fall in dark before the dawn comes. The market cultivation and
education for uses need some time to accumulate, just as fermentation. When it develops to
a degree, the market will have a great breakthrough. Abut at present, apart from the
education of the media public opinion, there really some places uncertain.
We are a listed company, and what we do is a heavy-assets business. Then, it requires that
you must guarantee the funds. Otherwise, even though you think highly of it, but if the funds
is not enough, to some degree, some problems will appear. In the listed company system, the
investors and shareholders pay close attention to the financial indexes. As a result, the
enterprises are subject to such pressure, which will affect its strategy and idea.
Firstly, it is the risk of technical iteration risk. After we arrange these piles in advance
appropriately, we can not ensure that there will be vehicles using them in one to two years.
But two years later, the technologies, such as radio charging, may have great breakthrough.
5

M3

The second is the investment risk. And there is also the pressure from our competitors.
TGOOD enters this industry through transformation and it did not have a deep foundation.
In this industry, the relatively large equipment supplier in the past is Potevio and Nanrui
and Xuji under State Grid Corporation of China, and they also have their original
advantages.
The problem in front of us is the enterprise will be at a loss in three years, because there
may be no vehicles using them. But, we have invested to build the equipment, and personnel

6

E3

should be arranged for routing inspection and maintenance. But we should see that the
vehicle leasing and selling in about three years can create a lot benefits for the company.
The input is a long-term thing, and we can not gain benefit from it in a short term.
In my opinion, the largest risks are from two aspects: firstly, the team, and secondly, the

7

M6

national strategic policy. I feel as long as there is such a concept, in order to realized it and
make it a story making sense, people are needed to do.
At present, the current business model of TGOOD involves too many industry chains. We

8

O2

want to build an intelligent vehicle ecosphere, so we need to build charging piles, arrange
the charging network, sell vehicles, repair vehicles, provide value-added service. This will
move the cake of too many people.

At the same time, there is an open-ended question at the questionnaire survey: “In your opinion, what
problems in the previous electric vehicle industry development are mainly solved by the business model the
company is promoting? What are the main challenges in front of it?” After the questionnaire copies were
collected, the author sorted out the corresponding textual answers, which is shown in Appendix 4.
In combination with the result of Table 5-4 and the text of Appendix 4, we can see that on the one hand,
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TGOOD’s business model can indeed solve the problems of the single-pile charging technology in early
period, such as "much land occupation, disordered access, difficulty in construction funds, large load
impact on the power grid and lack of platform management, and in the new model, the electricity
consumption efficiency is obviously improved."Many enterprises think our services are better. For example,
the electrical loss of the charging piles is the simplest and also the most obvious. The electrical loss of the
charging piles is more than 10 percents, but our electrical loss is kept at around 5%. This is actually
measured by the customers" (4). On the other hand, there are also some difficulties and risks in this
business model, specifically:  the capital input in early period is large;  the short-term revenue can not
be guaranteed;  risk of technology upgrading;  imitation and learning of the competitors;  policy
change;  local protection of the local governments;  the technology of the electric vehicle matures
slowly;  change in the consumption habit;  lack of human resources;  framework restrictions to the
investment decisions of the listed companies, etc.

5.5 Risk Management in the Extension Process of Business Model
According to above mentioned interview and survey, the author thinks the extension process of business
model in future will take major risks in aspects of policy, fund, technology and personnel, and then
summarizes the following four risk management measures to guarantee the implementation of business
model.
(1)Policy risk management. The author thinks the policy risks in front of business model include
short-term and long-term ones. As for long-term risks, new energy vehicle extension and charging facilities
layout supplement each other. The extension must be accelerated with enough charging facilities. At present,
China introduced several preferential and subsidy policies to new energy vehicles, and some local
governments also offered 1:1 ratio subsidy increase, but there still exists some problems in charging
facilities layout and incomplete implementation of national relevant preferential policies. Enterprises will
further promote the implementation of charging piles in all cities by way of cooperation and
communication. As for short-term risks, enterprises will actively collaborate and communicate with electric
power department, and on the condition of electric safety simplify complicated approval process and
shorten the approval time. In terms of box transformer substation, underground parking, electricity
payment(e.g. change pre-payment to after-payment), they will establish optimal and suitable standards and
policies about charging facilities to improve power access and pile building efficiency of qualified
enterprises and complementarily promote new energy vehicle industry. Meanwhile, state-owned enterprises
such as State Grid Corporation of China and China Southern Power Grid hold a monopolist position in the
process of charging facilities distribution, and the nationwide extension of charging facilities cannot be
done without the participation of private companies. Therefore, enterprises will also actively suggest
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relevant departments through various channels to improve policies to ensure an impartial development
environment for enterprises in competition.Chinese has a great ability to adapt, to change. In recent years,
TGOOD seek the cooperation with the local state-owned enterprises,established many subsidiarieswith
themto develop the charging market, which avoid the policy risk effectively.
(2)Fund risk management. About fund, TGOOD cooperated with over ten large banks including China
Development Bank, Bank of China, and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China(ICBC), and
accumulatively received more than RMB 5 billion of credit. It received a AA-level credit rating from China
Development Bank, and can basically meet the fund demand in the early stage of development. With
charging infrastructure construction accelerating, fund demand will dramatically increase, while TGOOD
can raise fund in capital market based on the platform of its listing status.
(3)Technology risk management. Technical innovation is always the basis and core competence of TGOOD
rapid development. Currently, TGOOD possesses nearly a hundred technical patents related to charging,
taking the lead in intelligent charging facilities manufacturing industry, and it had innovated many world
first and international advanced products and technologies, filling in gaps in the sector and leading the
technical development. It built TGOOD Research Institute, Qingdao Engineering Technology & Research
Centre and Expert Working Station in Qingdao, gathered a large number of professional and technical
personnel, experts and scholars from electric power system and internet industry, built a technological
R&D team of 150 personnel, and actively participate in standards formulation related to charging. With
regard to problems in future technological R&D, the author put forward the technological innovation
strategy of "One step ahead, all steps ahead" and established independent intellectual property right system.
For example, in 2015, TGOOD initiated intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group and CMS
active flexible charging technology, which are identified by experts as “world first product and
international advanced technology”. With the aid of the technology, the safety of battery will be improved
over 100 times when charging, and battery life can be increased by about 30%. This is another
technological innovation in vehicle charging field. TGOOD will continue to take the lead in charging
technology. In terms of internet cloud platform, TGOOD is planning to establish a fully open cloud
platform system. Because of vehicle charging characteristics, the data it generates in future will become
large. In the charging process, all data about the vehicle will be transmitted to cloud platform at high speed
in milliseconds by APP. Based on big data, TGOOD also planned ten sub-platforms, including charging
management platform, charging facilities management platform, operation platform, vehicles O2O sales
platform, vehicle rental platform, vehicle repairing platform, operation and payment platform, e-commerce
platform, and government regulation platform.
(4)Personnel risk management.The original team engaged in traditional industries, their social networks,
knowledge base and institutional logic have been fixed, which is difficult to change in the short term. But
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the charging business is developing rapidly, a large number of talents are needed. It is always the advantage
of TGOOD enterprise management, but still need attention to demands and risks due to the rapid growth
trend of the industry in future. For this purpose, TGOOD proposed the human resource management
conception of “Knowing how to judge and use people, encourage and train people to build high-quality
team”, and build with common value a team that is “highly cohesive, highly effective, high quality, high
performance”. By establishing and improving complete and systematic corporate cultural system, the
concept of corporate culture, common value criterion, and code of conduct were integrated, and the internal
power was unified in common guiding ideology and business philosophy in a same direction to develop.
Meanwhile, next step is to explore and adopt partner system to manage key employees, try equity crowd
funding model, build entrepreneurial platform, attract more people who are passionate, capable and have
resources to fight for TGOOD undertakings, and share achievements of enterprises development.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Discussion
In general, Since new energy vehicle extension and application launched in 2010, great progress has been
made in new energy vehicles in China, with greatly increased number of product sales, obviously improved
consumer cognition and purchasing enthusiasm, and constantly improved infrastructure. China has become
the world’s second new energy vehicles market after US. With extension and application gradually
deepening, the restraining factors such as infrastructure and local protectionism has gradually appeared.
From an overall perspective, the extension completion ratio is still low. Faced with these problems, this
study raises the construction problem of business model innovation and ecosystem based on vehicle group
charging system, and also discusses its implementation risks and management key points therein.

6.1 Theoretical Enlightenment Values of the Study
On the one hand, the study make a theory contribution to the enterprise business model innovation in the
institutional and industry environment of China. Usually, the business model of an enterprise is rooted in
the power of context; different environments will bring different opportunities and challenges to the
business model innovation of the enterprise (San Román,Momber,Abbad and Miralles, 2011). In the early
period, there was no in-depth research on the business model innovation under the institutional and industry
environment (Yao Mingming, Wu Xiaobo, Shi Yongjiang, Rong Ke, Lei Linan, 2014). As Figure 3-1 shows,
this study, based on the concept of "business model architecture" put forward by Keen and Williams (2013),
establishes the theoretical model of analyzing the business model innovation under the institutional and
industry environment of China. Researching findings of this paper:
(1) As far as the industry environment is concerned, the domestic market is relatively large and the
economy develops quickly, so there will be many market opportunities. For example, according to the latest
data of National Bureau of Statistics, at the end of 2014, the holdings of civil vehicles in the whole country
reached 154.47 million, up 12.4%8 over the end of 2013. In 2014, the electric vehicles sales is 74,763,
occupying 0.32% of overall vehicle market, compared with 0.08% in 2013. The market showed a rapid
growth trend. Till the end of March in 2015, 97,700 electric vehicles were accumulatively extended in 39
cities which implemented extension and application in China. At present, the State greatly encourages the
new energy vehicles, if the market is fully developed, in the future, the possible market potential of the
electric vehicle will be very huge, and it will become an industry worth of over RMB 100 billion. This can
provide a buffering advantage for Chinese enterprises (electric vehicle manufacturing enterprise, charging
8Data

source:National Bureau of Statistics of China.Statistical Communiqué of the People's Republic of China on
the 2014 National Economic and Social Development. February 26,2015.
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network construction enterprises, and vehicle parts production enterprises, etc.) to realize technological
catching-up and technological leapfrogging with the help of the domestic market.
(2) As far as the institutional environment is concerned, in the period of economic transition of China, the
degree of government intervention in the market was high; and the government intervention brings the
profit monopoly after the market segmentation. In the electric automobile market, there is a large difference
between industrial policies introduction and implementation in different places. The cities of extension and
application gradually optimize the operation environment of new energy vehicles, such as preferential
electricity price and convenient transportation. Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Tianjin, and Hangzhou had
issued incentive policies of lottery separately and registration directly for new energy vehicles, thus greatly
improve consumers purchasing enthusiasm. But the insufficient infrastructure construction and lack of
national instructive and local specific construction planning make new energy vehicles still be in the
start-up stage. Compared with traditional vehicles, new energy vehicles are relatively high in purchasing
cost, imperfect in infrastructure construction, and low consumer purchasing enthusiasm, and greatly
influenced by policy support and financial subsidy. For example, the extension of new energy vehicles
nationwide basically came to a standstill during 9 months window period from the end of 2012 when the
pilot extension project finished to September of 2013 when the application project launched. At the same
time, major enterprises tend to develop and extend blade electric vehicles that receive higher policy support,
while plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and fuel cell vehicles are relatively weak in policy support.
(3) The national industry policies change quickly, and it is not easy to perceive and grasp the market
opportunities. As Appendix 1 shows, in 2009 and 2015, our country issued a series of policies to encourage
the electric vehicle industry. Such intermittent policy change is hard for the enterprises to predict and
perceive based on their business rationality. And for the enterprises without preparation can not capture and
develop the opportunities contained at all. Because of the above characteristics, the business model
innovation in the context of China will face the advantage of emerging markets which can not be matched
by some western enterprises, and also will face more design and implementation difficulties compared to
the western enterprises. In such a complicate and changeable environment, it is very important to grasp the
entrepreneurial opportunities. The proper entrepreneurial opportunities can effectively promote the
realization of goals. Otherwise, they will lead to the hindrance to the entrepreneurship and even failure.
On the other hand, this study also has a theoretical enlightenment value for the enterprise business model
evolution process based on solid evidence and case data. Although some scholars have paid attention to the
business model evolution, due to the restriction of data, most of these researches are conceptual theoretical
description without empirical researches on in-depth evidence-based researches. As an enterprise manager
of the electric vehicle industry in the rapid development period, the author has a profound experience of the
development of this industry in the past decade and has detailed primary data about the process of the
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enterprise designing and guiding the business model evolution. At the same time, as a doctoral candidate of
Paris-Dauphine University, the author of this paper also deeply learned the rules of scientific research and
masters the basic methods for researches.
Based on the advantages of the above two aspects, this paper studies the problem of business model
innovation of electric vehicle charging network construction in China from the perspective of evolution.
Firstly, through interview and questionnaire survey, it makes an analysis on the traditional business models,
especially the most representative "Potevio" model. Based on this, it put forwards and gradually
implements the TGOOD's business model of charging network construction; and with the second-hand data
and questionnaire survey, it makes an evaluation research on this model.
The above research findings, on the one hand, can perfect the business model framework of the electric
vehicle industry put forward by Bohnsack, Pinkse and Kolk (2014); on the other hand, it can make up for
the deficiencies in empirical experience of business model evolution.

6.2Practical Enlightenment Values of the Study
This study makes a significant theory contribution to the strategy of how the enterprises realizing the
technological catching-up in context of China. In the past, the researches about technological catching-up
mainly focused on the catching-up process of such newly industrializing countries as South Korea and
Japan (Kim, 1980; Lee and Lim, 2001; Mathews and Cho, 1999); and few of them focused on Chinese
enterprises. As mentioned above, the technological catching-up of the Chinese enterprises like Qingdao
TGOOD was carried out in a special context of China. Such institutional and industrial situation is featured
by transition economy, diversified technical systems and multi-level market space, which is essentially
different from that in the western developed countries and newly industrializing countries. In the study, the
author thinks, in such a context, if the enterprise wants to realize the technological catching-up strategy, it
should:
(1) learn to lay equal stress on the policy risk and market risk. In the context of regular market economy,
the main risk in front of the enterprise is the market risk, but the policy risk in the context of emerging
economies represented by China is also very important. For example, in the electric vehicle market, policy
risks means the preferential degree of the national policy orientation towards this industry, the attention
degree of the financial departments (bank, regulation over the listed companies, etc.) to this industry, and
effort of investment promotion of local policy in this industry, etc. This is also a problem which was
generally mentioned in the previous survey and interview. Of course, these practices of the enterprise echo
the imperfect emerging economy and instable policy environment. On a worldwide basis, US and Japan
governments had early implemented a series of supportive policies about electric vehicles technology and
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product R&D. Some of these policies did not meet anticipatory goals, even several projects stopped
because they are difficult to realize, but these policies and the project implementation provided relevant
enterprises important technical reserve and cultivate research teams. For example, the electric vehicles
developed by some enterprises in twenty century cannot be marketed due to low battery energy density, but
many design conception and advanced technology have been reflected and applied in vehicle types
developed recently and helped vehicle companies, like Nissan, Toyota and GM, take the lead in
international electric vehicle market. By contrast, French government provided high subsidy for electric
vehicles in 1995, but there is a big disparity between electric vehicle products and user demand of that time,
due to lack of technical and product support without R&D support in early stage; German government
mainly focuses on R&D to support electric vehicles, but German electric vehicle market scale is small with
a slow growth, due to lack of strong policy guidance in purchasing and using stage. As discussed in Chapter
three, in terms of current situation in China, the government provided stronger policy support than US and
France, such as purchasing subsidy, and purchase tax reduction and exemption in electric vehicle
purchasing stage. However, the degree of market acceptance in China is only comparable to that in
Germany. To some extent, this reflects problems, such as less attractiveness of electric vehicle product and
hysteretic charging facilities network establishment, which need solving by introducing and implementing
relevant policies and measures. It is suggested that, on one hand, those enterprises who produce finished
vehicles and components should continue to implement new energy vehicle industrial technology
innovation project, and improve product performance and technological level to meet market demand; on
the other hand, we should accelerate making charging facilities development plan, and appropriately
develop in advance charging facilities construction so as to guarantee for the market-oriented development
of new energy vehicles.
(2) Enhance the ability to grasp opportunities in the dynamic environment Opportunity identification is an
important topic of the strategic management and entrepreneurship theory. In the context of transition
economy, this becomes more important (Dutton, 1992; Jing & Benner, 2015). As stated above, the market
and policy environment of the electric vehicle industry of China changes quickly, and the opportunity for
the enterprise to enter the market is very important. For example, the decision that State Grid Corporation
of China exited from the construction of urban vehicle charging network is also based on the economic
evaluation that the investment in early period was ineffective, but his exist may be the best market access
opportunity for TGOOD. In such a dynamic environment, opportunity is reflected by the understanding of
time and the resources time carries; it does not always correspond to the clock or calendar, but is related to
some sudden events. In the early theoretical researches, the former time concept was called chronos time
and the latter is called kairos time

(Jing and Van de Ven, 2014). The entrepreneurs need to enhance their

ability to look for opportunities in these related events; and the plan formed in this way may be a contingent
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arrangement and there may not be a definite physical time-based arrangement.For example, National
Development and Reform Commission issued Guidelines for Electric Vehicles Charging Infrastructure
Development(2015-2020) which makes planning about charging infrastructure in aspects of region and site
and means the coming of new market opportunity. Therefore, the author adjusts the recent construction
goals to the direction of public transportation, taxi, logistics, environmental sanitation, campus, and units,
and hopes to try “charging by vehicle” model for time-sharing electric vehicles that are used for official
business so as to promote infrastructure construction. As for management strategy, the company was the
first to launch a pilot project in Qingdao, and has cooperated with government sectors in Laoshao District
and Gaoxin District. It put 50 vehicles on 18 parking lots in Laoshan District, realizing “rental at X o’clock,
return at X o’clock” for electric vehicle leasing business(that is to say, traditional rental and return at fixed
time). The rental charge is 0.25 yuan per kilometer with a starting price of 0.1 yuan every minute, and the
whole day rental charge is only 69 yuan. It not only solved the problem of official business vehicles but
developed new energy industry.
(3) Learn to transform the resource advantage to the ability and technological advantage constantly. As
stated above, in today's China, the accumulation of core resources in many industries, especially the
technological resources is usually weak, so the technological catching-up is very difficult. But at the same
time, the local market in front of the Chinese enterprises is very large, the implementation of technological
catching-up of the enterprises is sluggish. And the positioning of many enterprises is to meet the current
market demand. For TGOOD, it is because the long-term accumulation in the box-type substation
technology in early period that it gradually gains the market advantages in the power industry and railway
industry. But, at the same time, the enterprises also adhere to constantly put what it obtains from the market
back to the development of new technology and new fields, although such development is face a huge risk
and even make the enterprise lose the funds accumulated in the past decades (the Interviewee 02 also
especially mentioned this). This is also a common management difficulty in front of the enterprises
pursuing excellence, and due to the characteristics of transition economy, the entrepreneurs must often
reflect on their repositioning problem. Chinese enterprises constantly establish and develop their
competition advantage in the above complicated and changeable environment. Such advantage is mainly
from two aspects: one is from the structure positioning, such as today's resource monopoly industries (such
as telecommunication, power, energy, finance, and power, etc.) In 2012, the 9 enterprises in Mainland
China ranked on the list of World's Top 100 Enterprises are all the enterprise with such positioning
advantage. On the other hand, it is from the institutional environment, such as cheap labor force,
demographic dividend, and basic construction investment, which develops rapidly. But many evidences
show that along with the acceleration of the internationalization process, overdevelopment of natural
resources and transition of the whole society, Chinese enterprises are gradually losing the above two
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advantages (Sirkin, Zinser, & Hohner, 2011; Mao Yunshi, Jiang Yuexin, Mo Weijie, 2009). And there are
also some enterprises rely on the informal system (such as political participation and/or political connection)
to obtain resources or policy advantages (Feng Tianli, Jing Runtian, 2009). The above advantages are
beneficial to some enterprises (the instability from personnel change may appear), but on the whole, they
increase the social transaction cost and affect the fair competition mechanism to some extent (Sun, Mellahi,
& Wright, 2012). Therefore, the above competition advantages based on the external environment are hard
to last for the Chinese enterprises, especially after these enterprises enter the international market (Lan
Hailin, 2011). In order to successfully realize the technological catching-up strategy, the Chinese
enterprises should learn to gradually transform the competition advantage from external local market
advantage to the advantages in internal management and technological ability, and then to the advantages in
internal management, work process, innovation ability and organizational culture (Xie Zuchi, 2011), and
keep well the balance of medium and short-term benefit and long-term benefit.
In short, this paper studies the technological catching-up problem of the electric vehicle industry in the
context of China, and it can provide a better theoretical reference for the enterprise development strategy of
other fields.

6.3 Limitations of the Study
In this study, the business model innovation is considered as an evolution process to observe the design
thinking of charging network construction of the electric vehicle industry. It expands the author's research
horizon and also provides a new thinking for studying the business model design and innovation. Besides,
in this study, the methods such as questionnaire survey and depth interview were creatively introduced to
the business model research, making the research analysis scientific and reliable, and provides a referable
new paradigm for the qualitative-quantitative combined case study.. However, this study also has some
shortcomings.
Firstly, in this paper, the way of single case study is adopted to analyze the evolution process of the
business model innovation of the case company. The single-case study is helpful to the understanding of a
complex phenomenon, but the single-case study has its own limitations. The mainline of this paper is
TGOOD. The single-case study method is generally accepted by most (Siggelkow, 2007), but the
researchers usually worry about the representativeness and universality of the findings of the single-case
study. In the future, the author hopes to find fore enterprises at home and abroad for comparison and
analysis. This will further inspect and expand the analysis findings.
Meanwhile, as a thesis reviewer pointed out, compared with traditional fuel vehicles, electric vehicle
industry is characterized by environmental protection, but the scrapped battery will bring pollution and its
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recycle and regeneration still have big pollution hazards. One is disordered recycle channels without
closed-loop management. After years of construction, a recycling system of waste lead acid battery has
basically been established. But the recycling channels are far from normative, and the closed-loop
management system of “produceselluserecyclematerial regeneration” has not taken shape.
Individual buyers is the main force of recycle market. After reselling for many times, part of waste lead
acid batteries finally flow to illegal secondary lead plant. The other is serious pollution and resource waste
caused by illegal smelting. The illegal secondary lead plants have no environmentally protective facilities,
evade taxes, and purchase waste batteries at a high price by using its low cost advantage in market, thus
making those legal secondary lead plants unable to buy waste batteries who have advanced equipment and
technique and meet environmental protection standards. There are lots of illegal secondary lead plants in
China, many of which lag behind in technology, not up to environmental protection standards, arbitrarily
discharge waste gas, waste water and waste residue, and seriously ruin the environment.How to overcome
this drawback is one important thing the author kept thinking during the research. It is necessary to extend
the lifetime of power batteryas far as possible, also the recycled power battery can be used for energy
storage. TGOOD initiated intelligent charging system of electric vehicle group and CMS active flexible
charging technology,with the aid of the technology, the safety of battery will be improved over 100 times
when charging, and battery life can be increased by about 30%.
Secondly, in this study, the application effect of the business model based on TGOOD enterprise practices
needs testing in a long time. In this paper, the author summarizes and analyzes the advantages and
disadvantages of this business model through questionnaire survey and interview, but the application of this
model is short, and some problems contained may have not completely appeared. Therefore, just a a review
experts pointed out, in the following paper modification, the author will collect the financial data and
market data, and make an more objective and comprehensive analysis with the he;p of a third-party
evaluation mode.
At last, more efforts are needed for theory extraction and literatrue review in this study. The management
theories are extensive and profound. They can provid thinking guidance to broaden the horizon of the
managers from the practice circle, like the author, but also there are a lot of difficulties for the author to
deeply understand and master them in a short time. Although in the first draft, a lot of literature about the
business model innovation have been referred to, as just the Chinese supervisor pointed out, the work
should continue. In the following paper modification process, the author will further collect the classic and
latest literature and read them carefully and deeply; and these literature review can also help the author to
better extract and summarize the theoretical innovation points of this study.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1:National Supportive Policies for New Energy Vehicle Industry

Source: Chinese Automotive Technology & Research Centre, 2015:174
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Appendix 2:
Experts’ Appraisal Report on TGOOD Vehicle Group Charging System
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Appendix 3:

Questionnaire Survey on the Business Model Design and Its
Implementation
The following is a survey on the business model the Company is promoting now and its implementation.
You are expected to carefully and objectively answer the following questions, and please read the questions
carefully before answering them. There are there are no right or wrong answers to the questions, and what we
want to know is your true feeling about these questions.
Part 1: Survey question for Qingdao TGOOD Electric Co., Ltd.
The following is a survey on the whole TGOOD. Please answer them based on your cognition.
Disagree

Somewhat
disag ree

Hard to say

Somewhat
agree
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5

6

7
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3

4

5

6

7

1
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3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. The way of our enterprise to gain profit is innovative.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. The value chain position of our enterprise in the same
industry is relatively good, and can share the main profits in
the value chain.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. Our enterprise creates a new marketing model.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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3

4

5

6
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
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3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

the characteristics of the business model the enterprise is
promoting now.
1. Our enterprise clearly defines the target customers and have
a consistent value proposition.
2. Our enterprise can explore the customers' demands in an
innovative way.
3. Based on the enterprise's strategic resources and core
capabilities, our enterprise puts forward its creative value
proposition.
4. The value our enterprise provides for customers is
innovative.

8. The way of our enterprise to contact and retain customers is
innovative.
9. Our enterprise can develop the cooperation network in an
innovative way, and stresses win-win.
10. Our enterprise can gain new information, resources and
market from the value network or improve our ability
through learning.
11. Compared to peers, the profit model of our enterprise is
innovative.
12. Our enterprise establishes coordination mechanism for all
parts of the business model and can isolate the external
imitation.
13. Our enterprise breaks the conventional combination of the
business model, and the combination in the aspects of
business activity and distribution is different from that of the
conventional enterprises.
14. Our enterprise makes innovations in both the constituent and
customer interaction rule of the business model.
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Strong
agree
Agree

Strong ly
disag ree
1

(1) Character istic s of the business mod el d esign
Please give your scores of the following questions based on

15. In general, the business model of our enterprise is
innovative.

3

4

5

Hard to say

Somewhat
agree
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3

4

5

6

7

1
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4

5

6

7
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4

5

6

7
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4
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6

7

Strong
agree
Agree

Somewhat
disag ree

3. The subordinate companies and departments under our
enterprise are all actively dedicated to meeting the needs of
the target market.
4. The managers of the subordinate companies and departments
under our enterprise know how to mobilize the enthusiasm of
every employee to create value for the customers.

7

1

departments under the enterprise
1. The managers of subordinate companies and departments
under our enterprise regularly visit the customers or potential
customers.
2. The departments of our enterprise often communicate the
information about customers.

6

Disagree

your feeling about the cooperation between companies and

2

Strong ly
disag ree

(2) Intern al coopera tion of the en terprise
Please give your scores of the following questions based on

1

Part 2 Survey question for your company
At present, you are working in Qingdao TGOOD Co., Ltd. with _______ employees.
The following is a survey on the situation of the company where you work:
The company at present have about ____________ suppliers of all kinds, have actually signed contracts
with about _________ customers, and has about ___________ potential customers.

Strong ly
disag ree

Disagree

Somewhat
disag ree

Hard to say

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strong agre e

(3) Construc tion of value ne tw ork
Please give your scores of the following questions based on

1. When the technical support is needed, the partners often turn
us for help.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. We enjoy a relatively high popularity in the aspects of
technology levela and patent.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. It is easy for the partners to establish a relationship with us
and make technology or experience exchange with us.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. The partners often make technology or experience exchange
with each other through our network.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. We often contact with the partners to share the resources and
information.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. We keep a long-term stable partnership with the partners.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. We often solve problems together with the partners.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. We keep an extensive connection with the enterprises of
different sales, in different technology level and industries.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

the relationship between the company where you are working
now and the partners, such as the above suppliers and
customers.
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9. It is easy for us to establish a value creation partnership with
the partners.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10. We keep a good connection with the partners in the whole
world.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. Our company tends to make quick response to the market
change.
5. Our company prefers to high-risk and high-return investment
projects.
6. Our company tends to hold an active and aggressive attitude
when making the operating decisions.
7. Our company encourage the employees to undertake the
proper business risk or financial risk.
8. Our company pays attention to reducing the uncertainty
through evaluating the risk factors.
9. The leaders of our company are easy to accept new ideas and
things.
10. Our company expects the employees to provide movel and
original opinions and views.
11. Our company firmly believe that survival relies on the
innovation activity.
12. Our company stresses and encourages the innovation
activity.
13. The production and technology of the industry where our
company is is quick.
14. The behaviors of our competitors are changeable and
difficult to predict.
15. The relevant national policies of the industry where our
company is changes a lot.
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Strong

3. Our company tends to take preemptive actions.

agree
Agree
Somewhat

1. Our company pays constant attention to the market demand
change trend.
2. Our company stresses the importance of grasping the
initiative.

agree
Hard to say
Somewhat

co mpan y whe re you are work ing

disag ree
Disagree
Strong ly

question s b ased on th e opera ting con ditions of th e

disag ree

(4) Opera ting conditio ns of the Co mpany
P lease give yo ur sc ores o f the follo wing

(5) Su mmary :
In your op in ion, wha t p roble ms in the previou s electric veh icle industry develop ment
are main ly so lved b y the busin ess model the co mpan y is pro motin g? What are the
main challe nges in fron t of it?
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Appendix 4:
Key Problems Solved by TGOOD's Business Model and Main Challenges in Front of It
Questionnaire

Key Problems Solved

No.

Main Challenges in Front

008

The problem that it is difficult to charge

009

The phenomenon that it is difficult to charge.

010

It

removes

the

tedious

procedure

of

traditional card-based charging

It is relatively difficult to construct public
rapid charging facilities in a large scale
Construction

of

charging

piles,

maintenance and operation of the charging
terminals

012

1. It solves the charging problem of new
energy vehicles and provides a guarantee for
the State to greatly extend the new energy
vehicles
2. The proposal of group management and
control solves the problem of power capacity;
and the utilization rate of the charging
stations is high.
3. Personal safety, and electricity safety

013

The charging problem

Social people's hinder to the construction
of new energy charging stations

Industry uncertainty
The influence of change in national policy

014

The problem of difficult charging or simple
charging

on the company's development, safety of
rechargeable batteries, long charging time,
timeliness solves the parity of charging
and customer's psychological need

It

016

solves

the

restriction

problem

of

infrastructure to the development of electric

Variability

of

national

policies

vehicle industry, and provides a new thinking

challenges from the competitors of the

for the government to solve the new energy

industry

promotion project.
At present, there are few the private electric
vehicle users. The government needs to
greatly promote the electric vehicle industry,
play a promoting role in the development of
019

the electric vehicle industry. The Company
actively participates in the cooperation, helps
the government to promote the development
of the electric vehicle industry, and seek for
the survival and development road in such a
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Enclosure, product, policy change

and

context.
It solves the problems of "land occupation,
access, funds, power grid impact, platform
022

management"

in

the

charging

station

construction in the development of electric

Security

of

the

charging

station

construction, and technological innovation

vehicles
The problem of difficult single-pile access,

problem of load administration, problem of

1. Because a charging card is for a
charging pile, there are too many cards.
2. The traditional thinking of the users is

slow industry development because the users

deep-rooted and it takes some time for

are unwilling to develop any more caused by

them to accept the new things.

problem of land area occupied by terminals,
023

large investment in early period
The establishment of electric vehicle group
charging platform solves the problem of
024

charging of mass customers, the problem of
difficult parking, and it is better accepted by

The software technology of the network
platform needs to be improved.

the newborn customers
Long charging time, short distance per

025

The problem that it is difficult to charge and
that there is no place to charge.

charge; the technology level is to be
enhanced;

equipment

off-network

problems happened several times; DC is
not good for scanning code.

The problem of sustainable development,
026

problem of equipment utilization rate, and
problem of user recognition

promote the development of electric vehicle
industry
Resource

029

integration,

(convenient for use, level upgrading),
detail improvement; don't ignore some
details just for being rapid

Create an ecology, link relevant industries to
027

Market promotion, product improvement

How to make the product have the best
user experience

construction

Rapid and changeable demands in the

investment, and problem of being responsible

market, whether the market opportunities

for the operation

can be seized, attitude of the partners

There are not enough charging piles. As a

030

result, for some people, there is no place to

Slow charging, low travel distance of the

charge; the electric vehicle brings green

vehicles, relatively high electric vehicle

travel, and the vehicles owners need not

price

worry where to charge
031

It can form a charging network, has the
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1. Mutual identification of vehicles and
charging facilities can not be realized in

integrated

solution

and

promote

the

popularization of the electric vehicles

the current international standards;
2. It is difficult to collect the vehicle
information; 3. The regional protection os
strong during the extension.

032

It solves the problem of unordered charging

Large time cost and manpower cost for the

process and poor customer experience (for

construction of the business mode, and

charging piles), and it can optimize the load

technological revolution in the electric

adjustment of the power grid.

vehicle industry

The business model from the technology
development solves the problem of where to
033

charge,

bring

new

experience

to

the

customers and how to increase the numbers
of charging terminals and electric vehicles
035

036

There problem of where to charge after a
vehicle is purchased
It is difficult and inconvenient to charge

It

is

inconvenient

to

build

piles;

recognition of people
Convenience and comfort of the charging

037

It is difficult to charge; there are few

piles when they are used; where the

charging sites; the charging cost is high

charging time can be customized by the
customers

039

Solve the previous problem similar to

Actual

charging pile clash; and the innovative

development is important, but doing well

product

every project we won is the most

idea

overthrows

the

original

understanding of the charging pile

040

practice

of

the

problem;

important.

Difficult fund-raising problem for arranging
the charging piles

1. There are too few public stations in the
urban areas; most of the stations are in
Laoshan and High-tech Zone; there are
few in the northern part and southern part
of the city and are not open to the public;
it is difficult for the residents to charge
2. The project construction is behind
schedule;

the

construction

of

some

stations are required to be completed in at
most half a year; but the project is still not
completed

041

042

It solves the land problem and huge
investment problem

Solve

the

software

quick

response

problem in time when it is used in a large
scale

It solves the problem of huge investment of
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When it is used in a large scale, the system

the

customers,

and

undertakes

the

responsibility in late period, which solves the

stability, charging accuracy and challenge
from the technology upgrading

worries of the customers
It solves the problem that every link of the
electric vehicle industry does things in its
043

own way'; it create an integrated ecosphere to

Giants of the Internet of Things cut in.

provide all-round one package electric
vehicle service for customers.
The utilization rate of the charging pile is
not high; how to drive the vehicles away

044

quickly after the charging ends; enhance
the terminal utilization rate
It solves the problem that it is difficult to

045

charge; and it is building charging equipment
everywhere.

046

Be active in innovation, learn the demands
of the customers

It solves the safety problem of the power

Large investment, slow profit making,

grid, and the traditional land occupation and

service life of equipment, stability of the

safety problem of the charging piles

product technology

The problem what came first, the chicken or
the egg; promote in the mode of "laying
equal
047

stress

on

vehicle

and

charging

Constant exploration of the domestic

facilities, combining vehicles and charging market, shortage of personnel and talent
facilities",

innovative

business

model,

reserve

thinking of Internet of free investment and
construction
048

049

No pile, electroless, waterproofing and cloud

Recognition of people, rapid competition

platform

with the competitors

Charging safety and group charging and

1. The sudden rise of national vehicle
selection; others in the same industry plan
to march in a large scale
2. The local protection of all the local
governments,
non-openness
or
territoriality of the charging market
3. High cost of the charging vehicles, high

control problem of electric vehicles

maintenance, difficult charging
It solves the problem of difficult centralized
050

charging, such as in the industrial park. and
public traffic charging

High equipment cost, great investment on
extending the electric vehicles to the
market, slow collection (consider the
self-appearing gain)
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051

Large land area of the charging piles, the
problem that the piles may be damaged easily
At present, it is still hysteretic to accept

052

The business model of laying equal stress on

new things in the market; there are still

vehicles and charging facilities greatly solve

challenges on how to solve the problem of

the charging problem.

short distance and rapid charging of the
vehicles

Become famous through the public benefit

053

activities, make the customers experience

Charging is not convenient enough; the

directly, enhance the publicity invisibly, solve

charging points are not popularized

the problem of knowing little and just

enough; it is not suitable for long-distance

focusing on sales explanation; stimulate the

travel per charge

customers' curiosity to promote the demand
The charging speed of electric vehicle can

054

The Company's unitary test driving activity

not be raised; a little profit is gained from

and aid examination changed the previous

the charging network constructed by the

vehicle

company. At present, there are too many

marketing

model,

it

is

worth

promoting.

competitors, so we must be quick,
accurate and ruthless.

The solves the pain spot of the government,
055

and creates convenience for the ordinary
people.

056

It solves the problem that which comes first,
new energy vehicle or charging facilities
The solves the problem of too large pressure
on the power grid, effectively save and use

057

the resources; the charging network coverage
is not complete. Only after the coverage of
charging network is not complete, can there
be an effective actual effect.

058

Strong competition may appear in the
development process
The policies in different places are
different, and in most of the regions, the
policies are not clear
Higher requirements are raised for the
product introduction; the Company does
not pay enough attention to the product
development;

corresponding

personnel

and configuration fall behind.

It solves the problem of difficult construction

With the same objective and joint effort,

of charging facilities, and the problem of

organize a national team to achieve and

safety, economy and convenience of the

practice the objective, and really make the

power grid and users

end users satisfactory and trustworthy.

059

High investment cost, and land use right
Problem of land resource coordination and

060

human resources
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